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ABSTRACT
The oxidation behaviour of Molybdenum Disilicide, MoSi^* has been 
studied at 1300° and 140Q°C, in free flowing atmospheres containing 
10%, 20%, 50% and 100% oxygen* The effect of iron impurity was also 
investigated* The oxidation behaviour was followed using gravimetric 
and microscopical techniques and additional information derived by 
electron probe microanalysis.
It has been shown that, on oxidation of MoSi , a state of non-
o oequilibrium exists in the system at 1400 C but not at 1300 C, This
showed very clearly on the gravimetric oxidation curves and was
found to be caused by the accumulation of molybdenum atoms at the
base m aterial/silica layer interface* The system became closer to
equilibrium by the loss of the molybdenum atoms, as molybdenum
trioxide, after diffusion to the outer surface of the silica layer.
Oxygen pressure affected the time over which the state of non- 
equilibrium existed and also the magnitude of the effect.
The presence of iron caused the state of non-equilibrium to occur 
at 1300°C as well as at 140Q°C.
Microscopical changes were related to gravimetric changes in all 
cases.
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1. INTRODUCTION
With the development of gas turbine engines, rocket motors, flight 
re-entry space vehicles, etc., the need for materials with good high 
temperature properties is ever increasing. The refractory metals 
help to meet this need and of these, molybdenum and tungsten are 
perhaps the most useful. Although they possess good mechanical 
properties at high temperatures, both metals have a severe drawback 
they have poor resistance to oxidation in a ir.
Arising from this, much attention has been paid to methods of 
protecting the metals against oxidation and of all those tried, the 
most reliable method results from the diffusion of silicon into the 
molybdenum, or tungsten, so producing its silicide.
However, the system obtained in this way is a complex one, and 
during service, interaction between coating and substrate occurs as 
well as oxidation of the coating itself.
This work concerns just one of these aspects; the oxidation of the 
coating material, molybdenum disilicide.
2 . REVIEW OF RELEVANT LITERATURE
2 .1 . MOLYBDENUM DISIUCIDE, (M oSiJ.
2 .1 .1 . Introduction
MoSi is of particular importance in the field of high-temperature materials, 
both as a structural material in its own right and as an oxidation-resistant
coating for molybdenum alloys. Apart from having a high melting point of
O ft 2V* o2000 C and good oxidation resistance up to 1700 C, MoSi^  possesses
high-temperature mechanical properties which make it adequate for many
(3)applications under high-temperature oxidizing conditions*
The development of the jet engine was probably the most powerful incentive 
to the concentration of effort which has been directed at a better understanding 
of the behaviour of materials at elevated temperatures. Since then, new 
targets have arisen with the appearance of the rocket engine and the ever- 
increasing demands of space missiles. In all these fields, MoSi^  is a 
potentially useful material*
2 .1 .1 .1 . The Molybdenum Silicide s
Three stable silicides are generally recognised, (Fig. 1): Mo^Si with 8.9% Si;
Mo^Sr with 16*3% Si; and MoSi with 36.9% Si.3 2 2
A fourth silicide, Mo-Si is found if a small amount of carbon is present.o o
* MoSi apparently begins to decompose before melting, not only in the
(4 5)
presence of carbon * but also when heated in stabilised-zirconia crucibles.
Tests on siliconised molybdenum have indicated the possible existence of Mo^Si 
and MoSi adjacent to the molybdenum substrate. The first three mentioned are 
the ones normally encountered* Their physical properties are shown in Table I*
2.1 * 1 * 2. The Physical Properties of MoSi,,*
It is a body-centred tetragonal structure, isomorphous with WSi^  and ReSi^, 
but not with the disilicides of the other transition m etals j^
(2)TABLE I -  The Physical Properties of Molybdenum Silicides.
Material Molecular
Weight
P « " " -.-...
Crystal
System
Density
g./cc.
Calc. Dens, 
g./cc.
Melting Pt. 
°C
Mo^Si 315 * 91 Cubic 8.i* 8.97 2050 + 50
Mo^Sig 31*3.97 Unknown T.k - 2100 + 50
MoSig 152.07 Tetrag. 5.9-6.3 6.3 2030 + 50
i
(5)The structure of MoSi^  has been described as interpenetrating hexagonal
networks of silicon atoms, with each silicon atom being part of two such nets
at right angles to each other. These nets divide the space into polyhedra,
square prisms with pyramidal ends, the faces of each polyhedron being four
squares and eight triangles. A molybdenum atom lies at the centre of each
o
polyhedron surrounded by ten silicon atoms at 2.617 A . Each silicon atom
o
is bonded to five molybdenum atoms and to five silicon atoms also at 2.617 A*
This distance leads to bond numbers 0.55 for Mo-Si and 0.34 for Si-Si. It is
(5)possible that there is some strain in the bonds. 7
Such co-ordination numbers of 10 are rare and RX compounds in which both
elements have the same co-ordination number are unusual. The high tempera-
(6)ture plastic properties of MoSi may be related to these factors*
Thermal Conductivity
Varying data have been reported for MoSi , as this property is affected
considerably by fabrication methods, size of crystallites and number and
sizes of voids. ^  Some data on MoSi have indicated approximately a 20%
(9)lowering of thermal conductivity for each per cent lowering of density.
A calculated conductivity obtained from the least-squares equation representing
experimental data, is valid to 700°C* It should not be used for extrapolation
to higher temperature as it is uncertain whether the conductivity increases
(8)at these temperatures.
k = 0*629-(9.30xl0 )T  + (6 .6 4 x 1 0 '7)T 2 .........  1 .
where k is in watts/cm ,/°C , 
and T  is in °C#
Modulus of Elasticity
Hot pressed MoSi specimens showed an average room-temperature value
6 (7)of about 59 x 10 psi when tested by a dynamic method.
Coefficient of Linear Thermal Expansion
The uniformity in thermal expansion of hot-pressed MoSi^  from room- 
temperature to 1500°C -indicates the absence of phase transformations*
The value was 9.2 x 10 ^ in ./in ./°C  from 26 to 1500°C .^ ^
Density of MoSi^
(10)The density in various conditions of fabrication is
Powder (98% less than Ijj) ——----------------------------------------- 2,0 g./cc.
Cold pressed at 1000 p s i --------------------  3,2 g ./c c .
Repressed at 40,000 p s i----------------------------------     3,7 g ./c c .
Sintered after pressing at 1000 p s i----------    6,0 g ,/c c .
Repressed at 40,000 p s i--------------* ------  6,0 g«/cc.
Sintered (1.76% added C )  *   4.9 g ,/c c ,
Hot pressed — ----- - ----------------------------- —- —- —   6.2 g*/cc.
Theoretical density calculated from X-ray data was 6.3 g ./c c .
2.1.1.3 .  The Mechanical Properties of MoSi^
These vary considerably, in the case of unalloyed MoSi , depending on method
4U
of fabrication and contamination. An example of the effect of carbon contamination 
is given.
Room Temperature
Molybdenum silicides are hard and no tougher at room temperature than ceramics 
and cermets. Siliconized molybdenum w ire, however, can be bent slightly 
without cracking the coating, and thin strips may be bent a considerable
extent.
Table 2 - The hardness of molybdenum and its silicides
Approximate Knoop 
MICROHARDHESS (lOOgrm. Load)
Ref.
Mo^Si 1310 3
Mo^Si9 1170 3
Ho Si2 1259,1290 4,2,6
Mo 282 11, 12
The effect of the method of fabrication and carbon contamination, on the 
hardness of MoSi^  bodies of room temperature, is shown in Table 3.
Table 3 -  Effect of carbon and method of fabrication on the hardness 
of MoSi .
; Fabrication method •
... - ■■■" 1 ■
%C Knoop Microhardness Ref.
Cold pressed and 
sintered 0.09 1065 6
0.35 1163 10
Hot - pressed 0.34 350 - 370 13
The compressive strength of various MoSi preparations has ranged from
(4) (14157,000 to 350,000 psi. Hot pressed MoSi specimens gave 350,000 psi;
(15)cast specimens about 1 0 0 ,0 0 0  psi.
The modulus of rupture of cold-pressed and sintered MoSi was found to be 
50,700 psi with total calculated elongation 0.09% and no plastic elongation. ^  
Hot pressed specimens showed 36,000 to 57,000 psi.
Elevated Temperatures
Hot pressed MoSi9 bodies produced by industrial-processes from fineX*
powder with a "non uniform" grain size had the following short time tensile 
strengths
980°C 40,000 psi
1095° 42,160 "
1205° 42,800 "
1315° 41,070 "
Specimens hot-pressed from course MoSi powder were only about half as 
strong. With the higher loading rate of 35,000 lb/min.used, neither set of 
tensile specimens showed any permanent elongation. Specimens hot-pressed 
from fine powder with a "uniform" grain size showed 0 ,0 0 1  in /in . permanent 
elongation for the total specimen length at 1205°C and 0*005 at 1315°C.
The decrease in strength at temperatures above 1205°C, observed in these 
specimens was apparently associated with this small but definite plastic 
deformation 4
The change in ductility of MoSi^  with increasing temperature is clearly
shown by modulus-of-rupture tests. At room temperature, MoSi behaves
in an elastic manner with a brittle failure but at high temperature some
plastic deformation is observed. In short-time tests at 1G95°C* for example,
this change from elastic to plastic deformation occurs at 40-50% of the failure
(6)load. There are other indications that MoSi grains have some ductility at
z
elevated temperatures. At red heat, siliconized molybdenum wire, for instance,
(ID
can be wound into tight coils without damaging the coating.
29.
Again, method of fabrication and presence of carbon have a pronounced
(10)effect on the strength of MoSi , as shown in Table 4*
TABLE 4 -  Effect of carbon and method of fabrication on short-time 
strength of MoSi^.
%0 SHORT-1:[TME MOD. OF RUPTURE
9800c 1095°C 1205OC
Sintered 
Sintered 
Hot Pressed
0.09
0.29
0.3^
51,000 psi 
67,250 n
51.000 psi 
86,250 ”
72.000 t?
% *
# *
55,000 psi
** -  Test not applicable because bars showed too much plasticity.
In * long-time* modulus-of-rupture (flexure-creep) tests at 1095°Cf a 
similar effect is observed.
TABLE 5 -  Effect of carbon and method of fabrication on the creep strength 
of MoSi^*
%C
Flexure 
Stress, ps.i.
Hours
Under
Stress
Approx. el. 
of bottom 
fibre
Sintered 0.09 28,900 3j 12.5*
Sintered 0.27 28,1+00 3 2 2.1%
Hot pressed 0.3>* 29,800 k 0%
•Hot pressed 0.3U 30,100 2k 1.0%
The creep-rupture properties of hot-pressed, course grain MoSi can be
(17)summarized as follows, (Table 6)*
TABLE 6 -  The creep-rupture properties of hot pressed MoSi^.
Temperature Stress Time to 
Rupture
Creep Rate
870°C 35,000 psi 107 hr^ 0.000021+ in,/in./hr.
9800 20,000 ” 22l+ " 0.000028 " ” ”
101+0° 12,000 " 110 " 0.00073 " 11 "
1095° 10,000 " 85 " 0.0018 " " "
oIt therefore appears that the use of MoSi  ^above 980 C may be limited by 
creep rate rather than by stress -  rupture life . Modifications in which 
small percentages of an oxide were added, decreased the creep rate at 
1095°C.(18)
2 .1 .1 .4 , Thermal Shock
Although preliminary qualitative tests looiced promising, poor thermal
(19)
shock has proved to be the major deficiency of the silicides and more
development work appears to be necessary before the thermal shock
(20  ^ '21)properties are satisfactory for gas-turbine blades. / '
2.1.1»5. Chemical Properties of MoSi^
Of all the silicides, MoSi^, with 36.9% Si, has the highest resistance to 
oxidation atelevated temperatures and is scale resistant up to about 
1700°C» (2)(14)(22)(23) resistance to oxidation is the most important 
property under this heading and w ill be the only one discussed here.
The following weight change values were obtained in oxidation tests of 
sintered MoSi specimens in a ir .
A
TABLE 7 * The oxidation resistance of MoSi  ^ in a ir.
Temperature Exposure Unit wt. increase Ref.
1095°C 150 hr -O.lj x 10~ g/sq.in./hr. 6
1205° 300 " 0.7 M " " " 13
1315° 100 " ii.O ” " " 6
1565° 135 " -3.0 " " " " 13
MoSi is considered to be among the most oxidation-resistant materials at
O1100 to 1550 C, as is shown by its superiority over titanium-carbide 
(24)cermets as well as over cobalt chromium-base alloys. A specific
(25)comparison at 1095 C shows
TABLE 8 -  Comparison of oxidation resistance of MoSirt with other resistant
 r ' r " "  2
compounds
Material Penetration of Oxide
MoSi g
Cermet (TiC-Co-Cb/TaC)
Cobalt chromium base 
alloy (HS-21)
Cermet (TiC-Co)
0.000001 in/hr. 
0.0000^3 11 "
0.0002 " n 
0.003^ ,f ”
The most striking example is visual. A polished surface of MoSi2 darkens 
after 160 hours in a ir at 1095°C but still retains most of its original lustre,
32
2,1*1 ^ 6 . Uses of MoSiZ*
2 .1 ;1 .6 .1 . As an Engineering Material
Although still only in limited commercial production, heating elements of
(4)(22)(26)(27) T .MoSi have been used for some tim e. ' In addition to oxidation
resistance up to 1700 C in a ir, these elements have good strength and a
adequate resistance to thermal shock. On the other hand, their room
temperature brittleness and high thermal conductivity are serious drawbacks.
Most elements have been made by hot pressing, or extrusion and sintering,
but casting is also feasible,
Because of the outstanding high-temperature strength, corrosion and 
oxidation resistance of MoSi^, considerable work has been done on the 
development of hot-pressed or sintered MoSi^  gas turbine blades, nozzles 
and other parts subjected to similar conditions. (4) (14) (20) (22) (28)
Despite the fact that its resistance to thermal shock appears to be sub­
stantially less than that of TiC -  Co cermets, MoSi finds applications at
elevated temperature where only moderate resistance to thermal shock is
•  ^ <25> required.
A metal-ceramic composition containing nominally 75% MoSi 25% A1 0JL Z O
was developed to withstand thermal shock, resist oxidation, and operate
dependably at temperatures up to about 1480°C. Applications included gas
turbine components, combustion chamber parts for jet aircraft and guided
missiles, sand-blast nozzles, exhaust tube linings, hot draw and hot press
(29)
dies and induction brazing fixtures.
2 .1 .1 .6 .2 . As a Coating
o
Above 700 C, molybdenum oxidizes linearly at a very fast rate. MbG ,^ 
which is formed under these conditions, is volatile and components of the 
size of a turbine blade can be completely destroyed in a few hours. There 
are practical incentives indeveloping suitable protective methods, since 
molybdenum is one of the few metals which retain considerable strength 
and creep resistance at temperatures of 1200° to 14QQ°C.
Vapour deposition of silicon on molybdenum, followed by subsequent surface
diffusion, is one method of protecting molybdenum metal from oxidation.
The coating consists mainly of an outer layer of MoSi and sub-silicide
2 (18)
layers below this. The coating is fairly hard but not fragile* Various 
tests on siliconized molybdenum filaments have shown that coated filaments 
operated in a ir at 1G0Q°C, have lives measured in thousands of hours, 
while untreated filaments w ill fail in a matter of seconds or m in u te s .^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^  
Even at 1700°C coated filaments w ill last over 30 hours.
Applications are at temperatures beyond those where nickel-chromium and 
similar alloys can be used. Particular interest has been shown in connection 
with hypersonic aircraft for leading edge sections and in space vehicles.
£ .1 .1 .7 . General
The properties quoted and the discussion so far, refer to MoSi as such,Zd
with no alloy additions. Recent research has been directed towards alloy 
additions to improve the properties of MoSi which at present lim it itsZt
use to specific applications. Little attention w ill be devoted to these alloys,
except to mention them, as it is felt that much basic work has yet to be
carried out on the MoSL itself.
z*
Of all the molybdenum silicide alloy coatings tested, five have been receiving
most of the attention for advanced applications such as those involving re-
(31)entry vehicles for space flight. These a r e W - 2 ,  Durak B, Vought II
(32X33)and D isil. Their properties and characteristics can be found elsewhere. 
(34)(35)(36)
2 .1 .2 . Oxidation of MoSi„ as a Bulk Material
The considerations discussed here refer to unalloyed MoSi  ^used as a 
component rather than as a coating, with no interference by a substrate.
2 .1 . 2 . 1 . Gravimetric Ghanges
The outstanding oxidation resistance of MoSi was realized many years ago
//v /I Q v
and work carried out in 1949 and 1950 placed it among the most 
resistant of materials in the temperature range 2000°-285Q°F. The results 
of this work are summarized in Table 9.
TABLE 9 -  Oxidation-resistance of MoSi^  in a ir at various temperatures,
Temperature
°F
Atmos. Exposure
Hrs.
Wt. Increase 
g./sq.cm./hr.
Ref.
2000 Air 75 -0.3 x 10-6 6
2000 Air 150 1 0 •
2200 Air 200 1.0 " " 11 13
2200 Air 300 0.7'" 11 "
2^00 Air 50 5.0 " " " 6
2^00 Air 100 luO ” " "
2850 Air 100 -3,67” " " 13
2850 Air 135 -3#10" " "
Since resistance to oxidation is one of the most important characterises of
(7)
materials for turbine blades and other high-temperature uses, Maxwell 
carried out tests in an attempt to find the mechanism by which MoSi  ^resists 
oxidation, He started in a very logical manner by determining whether or 
not MoSi was inherently resistant to oxidation. The weight change of
M
undisturbed powder, standing in still a ir, was determined by weighing samples j 
retained in crucibles for set intervals of time. The samples were:-
1. Freshly prepared powder evaluated at room temperature. The first 
weighing was made five minutes after breaking the vacuum seal at the 
end of a drying period.
The sample was retained in the balance case, with a dehydrator, 
between weighings.
2 . Powder evaluated at 100°C, after exposure to a ir at room temperature 
for several weeks.
The results of the tests showed that in case 1 a weight increase did occur 
and proceeded at a linear rate after 6 hours. After 24 hours, a 0.02% 
increase was apparent.
In the second case, a weight increase again occured but at a linear rate 
over the whole range of testing tim e, A 0.5% weight increase had occurred 
after 15 days.
The results are self-explanatory. Even the samples which have been 
exposed sufficiently long at room temperature to attain oxidation equilibrium, 
were observed to oxidize at a comparatively rapid rate at 100°C .
From this it is evident that MoSi is not inherently oxidation resistant. In 
fact, the affinity of MoSi_ powder for oxygen is such as to require an 
efficient protective coating to prevent oxidation. The outstanding oxidation 
resistance for solid bodies shown in Table 9 therefore, indicated an ex­
tremely effective protective layer.
(37)Interest was shown in MoSi for use as heating elements and FitzerZt
carried out oxidation tests on MoSi compacts for both long and short periods 
of tim e. The tests were carried out in a flow of oxygen and the weight change 
noted with tim e. The results of the short time tests at various temperatures 
can be seen in Fig . 2. The 12G0°C, curve is the only one indicative of the 
existence of a protective layer over the surface of the compact. The weight 
gain is attributed to the intake of oxygen and the weight decrease to the loss 
of a volatile oxide.
It seems that at 750°C the volatile oxide can escape at an unrestricted rate 
after an initial period of 20 minutes.
Long time oxidation tests were then carried out at temperatures known to 
promote the formation of a protective layer i.e . above 1200°C. The results 
of these tests are given in Fig. 3. It is noticeable that the weight increase 
due to oxidation ceases after a short while, particularly at higher temperatures 
and the weight remains practically constant, indicating the formation of a 
pore-free adherent layer which prevents further oxidation. The curves also 
show that the higher the temperature, the quicker the protective layer is 
formed and consequently, the rate of oxidation is reduced . Fitzer pointed 
out that this behaviour differs from that of known oxidation resistant alloys 
where resistance to oxidation is due to the formation of an oxide layer 
impervious to oxygen. In this case, further oxidation proceeds by diffusion 
of metal ions through the layer and in these alloys, the oxidation rate increases
strongly with an increase in temperature, because site exchange in the oxide 
layer is high at elevated temperatures.
In the case of MoSi , the rate of diffusion of metal ions and /o r oxygen ions
d i
through the protective layer seems very small but the layer can exist at 
various stages of growth depending on temperature. It would seem that the 
higher the temperature, the more complete is the formation of the layer,
(38)The oxidation kinetics of MoSi  ^ in a ir, were investigated by Glushko et a l., 
in the temperature range 900 -1200 C The MoSi was produced by the
d t
"through-silicificationM of high purity molybdenum plates. Fig. 4 shows 
the kinetic curves obtained from the oxidation tests. Analysis showed that 
the curves could be described by the equation
W = Kr“ .............................................................................. 2
where W = Weight change
K = Constant of the rate of oxidation 
n = Kinetic parameter
The curves were plotted on logarithmic co-ordinates to find the values of 
IC and n. The values are given in Table 10,
TABLE 10 -  Variations of oxidation constant with temperature -  Glushko et a l.
Oxidation 
Temp °C
Oxidation rate 
constant K
Kinetic
parameter
n
900 1.998. 10 0.72
1000 1.318. 10"3 0.59
1100 3.162. 10“3 0.50
1200 2 .590, 10~2 O.h-2
It was established that the oxidation of MoSi  ^between 900° and 1300°C 
follows the time law given previously and that the activation energy of the 
process was 82 + 2.5kcal/m ol. Further experiments showed that oxidation 
at 1300°C followed a parabolic law while at 1400°C, after approximately 
3 hours soaking time, the parabolic law changed to a logarithmic one.
(39)The results of work carried out by Rubisch are shown graphically in 
Fig, 5, He followed weight changes occuring during the oxidation of sintered 
MoSi in a ir between 800°C and 1600°C» > The density of the specimens was 
given as 5.6 g/cc.
Again the graphs show distinct high and low temperature oxidation behaviour 
but the temperature above which the compacts behave in a manner indicative 
of the presence of a protective surface layer, is different from that reported 
by F itzer, In this case, 12Q0°C, appears to be the temperature at 
which a transition occurs.
The higher temperature curves are similar in nature to those reported by 
Fitzer but the lower temperature ones appear to be very different. However, 
the time base of the curves is different and this could account for the difference.
Finally, Searcy showed that the oxidation behaviour and subsequent pro­
tection afforded by MoSi_ is greatly affected by the environment. He also 
indicated which reactions are liable to occur under conditions of high and low 
oxygen pressure. If the oxygen activity is low at the site of reaction, the 
combination of MoSi^  with oxygen to yield Mo^Si^  and SiO  ^is thermodynamically 
more likely than the formation MoO  ^and SiO ,^ In a ir, the latter reaction 
would almost certainly occur in the initial stages of oxidation but with the 
formation of a protective layer, the oxygen activity at the silicide/protective 
layer interface would be low and then conditions would favour the formation 
of MOgSig and SiO .^
2 .1 ,2 , 2. Microscopical and Structural Changes
Whatever the reaction process, one product remains the same -  SiO^. It is 
this product, or a glass formed in the silica structure, which prevents 
diffusion of oxygen and protects MoSi from further oxidation.
(23)Kieffer et a l. had already, in 1952, advanced a hypothesis of glass formation. 
According to this theory the foreign metal oxide and the SiO must be able to
d»
be liberated and, in the right proportions, to form a boric acid-type glass.
The excess of foreign metal oxide must be removed by sublimation. These 
conditions exist in the case of MoSi^, but not in the case of chromium silicide 
and so it was deduced that the excellent oxidation resistance of MoSi depended
d *
on the rapid rate of sublimation of the MoO .^
40.
(40)Nowotny ' showed that during oxidation at higher temperatures, MoSi^
undergoes a decomposition and should form a phase less rich in silicon
(Mo Si ), the free silicon transforming to SiO,. by oxidation. This author 
5 o l
also proved the existence of ©c-cristobalite in the layer.
(7)
An earlier publication by Maxwell stated definite evidence of cx -cristo- 
balite in the SiO layer. X-ray examination of the layer revealed the four 
most important lines of «<-cristobalite in agreement with the A .S .T .M , 
index card. He stated that the presence of a silica coating in the form of 
o<-cristobalite, or a siliceous coating containing a large percentage of 
<X-cristobalite, explained the nature of the protective film . Whereas the 
oxides of both molybdenum and silicon would form on freshly oxidized surfaces, 
the molybdic oxide would, at elevated temperatures, be readily volatilized, 
leaving behind a layer of silicon, possibly combined with some residual 
molybdenum oxide. This layer could be expected to give protection in oxidiz­
ing and neutral atmospheres,
From the enthalpies for oxidation of pure elements and for the formation of 
MoSi^, the conditions can be roughly estimated in which direct oxidation of 
MoSi^  w ill proceed.
For |  mol. MoO. ..................................... 120 kcal. )
)For 1 mol, Mo02   132 kcal. '  Ref, 41,
For 1 mol, SiO  ^ — —  --——  -  208 kcal, )
(42)
According to Brewer and Krikarian, the enthalpy of formation of MoSi2 
can be taken as -  8 to * 18 kcal.
From these figures, the unexpected affinity of oxygen for silicon rather than 
for molybdenum is evident and, in fact, the formation of SiO with the (37)accompanying formation of a silicon-deficient MoSi^  could be expected.
The mechanism of SiO layer formation also indicated, that by simultaneous 
oxidation of silicon and molybdenum to a SiO  ^layer and simultaneous removal 
of MoO , a weight decrease would occur. This can be shown by a simpleJ
calculation since the molecular weight ratio of MoSi^ : SiO  ^is 152 : 120. The 
curves shown in section 2 .1 .2 .1 , gave no indication of this effect at temp­
eratures where the protective layer had formed. It  was therefore concluded 
(37) that either a selective oxidation of silicon occurred with formation of 
a silicon-deficient MoSi2 or that a non-volatile Mo/Si oxide solid solution 
was formed.
(37)Fitzer carried out dilatation tests on oxidezed MoSi_ compacts. He foundz
that, despite its Si02 layer, MoSi2 does not show any sudden change on 
heating and cooling to and from 8Q0°C, From this he concluded that no j
crystalline form of SiO nor cristobalite was formed, at least in proportion* ] 
which would effect expansion. X-ray investigations of oxidized disilicide j
with glassy protective layers gave no certain evidence of the presence of j
ij
cristobalite. However, devitrification of the Si02 layer was observed and this 
was mainly attributed to the presence of foreign oxides. Even pure SiO
iS il
added to MoSi2 compacts tended to devitrify. Because of the different 
behaviour of pure SiO  ^and of the SiO  ^layer formed by oxidation of MoSi^
Fitzer concluded that the glass layer on MoSi was not pure SiO but was 
probably a Mo/Si oxide solid solution.
Observations in support of these conclusions were made microscopically at 
the onset of the formation of the glass layer. J
42.
Fitzer observed that, on oxidation of MoSi^  between 700° and 1000°C, a 
crystalline oxide phase was formed. Under reflected light the oxide 
appeared metallic and shiny but under polarized light the crystals appeared 
ruby red. This crystalline oxide phase was found in several cases and 
even additions to the MoSi^  did not hinder its formation. As well as this 
crystalline oxide, a "fluffy” quasi-amorphous SiC>2 aggregate could be 
detected under polarized light.
It was found that the ratio of the crystalline red oxide phase to the white 
’^fluffy” SiO. differed with oxidation conditions. At higher temperatures 
also, crystal forms of pure Si0 2 could be found,
The formation of the ’’fluffy” SiO  ^was explained by sublimation, as MoQ ,^ 
of part of the molybdenum present in MoSi2. With increasing temperature, 
sintering of the pure Si02 layer was observed and at the same time, transfer 
of the red crystalline oxide into the sintered layer was noticed. It appeared 
to dissolve in it and the whole SiO  ^layer became, reddish under polarized 
light.
The solution process was both time and temperature dependent and led to 
the formation of the covering glass layer. The temperature of the glass 
formation itself was, in most cases, between 1350° and 1400°C.
Vitrification was slow and even after 500 hours at 133Q°C, crystalline 
forms could still be seen in the glass layer which completely covered the 
MoSi^  surface.
Good confirmation of the microscopic investigation was given by Dehye-Scherrer 
pictures of oxidation products at 800°-1380°C, The MoSi2 showed particularly 
strong X-ray lines, At 800°C, besides cristobalite, Fitzer obtained lines 
indicating lower symmetry and a larger lattice parameter of the diffracting 
crystals^ These were regarded as confirmation of the presence of a crystal­
line oxide phase.
After 500 hours at 1380°C, solution of the crystalline oxide in cristobalite was 
almost complete and only very weak lines, present at the lower temperature 
range, could be seen*
These observations were explained by the formation of a complex Mo -  Si
(23)
oxide in the way indicated by Kieffer. Fitzer stated that a more accurate 
explanation would be possible only after a more detailed investigation of the 
Mo-Si-02 system had been carried out.
The oxidation-resistance of MoSi2 was more effective with increasing temp­
erature and particularly above 1400°C, This was the approximate temperature 
at which the glass layer was formed. This observation led to the process 
whereby MoSi2 was subjected to an oxidation treatment above 1400°C to form 
a glassy layer before being put into service. MoSi2 was, however, resistant 
to oxidation below the temperature at which glass formed.
(4 3 )
Work was published in 1958 by Fitzer, concerning the SiO layer which, in 
its glassy condition, did not correspond to the equilibrium form of SiO , TheZi
"SiO hypothesis" was put forward and this suggested that, SiO, formed from 
the 'fluffy* $i02, took part in the formation of the protective layer, Because 
of the high activity of silicon at high temperatures, SiO would not be stable in
jL
the presence of silicides. (Fig, 6),
From the heat of formation of SiO and SiO_ it can be seen that when access of2
oxygen is prevented by the gas tight glass layer, SiO must form at the inter­
face between Si0 2 and MoSi2, therefore an oxygen gradient in the glass is 
assumed.Only in the outermost zone will saturation corresponding to Si0 2 be 
reached and below, due to oxygen deficiency, SiO w ill form in the SiO^ For 
the SiO layer with the oxygen deficiency, crystallization to Q< -cristobalite
mm
will not occur as it w ill in the actual Si02,
This devitrification of Si02 was shown in micrographs, but if the layer was 
peeled off so as to expose to a ir at 1200°C the SiO-rich surface, spontaneous 
devitrification occurred throughout the film .
It was found that the presence of the sub-oxide was not only important for the 
formation but also for the stability of the protective layer. SiO has a con­
siderable vapour pressure at 1600° C and with MoSi2 of high silicon-activity,
i.e . silicon content greater than the stoichiometric one, the vapour pressure 
of SiO was sufficient to lift the SiO layer by blistering.
Fitzer also pointed out that, although the glassy protective layer formed by
oxidation at high temperatures, cracks during cooling, perfect protection
after reheating was repeatedly obtained due to the excellent self-healing
property of this glass coating, There was a lower temperature lim it
o (44)to this self-healing effect? this was given as 1370 C,
(14)Kieffer stated that the protective layer was initially liquid but, as the 
molybdenum oxide content decreased, the layer became ductile and quartz­
like giving more protection to the underlying material. He attributed the 
self-healing properties to this effect. The layer ceased to be protective above j 
1800°C quite suddenly and the film  broke down into droplets. The disilicide !
then "smoked" as MoO was evolved, jo
45.
(14)fCieffer’s work was concerned with several metal silicides and he 
concluded that all formed SiO and a metal oxide on heating to high temper- 
atures but only those whose metal oxide sublipied formed a dense, adherent, 
glassy layer, This layer is predominantly SiO *^ Those silicides where 
oxides do not sublime form a lower density, non-adherent, porous layer when 
heated to high temperatures;
(39)Recent work by Rubisch examined the *scaling behaviour* of MoSi^. It 
was found that above 1300°C and up to 1700°C, in the presence of atmospheric 
oxygen, MoSi became spontaneously enveloped with a layer of ’quartz glass*. 
After this, further reaction took place slowly by the diffusion of oxygen through 
the proctective layer where it selectively oxidized the more reactive silicon, 
first to SiO and then to SiO ,  Oxidation of MoSi beyond 1700°C led to its 
dissociation*
In the temperature range 600° -  1300°C, the oxidation of MoSi^  was accom­
panied by the vapourization of MoO and the formation of an amorphous layerO
of SiO ,^
2 . 1 . 2 .3. Effect of Impurities
Since the oxidation resistance of silicon, to which about 10% of one of a number
(45)of transition metals has been added, is still high, it would seem that a 
small metal oxide content would not be damaging to the protective action and 
may actually be helpful, A little metal oxide appears to inhibit devitrification.^^  
The metal oxide at low concentration may also reduce the rate of diffusion of 
ions through a silica glass coating. Nevertheless, the optimum value of metal 
atoms to silica atoms is clearly less than that provided by the dissociation of 
a disilicide, unless some of the metal atoms can escape by a vapourization 
mechanism.
46
Fitzer stated that iron impurity had a detremental effect on the oxidation
resistance of MoSi_.2
Literature regarding the effect of impurities on the oxidation resistance cf 
MoSi_ is extremely sparse* An appreciable amount does exist, however, 
on the effect of deliberate alloying additions to the MoSi^ , but the amount 
added is much greater than that which could be classified as impurity* The 
effect of alloy additions, as such, is out of the scope of this work but can be 
found elsewhere* ^  ^
2 * 1.2 * 4 , Some Adverse Effects in MoSi,,
There are certain features of MoSi which detract from its usefulness as an 
oxidation resistant m aterial. These features always occur during its oxida­
tion whether it is used as a component or as a coating. They are:-
(a) Poor oxidation resistance at high temperatures in the 0.5 -  20 rniruHg
(54)pressure range.
M. _ „ . , _ft_o *„_0 -  (37)(b) Poor oxidation resistance at temperatures m the 500 -900 C range,
the so-called "disilicide pest.
(44)(c) Limited defect tolerance for self-healing.
Little progress has been reported in overcoming the low pressure oxidation
which is reported to be due to the failure of the protective glassy layer to 
(54)form . However, some progress has been made towards overcoming the 
"disilicide pest” condition through alloy additions to coatings.
The limited defect tolerance has been given as 0.025 in, diameter in a ir at 
o (44)
1370 C. No coatings tested showed self-healing ability towards defects 
larger than this.
Concerning the low pressure oxidation resistance, Lockheed Missiles and 
Space Company has reported the degradation of oxidation resistance of (55)several silicide coatings on molybdenum when exposed to low pressure a ir. 
Thermo dynamic considerations indicate that the protective silica glass that 
forms on silicides may be unstable in a ir at low pressures and high temper­
atures. Lockheed studies showed that the maximum temperature capability 
of silicide coatings on molybdenum may be reduced by 15Q°-26Q°C at low 
oxygen pressures. In high velocity a ir at 5 mm. Hg pressure, a silicide 
coating had a life of only 2 hours at 1482°C whereas at 1 atmosphere pressure 
and at the same temperature the coating had a life in excess of 15 hours.
The protective silica film  does not appear to be stable in contact with the 
silicide at pressures of 5 m aH g or less,
2 .1 .3 , Oxidation of MoSirt as a Coating
2 .1 .3 . 3L Method of Coating
Molybdenum may be siliconized by a variety of methods such as hot dipping, 
spraying and heating in a silicon pack. The silicon pack method is widely 
used commercially, but one of the most effective methods is by treatment 
in a SiCl^ -  atmosphere. This is frequently referred to as the vapour 
deposition method. The theory, production and properties of such coatings 
have been reviewed,
(11)Coatings of MoSi^  were produced on the surface of molybdenum in a 
SiCl^ -  atmosphere at 1000° -  1800°C. The reaction producing the 
coating was:-
+ 2 SiC1  ^ / v + 4 H  = MoSi + 8 HC1 (solid) 4 (vap.) 2 2
The total rates of formation of MoSi^  coatings at various coating temperatures 
are shown in Fig, 7.
Recently, fluidized-bed siliconizing has been carried out successfully 
but limitations of component shape may be experienced*
2,1*3*2, Life of-Coatings.
Coatings of 0.025 mm. thick were reported to protect the base metal for
o o (11)over 4000 hours in a ir at 1000 C and for over 30 hours at 1700 C,
Thicker coatings, within lim its, gave correspondingly longer times (Fig. 8). 
Coatings more than 0,075 -  0.100 mm,thick have a pronounced tendency to 
crack. The plots of Fig . 8 can be expressed by the function.
L = Kt“ ........................................................    3
where L = life in hours
t = coat thickness, mms. 
lc = 12,460 @ 1200°C 
= 2,565 @1700°C 
n = 1.65 @ 1200°C 
= 1.51 @ 1700°C
For comparison with the data plotted in Fig, 8 , the life of an uncoated 2mm. 
diameter molybdenum wire in a ir at 1000°C is about 0.1 h o u r,^^
The data gives so far as the life of a coating has been for MoSi2 without 
alloying additions. The majority of work following this has been concerned 
with commercial coatings, i.e . MoSi2 with alloy additions. The most 
important of these were mentioned in section 2 . 1 .1 .7 .and the stated life of 
these, together with the information of many more commercial coatings, 
has been plotted in Fig* 9, The references for all these points have been 
given in earlier sections*
2 ,1 .3 .3 . Structure of Coating and Changes during Oxidation
The silicides of molybdenum are not necessarily strictly stoichiometric 
compounds. It is to be expected that there w ill be a gradient of silicon 
concentration from the outside of a coated specimen decreasing towards the 
interior. There w ill be a corresponding inverse gradient of molybdenum. 
Several lower silicides are recognized by X-ray crystallographers. It is 
not surprising, therefore, that silicide coatings should show, on sectioning 
and polishing, one or more layers between the main coating and the substrate. 
It is not always easy to differentiate between the layers microscopically, but 
there is little doubt that the thickness of the intermediate layers varies with 
heat treatment used during and subsequent to coating.
Beidler^^ found that on siliconizing of molybdenum below 1400° C (the melting 
point of silicon) the coating may be either 2-  or 3-phase, depending on whether 
or not an outer layer of silicon is obtained. In the 3-phase coating, layers of 
Si, MoSi2 and MoSi are present, while the 2-phase coating consists of an 
outer layer of MoSi2 and intermediate layer of MoSi.
The relative rates of formation of these layers on a 2mm diameter
molybdenum wire at 1800°C are shown in Fig* 10, Examination of Fig, 10
shows that the deposition rate decreases with time, with the rate of formation
of the inner (MoSi) layer diminishing more rapidly than that of the outer
(MoSU) layer. This is due to the fact that deposition occurs primarily by
(11)displacement, particularly at the higher temperatures.
(22)Early work by Fitzer briefly examined silicide coatings on molybdenum,
He noticed that, between the disilicide and base metal, a narrow zone
existed of a silicide lower in Si than MoSi^. This observation prompted solid
state diffusion studies between molybdenum and silicon at 1200 C. The
reaction was characterized by the formation of the disilicide layer and only
after very long diffusion times were the Si-deficient layers formed* These
layers were identified as Mo Si and Mo_Si, the former being the thickest.3 2 3
The MoSi? layer formed about one third in the molybdenum core and two- 
thirds in the silicon and the initial interface did not migrate at a ll. Fitzer 
suggested that this indicated a simple diffusion; for each Si atom going into 
Mo, one Mo atom goes into the Si, Diffusion rates in each direction were 
the same. The diffusion rates were given as:-
_ c 2 —1 = 1.5 .1 0  cm. dMoSi2 — Si
MoSi2 - Mo
Mo3Sl2 Mo
MOgSi — Mo
0.2 .10"4 
0.04 .10~4 
0.004.10
Diffusion given as per day,
The growth of the MoSi2 layer obeyed the parabolic time law.
Moreton carried out work on MoSi^  coatings on molybdenum, while
comparing these with SiC coatings. He showed micrographs clearly indicating
a lower silicide layer after coating and the increase in thickness of this layer,
with corresponding decrease in thickness of the MoSi^  layer, after oxidizing
at various temperatures. No mention was made of the actual lower silicides
present, Kubaschewski reported that unoxidized silicide coatings are
composed of a layer of the most silicon-rich intermetallic in the binary system,
which is converted into lower silicides and silica during oxidation. The layers
present after oxidation for 13 hours at !650°C were SiO_, Mo_Si_, MoSH,
2 5 o 2
MocSi0, Mo.D O
2 .1 .3 .4 . The Lower Silicide s
It w ill be apparent that the behaviour of a disilicide coating on molybdenum 
depends greatly on the lower silicide layer. This dependence is even more 
pronounced during thermal cycling when cracking of the coating occurs. The 
reaction of these lower silicide layers, with a ir, is important,
(22) (23)Fitzer and Kieffer carried out work on molybdenum-silicon mixtures, 
and reported that those mixtures with higher molybdenum content than that of 
MoSi^  were not oxidation resistant. Those with molybdenum contents less 
than that of MoSi^  were oxidation resistant.
The behaviour of mixtures of Mo Si and MoSi toward oxidation was said to
(69)be instructive. When the molybdenum content of the alloy was increased 
beyond that of MoSi^, the oxidation process resulted in a marked initial decrease 
in weight. This was attributed to the fact that the oxidation product layer gave 
poorer protection and because of the higher oxygen activity the evolution of 
MoOg took precedence over the formation of Mo^Si^  or complex oxide formation.
52.
Recent investigations have shown that the lower silicides are less effective
(70)than the disilicides in forming a glassy oxide film  which impedes oxidation*
It has been reported elsewhere that all three types of silicide layers
(MbSi , Mo.Si and Mo Si) show good protective properties but that longer 
2 5 3 3
oxidation periods are needed to reach the protective stage for Mo^Si^  and 
MOgSi than for MoSi^ #
This would seem contrary to previous results, but recent work by Todd and 
(64)Parry may help to clarify the situation. They commented on the fact
that cracked coatings of MoSi^  (caused by thermal cycling) do not necessarily
result in failure of the part. They explain this as being due to secondary
protection afforded by the lower silicides of molybdenum which exist between
the disilicide and the substrate. These lower silicides were identified as
Mo Si and Mo Si and were stated to be non-oxidation resistant. They 5 3 3
decomposed on heating to silica and this reaction should, in theory, occur 
with a large volume increase. This was shown in low temperature oxidation 
tests when the decomposition product was seen to protrude from the surface 
as a siliceous ridge. At this temperature, (650°C) the silica produced 
occurred as a low-density fr it of loosely bound particles and this may well 
have exaggerated the volume increase, but it was considered that a similar 
mechanism, operating at higher temperatures, would root fill any crack 
that might develop in the outer MoSi^  coating and would arrest any further 
oxygen contact.
The possibility that, at higher temperatures, a low melting mixture of MoO 
and SiO  ^may form, was mentioned also. This mixture would form initially 
and would tend to flow into cracks before losing MoO by volatilization and 
become solid.
A mechanism involving Mo Si may also explain the unique oxidation5 3
resistance of MoSi2 among the silicides at temperature extremes of up to
1700°C, MoSi2 develops an appreciable vapour pressure as this temperature
is approached and, in vacuum, it has been shown to lose silicon thus
(66)forming a surface layer of Mo^Si^. In air this product would decompose 
and expand to silica as soon as it formed and the disilicide would rapidly 
become covered with a protective siliceous crust.
The growth kinetics of the lower silicides in the MoSiVMo system were 
(71)investigated using electron probe micro-analysis of cross-sectioned 
samples, after isothermal diffusion annealing. Disilicide-coated molybdenum 
was used.
Depletion of the MoSi layer and growth of Mo Si begins when diffusion is
oinitiated* The results at 1407 C are shown in Fig. I I ,  The amount of 
Mo-Si layer growth and the amount of MoSi layer depletion are relatedJ O JL
by their stoichiometries and densities. As long as MoSi  ^ is present,
the growth of Mo Si was negligible and this phase could not be distinguished.
The increased diffusion rates at higher temperatures caused the MoSi^  to 
be eliminated after 10 minutes at I715°C. At the same time that MoSi is
a
eliminated, growth of the Mo-Si phase is reversed and the Mo Si phaseD o  o
begins to increase rapidly in thickness, until all the Mo^Si^  phase is consumed. 
Fig, 12 shows this. The increase in rate of growth of Mo^Si is shown for 
three temperatures in Fig. 13. Isothermal plots of phase thickness
I
v , t .2(time) for the growth of the Mo^Si^  layer, prior to elimination of the 
MoSi^  layer, are shown in Fig. 14.
Similar parabolic plots were made for the accumulation of the Mo^Si layer •
The plot in this case was thickness v .(t -  T )5. See Fig . 15.
where t = total time
T = disappearance time of MoSi  ^layer.
(There is a negligible amount of Mo^Si while MoSi^  remains).
An Arrhenius plot of the parabolic rate constants for Mo^Si^  and Mo^Si is 
shown in Fig. 16. The activation energy for growth of Mo^Si^  and Mo^Si is 
43 and 39 kcal, per mole, respectively.
The Si partial pressure has been measured for the dissociation of the three 
silicides of molybdenum (Mo0Si, MocSi_ and MoSi ). The heats of dis-d J O  2
sociation per gram atom of silicon vapour are calculated to be (at 298 K)§
MoJSi- 131.9+ 1.2 kcal, Mo_.Si„ 131 .1+0 .7  kcal and MoSi_ 217,2+0.6 kcg.1,3 2  -  D O * *  2 - :
The heats of dissociation combined with the heat of sublimation of Si gave 
the following heats of formation at 298°K.
Mo-Si - 23.5+4 kcal, J Mo Si- -  22.6+5 kcal and \  Mo Si -  13.0+5 kcal,O ^  D O Z
2.1 .3 .5  a The Failure of Coatings
(12) (59)It has been stated that the life of siliconized molybdenum in air
depends on coating thickness, as failure is apparently due to diffusion of
silicon from the MoSi layer to the interior. This was suggested in an earlier 
(60)publication also, where the failure of siliconized molybdenum filaments 
in air at high temperatures was caused by loss of silicon from the MoSi layer
by diffusion into the interior where it was said to form MoSi and Mo Si.
2
55.
Recent studies of MoSi coatings on molybdenum have led to the
A
development of empirical formulae for the diffusion of silicon into the base 
metal. The rat 
by the equation
e of disappearance of MoSi2 in mils/minute could be expressed
S = 11401. 2 exp. |
and the rate of appearance of Mo_Si0 by
d o
q ooc/C t 2! (   33400 ) Cb “ 2256 t ,  eXP • g 1,11 ■ ' -p rr*m' \ ^( RT >
After the MoSi2 layer was completely consumed the growth rate of Mo^Si 
was found to be
S -  2101 i  cm  ^ 33400 } 6•j  v• cA p «  ^ ”  R T  )  u
t = time in hours.
Cn the basis of these results it may be estimated that a 1,7 mil thick layer
of MoSi2 is completely consumed after 20 hours at 140Q°C, while an additional
2000 hours are needed to convert completely the resulting Mo_Si_ layer into5 o
Mo3Si,
During oxidation, the thickness of the MoSi decreases and the amount of
(62)lower silicides increases. It has been postulated that the failure of 
MoSi* coatings occurs when the lower silicide, Mo .Si, reaches the outer 
surface. This theory was supported by Moreton who examined, by 
X-rays, the area adjacent to the point of failure of an oxidized test piece,
The predominant silicide was found to be Mo^Si. He concluded that the rate 
controlling process for coating life-tim e is one of diffusion, associated with 
the coating/metal interaction, failure occurring when a Mo-rich phase of high 
oxidation rate reaches the surface,
(71)
Bartlett agreed that failure of coatings at high temperatures may coincide
with complete conversion of the disilicide phase,
2 .1 .3 .6 . Effect of Impurities
Beidler discussed this in relation to the life of a siliconized molybdenum
filament.
Localized contamination of the coated filament prior to, and during the 
oxidation test, had a pronounced effect upon filament life . Metallic con­
taminants were harmful in the order iron^> copper, nickel^ chromium, 
molybdenum. Small spots of iron or the other metals except chromium and 
molybdenum, reduced the test lives at 1700°C to a few tenths of an hour, 
or, at best, one or two hours. The latter two metals had little effect on the 
test life , Non-metallic contaminants capable of reacting with (fluxing) the 
SiO  ^film  (e.g, CaO) reduced the test life to less than an hour at 1700°C,
2 .1 .3 .7 , Other Considerations.
Nearly all materials other than some of the oxides themselves and perhaps 
some of the platinum metals are thermodynamically unstable with respect 
to oxygen attack at high temperatures. Oxidation resistance, therefore, is 
a property that depends on kinetic rather than thermodynamic factors.
57.
A very important factor in determining the resistance of a solid phase to
chemical attack is the volume of solid reaction products, relative to the
volume of solid reactants. If the solid products occupy a lesser total volume
than the solid from which they are produced, a permeable product layer is
(72)inevitable and attack proceeds at a linear rate.
If, on the other hand, the solid reaction products occupy a greater volume 
than that of the solid from which they are formed, reaction can proceed only 
by the passage of reactants through the product layer. If the product layer 
is adherent and if diffusion is slow, the rate of attack may fall off rapidly 
to a negligible level.
This factor may not be as relevant in the case of MoSi^  as in the case of 
other materials if protection is given by the SiO  ^layer, However, in the 
case of a disilicide coating on molybdenum, the strain produced at the 
interface ( on cooling from coating temperature would be a negative 
value, i.e . the coating would be in tension since MoSi^  has a larger 
thermal expansion than molybdenum.
=(£KMo -O CM oSi )x  A t  ......................   7
This, plus the fact that the coatings are well bonded, explains why MoSi 
coatings have a tendency to crack but never to spall,
Further work carried out on this topic showed that, below 950°C, the silicide 
layer is under tension, whereas above 950°C, it is under compression, This 
was determined by measureing the curvature of molybdenum plates, coated 
on one side with a layer of MoSi^, as a function of temperature.
58.
Only at temperatures greater thari 950°C did the change of curvature agree
approximately with the calculated value. This agreement held for both
(77)heating and cooling parts of the cycle.
(73)Three vapourization precesses can affect the behaviour of a coating system,
1. Vapourization of the protective external oxide film .
2. Reaction with environment to produce volatile products,
3. Vapourization from an internal layer.
Even the most common form of vapour phase loss from a coating system
(evaporation from the external oxide layer) is undesirable since thinning of
this layer leads to an increased oxidation rate. It is important, therefore,
to be able to predict the rates under actual service conditions. Estimates
of vapourization rates into a perfect vacuum can be made through the use of
(74)the Langmuir equation providing the equilibrium pressures and molecular 
weights of the vapourizing specie are known.
Vapourization, as well as simple evaporation, may be promoted by chemical 
reactions between the coating and the environment. A previously formed 
protective oxide layer may dissociate when the environmental temperature 
is raised or the pressure is decreased, or when the product of oxidation is 
volatile.
Vapourization at an internal surface is harmful to coating stability since it may 
cause disruption of the protective external oxide layers. Two types of vapour­
ization can occur internally; simple evaporation of one component or the 
vapourization of the products of reaction between two layers. An example of
the latter is the interaction of SiQ„ and silicide layers to produce the volatile
2 (68)(75)
silicon monoxide responsible for the bubbling of silica films at high temperatures.
59.
More than one vapourization process can occur at the same time in a coating 
system* For silicide coatings, a reaction between the silica layer and the 
substrate can occur, which has already been noted, but simple evaporation 
of SiO , dissociation of SiO- into SiO and the preferential formation of SiO, 
can also occur. It is difficult to predict the relative importance of these 
processes, particularly when blanketing effects are significant, but a qual­
itative idea can be gained by the use of the Langmuir equation.
Fig* 17 presents the calculated Langmuir rates of SiO  ^evaporation as a function
of temperatures The rates for the silica-silicide reaction are difficult to
calculate because the thermodynamics of the reaction are unknown and material
loss can occur only when the SiO has passed through the outer viscous silica
(73)layer* The rate of bubbling through the layer w ill be the controlling 
factor even when the external pressure is very low.
Heating elements of sintered MoSi^, heated in a ir to above 1300°C, aquired 
a protective layer of SiO which, at temperatures above 1650 C, was separated 
from the MoSi  ^as SiO gas formed by reduction of SiO  ^by MoSi^.
2 .1 .4 , Discussion of Previous Work on Oxidation of MoSi^.
The review of previous work given so far has concerned the oxidation of MoSi
jL
both as a material and as a coating from the points of view of weight and 
structural changes occurring during the oxidation process.
The oxidation of MoSi^  as a material (without substrate reactions) has been 
studied gravimetrically and also by metallographic and X-ray examinations.
The method has led to some valuable information, but in a system such as that 
which is currently being considered, strict control on the method of testing is 
vital.
Maxwell '  proved conclusively that MoSi is not inherently oxidadon resistant
and this led to the theory of a protective layer forming on the surface* Fitzer 
(371 showed the temperature dependence of the layer formation by oxidizing 
compacts at 750°, 1000° and 1200°C. Since a volatile oxide (MoOg) forms 
when MoSi^  is oxidized, the temperature of layer formation is considered to 
be that temperature above which no weight loss occurs. The weight increase 
becomes almost constant with tim e. This was shown (F ig , 2) to be 1200°C. 
Longer time tests at 120Q°C and 1400°C showed that the protective layer 
formed more quickly and was more effective as the temperature of the test 
increased (F ig . 3 ). It  is interesting to note the difference in the I200°C curves 
in Figs. 2 and 3 , In F ig . 2, a constant rate of weight increase is achieved 
after only 20 minutes whereas it requires approximately 1000 hours in Fig* 3. 
These tests were apparently carried out using the same m aterials and same 
testing procedure.
(38)
Sim ilar tests were carried out by Glushko, whose results are shown in 
Fig , 4. The testing temperatures were 900*, 1000°, 1100° and 1200°C, and at a ll 
these temperatures, oxidation resistant behaviour was exhibited. It did not 
appear, though, that quicker or better layer formation occurred at higher 
temperatures. In fact, the oxidation rate was greater* The curves never 
reached a state of constant weight and seemed to deviate more from this, with 
increasing temperature.
This investigation was repeated by Rubisch whose results are shown graphically 
in F ig . 5 , The curves are sim ilar to those of F itzer and are characteristic of 
layer formation above 120G°C. Behaviour at temperatures just below 1200°G 
appears to be different, in nature, to Fitzer*s observations but the time bases 
of the curves were different and possibly Rubisch*s results were due to the 
effect of longer exposure.
The differences in these sets of results could be due to many factors. F itzer 
work was carried out on hot pressed compacts in a testing atmosphere of ”a 
flow of oxygen" whereas Glushko’s specimens were produced by 'through** 
s ilic ific a tW  of high purity molybdenum plate s. His testing atmosphere was 
"air" (presumably stagnant), Rubisch had specimens pressed and sintered 
and again carried out tests in a ir. Hot pressing is frequently carried out in 
graphite dies and therefore could give ample opportunity for carbon contamin­
ation.
The sources of variance seem to be
1 . The MoSi^  specimen
(a) Porosity
(b) Surface finish
(c) Purity
2. The testing atmosphere
(a) The actual oxygen concentration
(b) Whether the testing atmosphere was static or dynamic
Since a volatile oxide is formed which is heavier than a ir, many factors are 
involved. If a dynamic system is used, the actual flow rate and ease of 
removal of the gas is important. If a static atmosphere is used, then the 
volume surrounding the specimen has an influence on further oxidation.
A small volume would cause further oxidation to be controlled by the diffusion 
of oxygen through the gaseous oxidation product.
A vertical furnace tube, with a closed end, would prevent convection currents 
past the specimen and the heavy MoO  ^vapour would accumulate at the bottom 
of the tube. The length of the tube is also important. It  w ill be realized 
from this that the fact that the furnace tube is vertical or horizontal can have
a strong influence on the oxidation of MoSi^.
It seems that, in previous work, a ll too little  standardization and care of 
test procedure has taken place*
This is even more so in commercial coating systems (not reviewed) where 
testing atmospheres include "oxy-acetylene flam e", "oxidizing conditions", 
"slightly oxidizing conditions", "air" etc*
(89)Levinstein and Whodek state, 'In  spite of extensive evaluation of some 
of the silicide systems, it is difficult to establish any meaningful correlation 
of the oxidation resistance data that have been reported because there has 
been little  standardisation of test procedure".
This may well have been the case with the previously mentioned investigators. 
(37)Fitzer pointed out the fact that his curves indicate a better protection at a 
higher temperature. This behaviour differs from that of known oxidation 
resistant alloys, whose resistance to oxidation is due to the formation of an 
oxide layer impervious to oxygen. In this case, further oxidation proceeds 
by diffusion of metal ions through the layer and, intthese alloys, the oxidation 
rate increases strongly with increase in temperature because site exchange 
in the oxide layer is high at elevated temperatures.
Referring to the curves of Glushko (F ig . 4), it is possible that the protection 
mechanism was not due to an SiO layer in this case. The method of specimen 
manufacture may have been an important factor.
Little is known concerning the formation of the protective layer, Searcy 
stated that the reaction leading to layer formation is dependent on oxygen 
pressure,
At low oxygen pressures, the reaction:
MoSi2 + 7/5 02 1/5 Mo5Si3 + 7/5 SiC>2 8
is thermodynamically favoured over the reaction*
MoSi2 +' 7/2 02 M o03 + 2 Si02 9
which would occur at high oxygen pressures*
A ll theories of glass formation in the protective layer have centred around a 
Mo/Si oxide solid solution forming a low melting glass* This fits  in well with 
the weight increases observed during oxidation* The reaction can be written:
sublimation* It was essential that the correct proportions of metal oxide and 
silica be present to form the glass. C learly, if a ll the metal oxide remained 
with the silica, the amount would be excessive and a high-silicon-content glass 
would not be produced.
Despite the obvious complexity of the oxidation products and layer formation, 
this earlier concept must have some validity. No other metal silicide tested 
shows an oxidation resistance equal to that of MoSi? and MoSi2 is different only 
in that it yields a volatile metal oxide at the temperatures of oxidation* WSi 
has a less volatile oxide but has excellent oxidation resistance at higher 
temperatures.
10
(23)In 1952, Kieffer stated a condition, of excess foreign metal oxide removal by
Several additional items of information supported the view that high-silica- 
content oxide layers yield outstanding protection against oxidation, Silicon 
carbide and silicon nitride, both of which yield silica as their only condensed- 
phase oxidation product, have high temperature oxidation resistances superior 
to those of the metal silicides tested, other than MoSi^ .
Fitzer favoured the Mo/Si oxide solid solution hypothesis and made micro­
scopical observations which supported this. From these observations, the 
solution of a red crystalline oxide phase appeared important.
(43)Later work by F itzer suggested the SiO hypothesis for layer formation. 
This work reviewed the possibility of SiO taking part in the formation of the 
layer and being important for the stability of the layer.
There has been some measure of evidence to support the presence of SiO at
the interface but the reaction by which it forms w ill most likely be associated
with the MoS^/SiQ^ reactions. In systems of this kind, the reactions are so
far from equilibrium that thermodynamic indications have very lim ited value.
SiO has been detected at the interface and should be recorded as such but
theories, cannot be: valid on purely thermodynamic grounds. The thermo -
(73)dynamics of silica/silicide reactions are unknown.
Little is known of the structure of the protective layer* The presence of 
OC -cristobalite has been reported several times and it seems reasonable 
to assume that it does occur. However, it is most likely to occur after long 
exposures at high temperature, especially if there is contamination of the 
surface of the glass. It is unlikely that OC -cristobalite w ill be present 
immediately after glass formation.
Work concerning MoSi^  as a costing m aterial has paid a great deal of
attention to the low er-silicides. Several lower-silicides have been reported
but recent and more accurate investigations suggest that Mo^Si^  and Mo^Si
are the only ones present in coatings, After oxidation, the layers present
are said to be Si02, MoSi2, Mo^S^, Mo^Si, Mo , ICubaschewski, however,
reported the following layers in the coating after 13 hours at 1650°C:-
Si0o, Mo-Si0, MoSi., MoeSi , Mo,
Z D o  Z  D o
The presence of Mo_Si_ between the SiO_ and MoSi- is an interesting feature.D o  z z
The other subsilicide formation is by diffusion of Mo atoms from the substrate
outwards or diffusion of Si atoms from the MoSi2 towards the substrate, but
in this case it is obviously a result of reaction between SiO and MoSi * This
(43?could lead to the formation of SiO referred to by F itzer but according to 
the reaction
MoSi2 + Si02 SiO + Mo5Si3  • ........... * ............  11
The growth kinetics of the lower silicides in the MoSi2/M b system have been 
investigated recently at 1400° and 1700°C , At 1400°C, IvIo^Si^  grows 
at the expense of the MoSi2 layer, but this does not disappear completely up 
to 8 hours. There is no evidence of Mo^Si, The curve for this reaction is 
shown in F ig , 11*
At 1700°C, the same effect occurs but a ll the MoSi2 is lost after only 10 minutes* 
After this tim e, the Mo,.Sig decreases in thickness and the Mo^Si layer grows 
at its expense. As long as MoSi2 is present, the growth of Mo^Si is 
negligible.
66.
The formation of M o-Si. from MoSi and Mo Si from MocSi„ ceold be5 3 l  o D o
caused by the diffusion of Si atoms towards the molybdenum substrate or 
Mo atoms away from the substrate. The life  of a siliconized coating is  
said, by some investigators, to be governed by the rate of
diffusion of Si from the MoSi2 layer to the in terio r. Others suggest
that failure occurs when the lower silicide reaches the outer surface. The 
two conflicting opinions depend on the direction of atom diffusion. If  the 
diffusion was inwards, i.e . Si atoms, leaving the MoSi^ * then it would seem 
reasonable to expect Mo^Si to grow in preference to Mo^Si^  since fewer Si 
atoms would be required per molecule of product. If  the diffusion rate was 
fast enough then both Mo^Si^  and Mo^Si would form .
If  the diffusing species was Mo, then the Mo^Si^  would grow preferentially.
The fact that Mo^Si, the silicide with the highest Mo content, eventually takes 
the place of the other two, indicates that there must be a migration of Mo atoms 
or ions outwards. These Mo atoms or inons must be coining from the sub­
strate.
However, to cause Mo^Si to grow at the expense of MoSi2 and Mo^Si^  there 
must be an accumulation of these Mo atoms so that the new compounds can 
form . If  the Mo could diffuse right through the layers and evaporate as MoO  ^
at the free surface, then a Mo concentration gradient would occur and an 
equilibrium thichness of each silicide would exist.
Free escape of the Mo atoms at the outermost surface does not occur and this 
is presumably due to the Si0 2 layer or an inert atmosphere preventing oxid­
ation to MoOg.
On this basis, the failure of coatings by Mo^Si reaching the SiO  ^layer 
seems more reasonable than that of Si diffusion away from the MoSi^ *
A little  confusion exists regarding the oxidation resistance of lower silicides*
Fitzer (22) and Kieffer (23) stated that Mo-Si mixtures with higher Mo content
than that of MoSi are non-oxidation resistant* Those with a lower Mo content
(69)than MoSi_ are oxidation-resistant* This is supported by Searcy * It has
been reported elsewhere, that a ll three types of silicide (MoSi^ , Mo^Si^
and Mo0Si) show good protective properties but that longer oxidation periods 
3
are necessary to reach the protective stage for the lower silicid than for
(70)MoSi^ * Recent investigations have shown that the lower silicides are 
less effective than the disilicides in forming a glassy oxide film  which impedes 
oxidation.
It would be expected that the lower silicides would exhibit less oxidation 
resistance than MoSi^  since the number of Si atoms/mob is sm aller* This 
would mean that much more crystalline oxide phase would have to be lost in 
order to attain the correct proportions for glass formation* It is likely 
that, eventually, a glass layer would form but that it would take a longer 
time than for MoSi^ *
Where a coated specimen undergoes thermal cycling, cracking of the coating
occurs. In such circumstances, the oxidation behaviour of the lower silicides
(5 4 )
is important* Todd and Parry class Mo^Si^  and Mo^Si as being non­
oxidation resistant but suggest that secondary protection would be afforded 
to a substrate by the decomposition and subsequent oxidation of Moe S i..
D O
This should occur with a large volume increase and cause any crack, which 
might form , to be filled* The silica formed in this way would not necess­
arily  be dense, in itia lly, but would tend to undergo a sintering type process
at high temperatures which would increase the density considerably* A
(37)sim ilar mechanism was reported by F itzer during the lower temperature 
oxidization of MoSi^ * He reported a "fluffy qua si-amorphous SiO  ^aggregate" 
which, at higher temperatures, sintered to give increased density. At the 
same tim e, solution of a crystalline oxide phase occurred within this SiO^.
The two processes could be sim ilar but might occur at different temperatures 
because of the characteristics of the different systems. Perhaps oxidation of 
lower silicides at temperatures in the region of 1600°C would yield a pro­
tective glass layer.
2*2. OXIDATION OF MOLYBDENUM
2.2*1 . Rate of Oxidation and Factors Affecting This
In the present work, the rate of oxidation of molybdenum is not the prim ary 
consideration and a more detailed survey w ill be given on oxidation products* 
However, it is fe lt that a brief introduction to previous work on the rate of 
oxidation and the factors affecting this should be given.
(78)Several reviews of earlier work have been published (78-80) Gulbranson
(81)and Gorbounova ' found adherent oxide film s formed when the metal was 
o
oxidized below 400 C . The data fitted to the parabolic rate law and an energy 
of activation of about 36.0 kcal/mole was calculated. Above 400°C deviations 
from the parabolic rate law occurred* Under vacuum, volatilisation of MoO  ^
occurred at 475°C.
Oxidization between 500° and 100Q°C has been studied quite thoroughly.
Simnad (82  ^found the data could be fitted to the parabolic rate law at 500°C 
and to the linear rate law above 500°C. Vapourization of MoO  ^occurred at 
650°C at/atmosphere of oxygen. Catastrophic oxidation took place at 725°C.
Jones et a l. oxidized molybdenum in s till a ir between 701° and 983°C.
At 983°C Mo0q volatilized as fast as it formed. The actual rate was less
(83)than that found at 816°C. Lustman ' also found a nearly constant rate of 
oxidation above 795°C.
Peterson studied the oxidation reaction as a function of pressure. The 
rate of oxidation followed a nearly linear rate law at a ll temperatures and 
pressure indicating that a non-protective oxide was formed. MoO  ^was the 
only oxide observed in the scale.
Several studies have been made for conditions above 1000°C« Semmei 
studied the reaction in free flowing a ir between 982° and 1371°C. A linear
rate law was found. The reaction was insensitive to the flow rate and to the
(86) oreaction temperature. Bartlett studied the reaction in a ir between 760
and 1204°C using a flow system. The rate of oxidation increased slowly with
temperatures and flow rate.
(87)Modisette investigated the role of gaseous diffusion in the oxidation of
molybdenum for the temperature range 1063 -1626°C and for various flow 
levels, The oxidation rate increased slowly with temperature, flow level 
and diffusion,
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Guibransen followed up his earlier work by carrying out oxidation tests on
molybdenum at temperatures between 550°-1700°C and pressures of 5 to 76 to rr.
He found that for temperatures 550° -  700°Ca two processes occurred 
simultaneously, oxide scale formation and MoO  ^volatilization. Above 
800°C, MoO. volatilized as fast as it formed. Above 900°C the reactionO
was lim ited by gaseous diffusion and little  change in the rate of oxidation 
was found up to 1615°C,
In the chemically controlled region, pressure had an important effect on 
rate but above 900°C pressure had only a small effect.
For practical purposes, the rate of oxidation of molybdenum is important.
It can be reduced by using a barrier in the form of a coating or by making
, alloy additions to the molybdenum* The effects of alloying are not reviewed
(89)here but have been well discussed elsewhere.
2 .2 .2 , Products of Oxidation 
2*2 .2 .1 , The Mo-0 System
Only a very small portion of the equilibrium phase diagram of the Mo-0
system has been determined. Quite a few solid compounds of molybdenum
(90-95)and oxygen have been reported, Mo 0, MoO , Mo 0 , Mo 0 ,3 2 4 11 o 23
^°9^26' ^°10^29* ^°11^32 anc* ^loO^. Many of these oxides are part of
(96)the homologous series' with the general formula Mo Cb , However,
(97) (98) X ' 'research workers, investigating the nature and composition of oxide
scales and film s forming on molybdenum at moderate and elevated tempera­
tures, have reported only MoO and MoO and several oxides whose com-
(79)positions fe ll between MoO- and MoO- v ' and which may well be part
(99)of the homologous series mentioned before. Manning and Few have 
determined the solubility lim it of oxygen ino c -Mo as 0.0045% at 1100°C 
and 0,0065% at 1700°Cf
MoO- has a melting point of 795°C and forms a eutectic with McO whichO
melts at 778°C. MoO  ^and Mo form a eutectic at a temperature of
about 21Q0°C. Although enthalpy measurements ^  not show
(79)an allotropic transition for MoO , at red heat, MoO- turns yellow.
(82) (79)Moreover, Simnad and Spilners '  ' as well as Jones et a l. 7 have
observed that at 650°C, the activation energy for the vapourization of
MoOg changes drastically. These observations suggest that MoO  ^ exhibits
a crystalline transformation in the vicinity of 650°C.
2 .2 .2 .2 . Stability of the Oxides at Temperature
Equilibrium between condensed oxide phases and the vapour phase has been
effectively determined by mass spectrographic analysis of the vapour
(103) (104)effusing from a Knudsen cell. Berkowitz, Inghram and Chupka
have shown that MoO ,^ subliming in the temperature range 800-1000°K,
yields the gaseous polymers of MoO ,^ the ratios Mo^O  ^ : Mo^O^ * MOgO^
being 60 : 20 : 3 .
The discovery of the complex character of the vapour phase in equilibrium  
with these refractory metal oxides explains why earlier research (1^)(*06) 
in which only the vapour density and/or the average molecular weight 
of the vapour were determined, led to inconsistent data. The mass spectra 
of the polymeric oxides could be positively identified by their isotropic 
structure,
(104)Berkowitz, Inghram and Chupka compared their own vapour pressure
measurements over Mo0^(s) with those determined by Feiser 
(vapourization rate method) and Ueno (Knudsen effusion method).
The results can be seen in Table 11,
TABLE 11 -  Vapour pressure measurements over MoO_(s) by various
3investigators* Vapour Pressures reported in mm, Hg x 10
T°K Feiser Ueno Berkowitz 
et al.
Feiser(cor) Ueno(cor)
883 9 1.972 2.6 5 1.1
923 50 9.^62 20.1 27 5.1
973 300 55.08 220.0 161 29.5
(Data in columns 5 and 6 have been corrected by Berkowitz et a l. by using )
t^he average molecular weight at the given temperature determined by them J 
(from mass spectrographic analysis of the vapour. )
The agreement between the data of Feiser and Berkowitz et a l. is fa ir.
Some of the thermodynamic functions for the formation of the polymer
molecule (MoO ) where x = 1,2 or 3, have been computed from the vapour
J “ x„ , , (104)(108)pressure data by Berkowitz et a l,
(148)Thus, Blackburn, Hoch and Johnson, have measured the vapour pressures
above MoO-, Mo ,0 ,, and MoO by the Knudsen effusion method. They found 3 q4 11 2
that, below 1003 C, MoO (s) vapourized to (MoO ) (g) without decomposition
O <3 0
according to the Clausius-Clapeyron equation.
4,576 log P(MoO) = -  ■ + 67.81 + 0.38  .  13
3 3 i  —
where P is in atmospheres.
Above 1000°C they found that MoO  ^w ill dissociate to a small extent into 
Mo0 2(s) and 0 2 fe)»
Mo ,0 was found to disproportionate above 900°K according to the reaction, 4 11
Mo4°11(s) — + Mo0 2(s)   .....   14
Below this temperature Mo^O^ is a stable solid*
MoO vapourizes, in the temperature range 1800°C -  2000°C, simultaneouslyJ*
according to the two reactions,
and
MoO (s) — ► MoO.Z XU
3/2 MoO (s) — MoO (g) + 1 Mo(s)  ................................ . „..........16
the monomer of MoO being stable at these temperatures*O
Most of the MoO disproportionates according to the second equation* This
» . (109) J „ . (110)is in agreement with calculations using Kelly s ' and Brewer s
data*
2 *2 .2 .3 . Products Detected during Oxidation of Molybdenum
Low temperature oxidation at low pressures and short tim es, followed a
(97)(98) oparabolic law . Below 450 C a thin surface layer of MoO- was
Q  O
formed but above 450 C, only MoO was observed. Even at the lowest 
—6pressures used (10 to rr), the oxygen pressure was orders of magnitude
greater than the dissociation pressure of MoO . The absence of MoO above 
o450 C was accounted for by the fact that the trioxide is reduced by Mo to 
MoG2 as fast as it is formed and/or the Mo0  ^ is lost by volatilization.
Below 450°C the rate of reduction by Mo to give Mo02 is too slow and since
the volatility of MoO is low, a film  of MoO is observed.o o
An MoO subscale can also be present, but it may be to thin to be detected. ,
Jones et a l. oxidizing molybdenum in a ir at 571°C, found that the scale
consisted of at least two layers. The outermost layer was MoO  ^and the
inner layer a suboxide designated MoO , where 3^> Z^> 2 , Apparently,z
MoO  ^exhibits a lower dissociation pressure than another suboxide designated
MoO , where 3^ > 2 r, because MoO was converted into MoO .whereverz ^  z z
there was a rupture or crack in the MoO film . Indeed, as the MoO filmO u
thickened and became defective, MoO was transformed to MoO Metallo-
Z ' Z ’
graphic observation showed that MoO , was stable at higher and MoO atz z
lower oxygen concentrations. X-ray diffraction patterns showed that neither 
MoO or MoO , yielded patterns that even remotely resembled MoO , Either
Z Z  JL
the MoO film  was too thin to detect or the pxygen pressure at the Mo-MoO
J* z
interface was too high to form Mo0 2*
(82)Simand and Spilners examined oxidation in pure oxygen at one atmosphere 
in the temperature range 500° -  770°C. X-ray analysis showed that the 
inner oxide layer was Mo02 and the outer layer was MoO ,^ which means that 
under the conditions of these experiments, the MoO was compact and thick 
enough to reduce the oxygen activity at the interface to that which rendered 
Mo0 2 stable.
At temperatures in excess of 600°C, MoO- recrystallizes and, after a
(79)tim e, becomes porous and non-protective leading to linear oxidation ra te s .'
75.
Above the melting point of MoO  ^ (^){79)(83) an(j «. MoO^  eutectic,
there is a sharp increase in rate of oxidation of molybdenum* However, at 
still higher temperatures the molybdenum volatilizes away as rapidly as it 
forms, so no liquid oxides remain on the surface.
Peterson and Fassell studied the oxidation of molybdeiium at high pressures 
(1-47*6 atm. 0^) in the moderate temperature range of 500 °  -  700° C. The 
only oxidation product observed was MoO .^
More recent work investigated the oxidation of molybdenum by mass
spectrometer at temperatures between 1500° and 2600°K, and oxygen pressures 
-4  -2between 10 and 10 to rr* The principal products of oxidation were found to
be the gaseous dioxide and trioxide MoO (g) and MoO (g).
 ^ 3
At the lowest temperatures and highest pressures studied (about 1300°K and
- 2 +10 to rr), (Mo0«) + was also observed* The variation of the MoO and
+ 0  0 Mo0_ ion intensities over the temperature range 1500 -  1100 K is shown in
17 2F ig . 18 for an oxygen flux of 1,6 x 10 m ols/cm. sec. at the molybdenum
-3specimen, corresponding to an oxygen pressure of 1 .1  x 10 to rr. From the
_j.
temperature dependence of the ion intensities, it was clear that MoO  ^ was 
not due to the fragmentation of neutral MoO * The trioxide is the principal
q  3
oxidation product up to about 1750 K, but above this temperature Mo02(g) is 
the more important species. The total amount of oxygen leaving the metal 
surface in the form of volatile metal oxides is also plotted. The figure shows 
that the nett extent of oxidation increases with temperatures up to about 1850°K 
but declines at higher temperatures.
At higher pressures, the point at which the Mo0^(g) and Mo02(g) curves cross 
shifts to higher temperatures, the rate of formation of both product species increases 
and the temperature of maximum rate of formation of each species increases.
A comparison of equilibrium and kinetic pressures of MoO (g) and MoO (g)
-3(at PC *  1,1 x 10 to rr) at varying temperatures is given in F ig , 19. It
St
is clear from this that the observed concentrations of dioxide and trioxide 
in the resulting gas are very different from the calculated equilibrium con­
centrations over the solid oxides. The gaseous oxidation products are not 
in equilibrium with a solid surface oxide and, in consequence, their rates 
of formation during oxidation of the metal cannot be derived on purely thermo­
dynamic grounds,
2 .2 .3 , Summary
Studies of the rate of oxidation are in agreement with a parabolic rate law 
at lower temperatures and with a linear rate at higher temperatures. The 
temperature of change over from parabolic to linear is between 400°-500°C , 
The actual rate of oxidation is almost constant after 900°C due to blanketing 
effect caused by the volatilized MoO .^ After this temperature, the oxidation 
is lim ited by gaseous diffusion of oxygen to the metal surface, This led to 
the terminology of "chemically controlled region” below 900°C and ' diffusion 
controlled region’ above 900°C. In the chemically controlled region oxygen 
pressure had an important effect on oxidation rate but above 900°C pressure 
had only a small effect.
In its compounds molybdenum can exhibit six different oxidation states 0,
+2, +3, +4, +5, and +6, and it might be expected that a series of oxides 
would exist corresponding with valencies from 2 to 6 . However, only two 
oxides have been confirmed as true chemical entities, MoO and MoO .
St O
Several others have been reported but these are mainly part of the series
represented as Mo 0 /o , The basic state of the series, Mo ,0 . hasr  x (3x~l) 9 4 11
been identified quite conclusively.
\77.
The stability of these known oxides is instructive,
M0O3
Below 100Q°C -  MoO_(s) ~ M o O _ ( g )  17
3 3
Above 1000°C -  MoO^(s)  ■*—» MoO^s) + Ogig) * • * • • * • * * • * * • *>  18
And ** M60^(s> MoOg(§[) *********♦ 19
Below 620°C -  Stable solid
Above 620°C -  M<>40 <s)— (MoO^fe) + MoO^i) .............. 14
MoQ^
Above 1520°C -  Mo02(s) — * -  Mo0 2(g)  ............  15
and -  3 /2  Mo02(s)-»MbOg(g) + £ Mo(s)  ................ 16
From this it is clear that the only oxides possible above 620°C are MoO  ^
and MoOg (and their polymeric species).
The oxidation products detected at lower temperatures were a little  confusing 
and varied according to the investigator. However, at higher temperatures 
the agreement in observations was more consistent and the products reported 
were MoO and Mo0_* These were in the gaseous states*
jL O
This is in good agreement with stability of oxides discussed before* The tr i­
oxide is found to be the principal oxidation product up to about 1470°C but 
above this temperature, MoO^fe) is the more important specie*
The temperature at which the MoO C^g) becomes the predominant species is 
affected by pressure* At high oxygen pressures, the point shifts to higher 
temperatures and vice versa.
The gaseous oxidation products are not in equilibrium with a solid surface oxide.
2d3, OXIDATION OF SILICON
2 .3 .1 , The Rate of Oxidation of Silicon
The oxidation of silicon has been studied by several investigators. McAdam
and Gerl, using an optical method to determine the film  thickness, found
that their data fitted a parabolic rate law between the temperatures of 600°
and 1Q00°C. Ligenza and Spitzer also found that a parabolic rate law
o ofitted the oxidation Of silicon between 700 and 1100 C . Brodslcy and 
Cubicciotti, however, reported a logarithmic rate law between 950° and 
1160°C, although a parabolic law fits  their data equally well at the two tempera-* 
ture extremes of 950° and 1160°C . Evans and Chatterji followed the 
kinetics of oxidation of silicon by means of a thermal balance between 1200°  
and 1400°C and found the kinetics could be expressed by a parabolic law .
The parabolic rate constant as determined in the above studies is extremely 
pressure dependent. Law ^*^ found the parabolic rate constant varies as the 
logarithm of the partial pressure of oxygen while Ligenza found the para­
bolic rate constant to be directly proportional to the partial pressure of oxygen.
It  seems reasonable to assume from the data collected in previous investigations 
that a parabolic rate law describes the oxidation of silicon. Oxidation reactions 
often produce coherent oxide film s which separate the original reacting sub­
stances. The reaction must then proceed by diffusion of reactants through the 
oxide film s. If the concentration of the reactants is kept constant and equilibrium  
is approximately established at the interfaces, the rate of oxidation w ill be 
inversely proportional to the thickness of the oxide film  i.e .
where x is the thickness of the ox5.de film , t is the time and k is the rate 
constant. Integration of this equation yields the parabolic rate equation 
which was firs t derived by Tammann and later by Pilling and Bedw orth/**^
From this, it appears that the oxidation of silicon is controlled by the diffusion
1120)of some species though the oxide layer is formed. Jorgersen ' '  investi­
gated the diffusing species using modified marker experiments and found that 
oxidation was controlled by oxygen diffusion through the oxide film . The oxide 
was assumed to be the dioxide.
Additional evidence for oxygen diffusion is provided by the experiments of
{1131 18Ligenza and Spitzer in which silicon was oxidized with 0 isotope and
16then with 0 isotope. Almost the entire film , after oxidation, is found to
16 {X21)contain 0 isotope and hence some species of oxygen are diffusing. Attala,
using radioactive antimony as tracer, has also shown that oxidation occurs at
the metal oxide interface.
Jorgensen showed that the application of an electric field across the SiO  ^
layer enhances oxidation when the silicon is made positive with respect to the 
oxide-gas interface, and retards oxidation when die silicon is negative with 
respect to the oxide-gas interface. This dependence of the oxidation rate on 
the electric field also indicates that oxygen ions are the predominant species 
diffusing through the growing oxide film .^ 2^
2.3,2. The Products of Oxidation 
2.3.2,1« The Si -  0 System
This is a well explored and simple binary system. There are two oxides of
/ I  / I
silicon, the dioxide and the monoxide. SiO exists in seven crystal-
4U
lographic forms, C< -  and -  quartz, o<- and /3  -  cristobalite and three
o (123)forms of trid im ite, SiO melts at 1713°C and SiO is unstable below 1188 C.
(129)The section of the Si-0 equilibrium diagram, according to Sosman, is
shown in Fig . 20.
2.3 .2 .2 . Stability of the Oxides at Temperature,
/ |  OCX
It is convenient to discuss firs t the stability of the dioxide, SiO^. There
are 7 polymorphic forms of silica and two types of transformation bringing 
about these form s. These transformation types are called ' displacive trans­
formation' and ‘reconstructive transformation **
A "displacive transformation" is structurally the least drastic type of solid 
transformation and does not involve diffusion. A coherent interface is formed 
and the transformation is brought about merely by distorting the structure 
without breaking any bonds. The distorted form is a derivative structure of 
the starting m aterial. It  characteristically occurs rapidly and is sometimes 
referred to as a high-low transformation,
A 'reconstructive transformation** does not involve a change in structure by 
simple displacement of atoms, interatomic bonds must be broken. Such a 
transformation requires a change in co-ordination and diffusion of atoms 
occurs. Polymorphic transformations of this type show kinetic characteristics 
of nucleation and growth processes. Such a transformation is slower than a 
displacive one.
The polymorphic forms of silica are shown below, together with the trans­
formation type which brings about this form . The stable form at room
temperature is low quartz which transforms into high quartz* through■ a dis-
oplacive transformation at •573 C .
HIGH QUARTZ
Displacive
573°C
LOW
QUARTZ
Reconstructive
00k .. ....
Reconstructive
867°C
22GH 
TRIDIMITE
Displacive
160°C
Displacive
105°C
MIDDLE
TRIDIM ITE
i
i
LOW
TRIDIMITE
1470°C
HIGH
CRISTOBALITE
Displacive
200-207°C
LOW
CRISTOBALITE
Quartz transforms only slowly into the stable tridym ite form at 867 C,
Indeed, there is some evidence that tridym ite cannot be formed at a ll from  
quartz without the presence of impurities* Tridim ite remains the stable 
form until 1470°C, when it transforms to cristobalite, another reconstructive 
transformation* Both cristobalite and tridim ite have displacive transformations 
on cooling from high temperatures. High cristobalite transforms by distorting 
its structure to low cristobalite at 200° -  207°C * High tridim ite transforms 
into middle tridim ite at 160°C and this transforms into low tridim ite at 105°C.
These transformations which involve a total of seven polymorphic forms of 
silica involve 3 basic structures* The transformations between the basic 
structures are sluggish, reconstructive transformations which, if they occur 
at a ll take place only slowly and require the addition of materials which act 
as a solvent, in order to occur in reasonable tim es.
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In contrast, the displacive transformations between the high and low 
temperature forms of each basic structure occur rapidly and cannot be 
prevented*
The chemical instability of SiO  ^is such that the second oxide of silicon,
SiO, is made to play an important role in many metallurgical processes*
oSiO can be easily reduced at temperatures in the region of 1300 C according 
to the following equations.
SiO *t* ~ H^O "1" SiO * * * i *». * v *<#**♦♦•***•••••♦*'#*«#* 20
SiO + Si « 2Si0   21Zt
2SiO =2Si0 + 0  22it
/i
Many investigations have been conducted concerning the above
reactions but wide differences exist in the thermodynamic data obtained.
(133)Ramstad and Richardson initiated a fundamental investigation of SiO
including an exhaustive study of the reactions;-*
(a) Si02 + H2 = SiO + H O (1425° -  1600°C)   20
(b) Si + Si02 = 2Si0 (1310° -  1485°C)   21
in the temperature ranges shown.
They found the following standard free energy changes for the reactions.
(a) G°i7 0 0 °- 1900°K = 127* 100 " 45,05 T t 1000 081
(h) G j 55Q0 .^ ® 162f 930 -  77.25 T  + 1500 cal
G°i685°-1800oK = 151' 300 '  70,07 T J 1500 cal
Ths vapour pressure of SiO is appreciable at 1400°'* 1500°C and causes
{43 )
bubbling of the silica layer on MoSi2 coatings. Thermogravimetric 
and vitreous silica Knudsen Cell experiments show that SiO exists only in 
the gaseous state at temperatures of 1220° -  1620°C,
2,3 .2,3« The Vitreous State -  The Glassy State.
It  is useful to consider the relationship between the solid and liquid states in 
order to obtain a clearer understanding of the type of structure exhibited by 
glass. X-ray diffraction measurements for liquids show that a certain degree 
of regularity exists in the liquid state since the diffraction patterns consist of 
one or more diffuse haloes. This implies that a liquid cannot be structure-* 
less in the same way as a gas but that there must be some sort of grouping or 
arrangement of molecules in the liquid related to that which occurs in the solid 
state* The units of structure (atomic or molecular groupings) are the same 
in the liquid as in the crystalline solid, but in the liquid, these units are not 
arranged in an ordered manner. Thus the liquid possesses short-range order 
but not long range order, whereas the crystalline solid possesses both short 
range and long range order, leading to complete regularity throughout the 
solid*
If a melt of a pure substance is cooled, it is generally observed that there is 
a definite freezing point at which solidification occurs due to the formation of 
crystals, However, it is sometimes possible to continue the cooling of a 
liquid below its freezing point without encountering crystal formation. In this 
case the liquid is said to be supercooled* The glassy state is continuous with 
the liquid state and is distinguished only by its high viscosity.
Some oxides can readily be obtained in the form of glasses when they are 
cooled from the molten state whereas others invariably crystallize, 
Goldschmidt made one of the earliest attempts to discover character­
istics common to glass-forming oxides, and suggested that the ability of an 
oxide to form a glass might be related to the way in which the oxygen ions 
were arranged around the cation to form the unit cell of the crystal structure. 
In stable crystal structures, the number of anions immediately surrounding 
a cation (Co-ordination No.) is determined by the relative sizes of the anion 
and cation, Goldschmidt pointed out that for a number of glass-forming 
oxides, including SiO ,^ a tetrahedron occurred in the crystalline state and 
suggested this might be a criterion of glass forming ability,
Zachariasen pointed out that this could not be an absolute criterion of 
glass forming ability. He quoted the case of BeO which forms tetrahedral 
groupings and yet cannot be obtained in the glassy state. He postulated that 
the atoms must be linked in the form of a three-dimensional network in glass 
as in the crystals but that the network could not be a period one since glasses 
do not give sharp X-ray diffraction spectra. This led to the random network 
structure theory.
Zachariasen proposed certain conditions for glass formation. For an oxide 
Mx0 to form a glass, it was proposed that:-
1. An oxygen atom must not be linked to more than two M atoms.
2. The number of oxygen atoms surrounding M must be sm all,
3 . The oxygen polyhedra must share comers only and not edges or faces.
4. At least three comers in each oxygen polyhedron must be shared.
The latter point is not strictly applicable since glasses are known in which
(1371this condition would not be fu lfilled .
The oxides M O and MO cannot meet the conditions proposed by Zachariasen* 
The oxides MQ0 can do so if the oxygen atoms form triangles around each<£ O
M atom and the oxides M02 and M20 can do so if the oxygen atoms form tetra- 
hedra around each M atom. (137)
Oxides which form glasses when melted and cooled are called network forming 
oxides because of their ability to build up continuous three dimensional random 
networks.
When considering glass structure* however, it is necessary to distinguish two 
other types of oxide in terms of their functions in the glass structure. These 
are network-modifying oxides and intermediate oxides*
A modifying oxide is one which is incapable of building up a continuous network 
and the effect of such an oxide is usually to weaken the glass network. An 
intermediate oxide is one which, although not usually capable of forming a 
glass, can take part in the glass network.
It is useful to bear in mind the concept of the ionic field strength as a means 
of indicating the functions of different ions. The ionic field strength F is 
defined as
Z
F  = —       23r
where Z is the valancy of the ion and r  is the ionic radius. The ionic field  
strength is a measure of the electrostatic force which the ion can exert on 
neighbouring ions. It is therefore, a measure of the "ordering” effect which 
a cation can exert upon neighbouring oxygen ions. The field strength of 
various ions are given in Table 12 ,
TABLE 12 -  The field strength of various ions.
ION
IONIC RADIUS 
0
(A)
FIELD STRENGTH 
Z/r2
STRUCTURAL 
ROLE IN GLASS
b3+ 0.20 75.0
P5+ 0.3** 1*3.2 Network
Si^+ 0.1*1 23.8 Forming
As5+ 0.1*7 22.6 Ions
Ge^+ 0.53 1U.2
Be2+ 0.31 20.8
Al3+ 0.50 12.0 Intermediate
Tl 0.68 8.7 Ions
„  U+Zr 0.80 6.3
vr 2+Mg 0.65 1**7
Li * 0 .60 2.78
Ca2+ 0.99 2.0**
Network
Na+ 0.95 1.11
Modifying
Ba2+ 1*35 1.10
Ions
K+ 1.33 0.57
The network forming cations have high values of field strength and network 
modifying cations have low field strength. Ions which have intermediate 
effect on glass structure generally have field strengths between those of 
network formers and modifiers, although the Be ion in this class has a high 
field strength.
The concept of field strength represents a simplified view point since it 
considers ions to behave as rigid spheres. This is not strictly so. Never­
theless, the field strength concept is useful in understanding the roles of 
various ions in glass structures.
The foregoing discussion has been based on the random network theory of 
glass structure and this is an extremely valuable concept which has led to 
considerable progress in understanding the pature of glass* In recent years, 
however, there has been indication that glass is not so homogeneous on the 
submicroscopic scale as the random network theory would suggest. It  is 
possible that the composition of a glass varies from point to point throughout 
its volume. There is only scanty evidence on this point but electron micro­
scopical investigations are proceeding,
2.3.2.4 Devitrification
Crystallization is the process by which the regular lattice of the crystal is 
generated from the less well-ordered liquid structure. Devitrification is 
the process by which the regular lattice of the crystal is generated from the 
less well-ordered glass structure.
If  vitreous silica is held for a given period of time at a temperature where 
one of the polymorphic forms are stable, then devitrification w ill occur 
giving rise to that polymorphic form . Exceptions to this do exist. An 
illustration of this is given by the observation that silica often crystallizes 
out as cristobalite in a temperature range where tridim ite is the stable form  
«  O IK ». <137>
88.
Devitrification occurs by nucleation and growth processes, Nud&ation can 
be homogeneous or heterogeneous* but the form er occurs mainly during 
crystallization from the liquid state where diffusion rates are high, In the 
case of devitrification* heterogeneous nucleation occurs at impurities or 
discontinuities in the glass itself giving rise to the polymorphic form at 
that temperature*
... , .  ... , (138)(139)Work has been done on the rate of devitrification of specific glasses,
(140)(14l)(142)
2*3 *2,5 Diffusion of Oxygen in Vitreous Silica
The permeation of gaseous oxygen through vitreous silica has been measured
over the temperature range 950° -  1080°C. The diffusion constant in
2  ^o q *"*9 o
cm /sec was 1,2 x 10 @ 1078 C and 4,2 x 10 §  950 C, giving a diffusion
activation energy of 27,000 cal for oxygen in vitreous silica. The fact that
molecular oxygen is the diffusing specie is indicated by the observation that
the rate of permeation is proportional to the firs t power pressure,
(144)Information on the mechanism of oxygen self-diffusion in SiO and
18fused quartz was obtained from studies of the rate of isotope exchange with 0 .
In fused quartz, mobility of oxygen in molecular form is a special feature of
the exchange process. Oxygen self diffusion in SiO crystals is much less
18than in fused quartz. The use of 0 isotope, together with mass spectro-
(145)m etrical analysis, was used by Sucov to study the diffusion of the oxygen 
ion in vitreous silica. It was found that over the temperature range 
925° -  1225°C, the results could be expressed by the equation:-
r. , ,^ 2  -71,200 2 -1D = 1,51 x 10 exp, ----- ~=----- cm sec —- — — — 24
It is proposed that the controlling diffusion step in silicate glasses and non- 
stoichiometric silica is the rupture of a single Si-0 bond and that the diffusion 
mechanism is interstitial motion through voids in the lattice,
2 ,3 ,3 . Summary
Silicon is oxidized according to a parabolic law, but the rate is very dependent 
on pressure.
The parabolic law is related to the protection afforded to the silicon by the 
dioxide which forms on the surface. Further oxidation of the silicon is controlled 
by the diffusion of oxygen through the oxide film .
The products of oxidation are SiO and SiO* the former being the predominant
specie. It has seven polymorphic forms but can also exist in the amorphous
(vitreous) state. SiO,. can be reduced to give SiO which develops appreciable
2
vapour pressure at high temperatures.
The use of the ionic field strength is a useful concept to indicate the effect of 
oxides on the vitreous state but its limitations must be realized.
Devitrification can occur in the glasses by a nucleation and growth process to 
give the polymorphic species of the materials according to temperature. An 
exception to this is in the case of silica where cristobalite often forms in the 
tridimite stable region.
Permeation of oxygen, in the molecular form, can occur through vitreous 
o osilica between 950 -  1200 C. Interstitial motion through voids in the lattice 
has been postulated.
2.4, THERMODYNAMIC DATA,
(147)2 .4 .1 . Free Energy of Formation.
The standard free energy of formation of a compound is related to
an equilibrium constant K^, at a temperature T°K by the equation:
A G °X = -  4.575 T log 1()KT .................................................... .25
The expression indicates that the more negative the value for AG °^ the 
greater is the value for and the more favoured is the reaction.
In the case of the formation of oxides from solid metals, the entropy of 
formation (the difference between the entropy of the products and
reactants) for the reaction.
solid metal + oxygen = solid oxide. .26
must always be negative since the volume of the reactants is much greater 
than that of the solid or liquid products. Since AG°^,, interms of &  S°^, 
and the heat of formation is given by the equation:
A  g° t = ^ h° t  -  t A s° t ..............................................  27
and since may be taken as being approximately independent of
temperature for reaction (26), A g  ^  w ill increase with rising temperatures.
Very high temperatures w ill not favour the formation of solid or liquid 
oxides and may in fact, lead to their decomposition when A G °t  becomes 
zero or is positive.
When the product is a gaseous oxide, however, the entropy of the product 
may also be nearly zero or even positive. If  the number of gaseous 
molecules of the product exceed those of the reactant gases then A$°rp  
becomes positive (e.g. CO formation from 2C + This leads
to decreasing values of A  G°T  with rising temperatures, so that the 
formation of gaseous oxides is favoured* Such gaseous oxides, therefore, 
become predominant and hetice more important at high temperatures.
The general use of this approach, in the case of condensed oxides, has 
been well described by Ellingham and Richardson and w ill not 
be repeated here. It w ill only be mentioned, in review, that if AG^ for 
a given chemical equation is positive, then the reaction occurs to such a 
small extent that it can be considered as negligible. If A  G ,^ is negative, 
the reaction proceeds to the right hand side of the equation. If a volatile 
oxide is formed, in an open system, then this tendency will be even stronger.
Points of special interest which involve the gaseous oxides w ill be mentioned.
A condensed system of an oxide in equilibrium with its metal at constant 
activity has a fixed decomposition pressure, RQ ,^ which may be calculated 
at any temperature from the equation:
A G ° T  =  4 . 5 7 5  T l o g 1 0 E O 2 . . . . ...........................................  . 2 8
If  the oxygen pressure over a metal is greater than this equilibrium oxygen 
pressure, then the oxide is formed provided other kinetic factors are 
favourable,
If  it is less, then the metal does not oxidize. However, if a gaseous 
suboxide of the metal exists, then, at pressures below the decomposition 
pressure, the metal w ill volatilize in the form of the suboxide if the 
suboxide is stable and volatile at that temperature,
Hess's Law of constant heat summation states that the change in the heat 
content of a chemical reaction if always constant, regardless of whether 
the reaction occurs in one or several stages. As a direct consequents of 
Hess's law , it is possible to add and subtract thermochemical equations 
and heat content values and so to calculate heats of reaction, etc., from 
the data which are available. Free energy equations can be treated in 
exactly the same way,
A g values, from a free energy diagram, may be used in this way to 
predict how a certain reaction w ill behave under a given set of circum­
stances.
The position of the lines in a free energy diagram if  fixed by the condition 
that gases are at one atmosphere pressure. It is common in many 
experimental systems to work at reduced pressures. A correction to the 
position of the lines may be calculated by using the following equation:
A  G = -  4.575 T log10 P................................................29
where h  G°^ is standard free energy change at one atmosphere pressure.
If  P is less than 1, the RT lo g ^  P is negative and so the position of the 
line is raised on the diagram, i.e .
SiO (gas) is formed according to the equation:
2Si (s) + 02 (g) = 2SiO (g). . . . . . . . -------------------------- 30
so that reducing the pressure of both 0~ and SiO gases results in lowering
(ESiO) ^the line by a factor related to the ratio ■ " The effect of SiO, therefore,
2increases and the temperature at which SiO  ^becomes unstable, in the presence 
of Si, is lowered,
If  only the oxygen pressure is decreased, the change in .g 
the equation,
AGt  = A G °t  -  4.575 T log1() E02 .............................  31
provided that the other compounds present are solids, If, however, one 
of the products is gaseous (call it nX), then the relationship would be,
n
A G T  = A G °T + 4.575 T log10 (f g  .....................  ^
(EX)nSince, under conditions of constant temperature and pressure, = Kp, 
the equilibrium constant, then a change in P,0 2 would cause a corresponding 
change in (EX)n so as to keep Kp constant. In this case, the position of the 
line would remain unchanged. However, it is unlikely that equilibrium 
conditions would prevail as this would be a very slow process, thus a change 
in the position of the line would occur, but the change would be much less 
than in the case of two solid products.
2.4.2. Thermodynamic Values.
2 .4 .2 .1 . MoSC
The head of formation of MoSi (s) at 298°K,, was measured calorimetrically
/icjV Z
by Robins and Jenkins and found to be -  31.4 kcal/mole. It was also
(153)determined by Searcy & Tharp , from the vapour pressure of Si (g) 
in equilibrium with MoSi2 and found to be -  23.0 kcal/mole. Searcy 
considered the two experiments equally valid and therefore suggested an 
aveverage value,
f, 298° MoSi2 (s)= '  2 7 - 2 ± 8 kcal/mole.
"Die heat of dissociation (per grm, atom of Si vapour) was measured 
for the reaction:
S/7  MoSi (s) = l / 7  Mo Si3  (s) + Si (g ).............  .33
and found to be at 298°K,
H°„ on o . . .=* 117.2 + 0.6 kcal.D, 298, MoSi2 (s) —
This value, combined with the heat of sublimation of Si yielded the 
following heats of formation,
A  H°f, 298°, MoSi2 (s) = " 26.0 + 5 kcal/mole.
(154)The heat capacity of MoSi2 was measured directly over the 
temperature range 0° -  900°C and found to be represented by,
C„ e. . . = 16.94 +  0 .00261T -660T '1 P, MoSi2 (s)
The absolute entropy of MoSi2 is not known at any temperature and the
best estimate ( not a very good one ) assumes that the entropy of the alloy
,  ^  . . .  (155)is the sum of the entropies of its components .
S°298° M0 S12 ( .)  = S°298°, Mo(s) + ^ 2 9 8 .° S1(S) = 6 ' 83 + 2<4*47> “ 1 5 ’ 8 e-U‘
It is impossible to estimate the error involved in the additivity hypothesis.
2 .4 .2 .2 . Mo^Si^.
The heat of formation of Mo Siq a t' 298°K was reported as
(153)-  36.0 kcal/mole from calorimetry studies, whilst effusion studies 
gave a value of - 31.6 kcal/mole. Searcy favoured an average
A  H f, 298° Mo.Si, 33.8 + 5 kcal/mole.
5 o
(65)The heat of di ssoclation ( per grm.atom of Si vapour) was measured 
for the reaction:
f  Mo5Si3  (s) = 5/4  MoSi (s) +• Si (g ) .............................. 34
and found to be at 298°K,
This value combined with the heat of sublimation of Si yields the following 
heat of formation*
H° rtrtO0 i__ = ~22*6i5kcal«"  f, 298 * iMo5Si3
Experimental heat capacity and absolute entropy data are not available
for Mo Si • The best estimates assume the additivity r u le .^ ^  o o
C „  , .  = 50 ^ 5/ >v + 3C i*SS) = 39*7 + 8 .2  x lO -3  3*3 x lO 5p, MOgSij (s) p, Mo(s) p, Si(s)  -^----
S 298°, MOgSig (s) = 5S 298°, Mo (s) + 3S 298°, Si (s) = 4 7 ,6  e,U*
2«4.2.3. Mo^Si.
/irev
The heat of dissociation (per gram atom of Si vapour) was measured 
for the reaction*
Mo^Si (s) = 3Mo (s) + Si (g) 35
and found to be at 298°K,
O ”1“H _ ono0 ™ « . / x = 131.9 -  1.2 kcal.Dm 298 Mo Si (s)O
This value combined with the heat of sublimation of Si yields the following 
heat of formation,
Hie absolute entropy of Mo^Si is not known and so it is necessary to use 
the additivity hypothesis.
S° O = 3S° °  . .  , . + S° °  e. , . = 3(6.83) + 4.47 = 24,96 e.298* MOgSi (s) 298, Mo (s) 298, Si (s)
The heat capacity is given by:
C = 21.98T + 4.58 x 10-3T  -  1.00 x 105T ~2 (192** 
P
2 .4 .2 .4 , MoQ3»
The solid has a heat formation at 298°K given by,
H°f, 298° Mo0 ,(s )  = - 178- ° ± 0 -lkcal/m ole(157)- 
* A  H f, 298° MoO (s) = 1 5 9 ,7  kcal/ mole *
o
The heat capacity of the solid was measured by Cosgrove and Snyden 
who found,
C . .  .  , . « 20.07 + 5.90 x 10~3T -  3.68 x 105T~2. p, Mo0 3 (s)
The absolute entropy at 298°K was measured by two groups of
• ^  * (159)* (160) . . ,  ^ .investigators and found to be,
MoOg (s) sublimes at 795°C to (MoO )^ 3 (g).
The heat of vapourisation is
A H ___o . _ n , . -  7 9 . 7 4  kcal/mole of vapour «  v a p . , 9 0 0  * Mo03  (s) r
A  H  n n n °  >./r n  /  v = 8 8 .6  kcal/mole of vapour* 1^62  ^*-* vap., 900 , Mo03 (s)
The vapour pressure of liquid trioxide has been studied recently.
/I
An enthalpy of vapourisation of 35.2 kcal/mole was calculated,
(164)using these data and the corrected data of Feiser.
Further work on the vapour pressure of Mo03 gave,
75 4004.576 log P(M oO) +62.3  + 0.2o n  i “
where P is in atmospheres and - is the average molecular association 
number *
A H ,  v is 75.4 kcal/mole,"  (s *>g)
The corresponding equation for vapourisation of the liquid oxide is:
35 2004.576 log P (MoQ3) = + 24,60
is 40.2 kcal/mole of vapour.
'g
Considerable discrepencies exist in the published absolute values of vapour 
pressure of Mo03* The reasons for these discrepencies are not clear.
, . (166), (167), (168),
Fig. 22 shows the change in vapour pressure with time.
The heats of decomposition were found to be:
(MoOg)^(g)-*’* 3Mo0g (g) = A H °^  = 220.9 + 7.5 kcal/mole trioxide 
Mo(L(g)-^Mo (g) + 30 (g) = A  H° = 410.3 + 2.4 kcal/mole.O O
Neither heat capacity nor absolute entropy data are available for MoO  ^
as a vapour.
It is a common, if  not accurate, procedure to estimate heat capacities 
and entropies of gases by means of the formulae give by Kubaschewski 
and Evans. From this, the heat capacity of MoO  ^ (g) was 18cal/°C/ 
mole.
For absolute entropy, estimations again were necessary
S°  \ , . a 70 .1e .u298 , (Mo03) 3 (g)
S°on<P X* n / \ = 7 5 ' 1 e *U *298, M o03 (g)
The heat of dissociation for Mo03 (g) was calculated as
A  H A / v = 410.3 kcal/mole. 1^48^Dis*, Mo03 (g)
2 . 4 . 2 . 5 .  Mo^O, , .—«■«  —........ 4  11
The solid is the only stable form o f this compound and has a heat of 
formation given as,
A H° f, 298° Mo4 0 u  (s )= 6 6 4 ,0  i  6 ,4  *cal/m ola<157)
(148)The absolute entropy, calculated by Blackburn et al# is ,
S°ooo° XiT n / \ 52 8 8 *9 + 1.4 e.u.298, (s) “*
At temperatures around 90Q°C. Mo^O^ disproportionates to (MoO^
+ MoO. (s) and the heat of decomposition was found to be, z
^  H M s ., 9QC? Mo4 0u  (s) = 6 8 ,7  kcal/ mole of (mo° 3 )3
2 .4 .2 ,6 . MoO^.
The heat of formation of MoO  ^ (s) is given as,
A H\  298? Mo0 2 (s)= ~ 1 4 0 ,9  j l 0 ' 3- kcal/mole. <161> 
A  H f, 298? Mo02 (s)= " 1 2 7 ,4 5  kcal/mole- *
The absolute entropy ist
S °,O00 n , , = 18.3 e.u. (157) 298, MoO  ^ (s)
100.
(g)
(148).
101.
and heat capacity is given by
c „ . . = 11.75 + 4.51 x lo"3T caI/°C/m ole. (3) P. M o 0 2 ( s )
Most of the MoO  ^(s) disproportionates to MoO  ^ (s) + Mo (s)
A Hn . 000o -  2 1 .0  kcal/mole.D is,f 298* Mo02
or to MoO (^g) + Mo (s).
A  HD is ., 0° Mo02 (s) = 133' 6 kcal/m 0le of Mo03 <g)
(148)
but some Mo0 2 (s) vapourises to Mo0 2 (g) with a heat of vapourisation
A H° _o = 129,8 kcal/m ole/1^  yap, 0
The calculated heat of dissociation of MoO  ^(g) to Mo (g) + 02 (g) is
A H°n . „° . .  A . = 284,6 kcal/mole,*-* Dis,, 0 , Mo02 (g)
2 .4 .2 .7 , Si- 0 Equilibria,
The heat of formation of SiO according to Si (g) + J02 (g) « SiO (g) is , 
A H°fj S i0  (g )  =  -  2 1 ,7 0 0  +  1 0 0 0  kcal/mole. (123>' <126)'
a°
That for the formation of SiO  ^ according to Si (s) + (g) = SiO^  (s) is
A H°f, 0° SiO (g )= " 210' 000  kcal/mole- <147)2
/iqq\
Reaction of free Si with SiO  ^to yield 2SiO has been studied and the 
standard free energy change was found to be:
A  G°1550° -  1685°K = 162' 930  “ 77' 25T t 1500  Cal*
A  G°i685° - 1800°k = 151* 300  '  70*07T± 1500 « * •
The free energy change for the reaction Si (1) + 0  ^= SiO  ^was calculated 
and found to be;
A  G°i685° -  1800°K = -  222,800 + 4 7 .62T + 2000 cal.
2 .5. ASSESSMENT OF THERMAL OXIDATION.
A summary of the assessment of thermal oxidation has been made by
(169)Derry and Samuel.
They state that the term "Thermal Oxidation" refers to the formation of ; 
an oxide or oxide -  rich compound at the surface of a metal or alloy as a 
result of exposure to a ir or other oxidizing gas at an elevated temperature.
A study of thermal oxidation w ill involve:
(a) Mechanism and kinetics of formation of the oxide or oxides.
(b) Identification of phases present in the products of reaction.
(c) Effects on the composition and structure of the substrate.
(d) Influence of the oxidation process on physical and mechanical 
properties.
The most important methods of oxidation w ill be discussed briefly,
Taking a ir oxidation as an example, the basic apparatus consists of a 
furnace fitted with accurate temperature control in which specimens, 
of known surface area, can be exposed for continuous or intermittent 
periods of time, with air circulating at a constant rate.
The gravimetric, or weight change, method is the technique most commonly
used, The method consists of recording the weight change of a specimen
as a function of time at a given temperature. For those materials forming
an oxide scale, the weight gain represents a direct measure of the oxygen
uptake, providing suitable precautions are taken to prevent loss of oxide 
m n
by exfoliation. If  the oxide formed is volatile then a weight decrease 
will occur.
There are numerous variations of this method, including the removal of
the specimen from the furnace at intervals and finding the weight after
that time, or continuous weight recording by thermal balance and more
sensitive micro balance techniques. In some instances it is
possible to measure the nett loss of metal by suitably descaling the
(174)specimens after oxidation testing. 7 In all cases it is necessary to 
standardize the surface finish of the samples.
Manometric methods are less commonly used although they are of great 
potential value, due to their simplicity. The apparatus consists of a 
reaction tube, a gas supply and a sensitive pressure gauge. (176)
At present only pure gases can be used, since gas mixtures such as a ir 
introduce errors which are not easily assessed. Recent developments, 
such as the constant pressure differential apparatus, may well provide 
a convenient method for direct kinetic studies of such reactions and will
(177)
probably be adapted to reactions in gas mixtures or gaseous compounds.
(178)'Where volatile oxides are liberated during testing* manometric 
methods cannot be used.
Finally, mention must be made of electrometric (180) 0p£Caj  (181) 
methods which are of particular value for the investigation of thin film s.
All these techniques provide information on the kinetics of the gas -  metal 
reactions. The examination and identification of the products of oxidation 
can be carried out by a variety of methods.
(182) (183)1. Electron diffraction (particularly for their oxide films)
(184)2. X-ray diffraction ( powder or back reflection for thicker scales)
3. Metallography (optical and electron microscope techniques)
4. Electron probemicro-analyser.
5. Chemical analysis of stripped oxide scale.
Methods 3 and 4 are of great value in assessment of structural and 
composition changes which take place immediately underneath the oxide 
layers.
It is rarely possible to utilize all these methods of indentification in 
one investigation and often only one or two of the methods are suitable 
to the system in question, A similar situation applies to the choice of 
methods for investigating the kinetic factors. A careful selection of 
techniques is essential for accurate data collection.
3. THEORETICAL CONSIDERATIONS.
3 .1 . OXIDATION OF MoSi,,.
It has already been stated that two reactions are possible from the oxidation 
of MoSi , depending on whether or not oxygen is plentiful. With sufficent
A
oxygen the following reaction would occurs
MoSi^ —*► Mo0 3 + 2Si0 2 • * * * • * . . , . * * , * . . * .........* * • * . * . . *  9
On the basis of molecular weights,
152-*-144 + 120*
The Second possible reaction, occurring with a definciency in oxygen, would 
be>
5 MoSi2~ *- Mo5Si3 + 7 Si0 2 8
Again, on the basis of molecular weights*
760-*-564  4* 420*
Consider firs t the case of an oxygen rich medium, giving rise to equation
(9)* Under equilibrium conditions, where MoO  ^ is capable of volatilizing
at an unrestricted rate, then a weight decrease would occur of approximately
21% per unit weight of MoSi oxidized, If the volatilization of the MoCL
2 o
was restricted completely then a weight increase of approximately 74% 
could be expected*
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Secondly, when oxygen is scarce, equation (8) becomes predominent and, 
in this case, there is no volatile product so only a weight increase is 
possible. The weight increase would be approximately 30% per unit weight 
of MoSi^  oxidized.
On initial oxidation of MoSi in a ir, it can be safely assumed that oxygen
is sufficiently plentiful for equation (9) to be the predominent one.
Initially, volatilization of MoO  ^must occur in order to leave free silicon
for the formation of the protective layer; This would lead to a weight
decrease. If, however, the rate of oxidation of silicon and molybdenum is
greater than the rate of volatilization of MoO , then a weight increase w illo
occur. From this, it can be seen that the weight change is dependent on 
rates since the reactions are not at equilibrium.
A weight increase could also occur if MoO formed a solid solution in theo
SiO . This possibility, however, only exists at temperatures above
o (37\1370 C according to Fitzer*
Equation (8) would only be expected to occur during oxidation in a ir, when 
a protective layer has formed and oxygen is restricted at the MoSi^/SiO^ 
interface. Such a reaction would be slow and would only occur after a 
period of time. It would lead to a weight increase.
There is no reason, of course, why reactions (9) and (8) cannot both occur 
during any particular test. In fact, conditions leading to reaction (8) 
would be fulfilled after a protective layer had formed according to 
reaction (9). It is doubtful whether the two reactions could occur 
simultaneously during any part of an oxidation process,
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The influence of rates of reaction on products and gravimetric changes,
has already been mentioned. It can be seen from thermodynamic data,
that the free energy of formation of silica is much greater than that of
Mo00. In fact, it is possible that, under certain conditions of temperature 3
and oxygen pressure, the Si atom could oxidize at the expense of the Mo 
atom. At any given temperature, the range of oxygen pressures existing 
at the reaction surface of the MoSi  ^would vary considerably depending on 
the state of formation of the protective layer. With varying temperatures, 
it is highly probable that the conditions of temperature and oxygen pressure 
necessary for the preferential oxidation of the Si atom, would be met.
This would lead to a third possible reaction,
MoSi2-» -M o  + 2SiG2  ............     36
On the basis of molecular weighty 
152-^*96 + 120
Again there is no volatile product so a weight increase of approximately 
42% would occur.
It w ill be clear from previous sections that, if the Mo and Si atoms are
oxidized separately at temperatures above 1000°C, the only oxidation
products possible are MoO , MoOQ, SiO and SiO.2 o Z
SiO is the predominent specie of the silicon oxides, while MoO* predom- z o
inates at the lower temperature ranges of molybdenum oxidation. At 
temperatures above 1300°C, however, Mo02 becomes more prominent 
and, at approximately 1500°C, becomes the major oxide. This temper­
ature of cross-over is lowered at reduced pressure and so MoO may be 
a major specie as low as 1400 C.
3*2 PROTECTIVE LAYER FORMATION
It cannot be assumed that the oxide formed on the silicide surface is pure 
silica, because the oxidation of a silicide is a special case of layer growth 
in a ternary system. In theory, however, this is not an unreasonable 
assumption since the free energy of formation of silica is far greater than 
that of die common oxides of the refractory metals, In all three possible 
reactions mentioned for the oxidation of MoSi^, SiO^ is always one of 
the products and the high temperature oxidation products of silicides are 
reported to be glassy in appearance. However, it is possible, especially 
since weight increases always occur, that an Mo/Si oxide solid solution 
forms the protective layer, A proposed formula for the formation of a 
hypothetical glass layer is given as,
MoO„(g) + /  Mo Si O (s) . . .  373W  y x y x
(37)Evidence of such a glass is lacking, although F itzer observed a 
crystalline oxide phase going into solution in the silica layer. What is 
certain is that, whatever the layer consists of, it is built around the 
Si0 2 structure of SiO  ^tetrahedra.
Considering the theoretical possibilities of glass formation from the
products available, in Section 2,3.2*3, ,  conditions for glass formation,
proposed by various workers, were reviewed. The concept of ionic
Z
field strength F = ~2 as a means of indicating the functions of 
different ions was discussed and from this, the possibility of an ion 
being “network forming”, ” intermediate” or "network modifying” was 
apparent.
MoSi(s) + +  ^ 0 ( g )  — 1 -  —
2 y y 2 y
There is little direct evidence concerning the possible states of valency
of molybdenum in glass. In its compounds molybdenum can exhibit six
different oxidation states 0, +2 , +3, +4, +5, +6 , and it might be expected
that a series of oxides would exist corresponding with valencies from 2
to 6 , Only two oxides are completely confirmed at true chemical entities,
MoO and MoOQ, In any case, at temperatures above 1G00°C, these are 
2 d
the only two oxidation products of molybdenum* It is reasonable to suppose 
therefore, that in glass the likely states of the molybdenum will be as the
4-f. -^j-
tetravalent Mo and the hexavalent Mo ions.
The tetravalent ion, with radius of 0,62 R,  has a field strength of 10.4 
which labels it very much an intermediate ion. This means that, although 
it is not usually capable of forming a glass, it can take part in the glass 
network. The hexavalent ion, on the other hand, has a high field strength 
of 15.6 which makes it midway between an intermediate ion and a network 
forming ion. The higher field strength could cause a Mo-rich phase to 
separate from the glass quite easily since the interstitial Mo ions would 
exert a strong ordering effect upon the surrounding oxygen ions.
It is known that the solubility of molybdenum oxides in certain commercial 
glasses is not high, but amounts of up to 3-4% can be incorporated. It is 
interesting to note that they are soluble in glass melts at high temperatures 
but not on cooling and re-heating of glasses containing the oxides causes 
fine crystalline precipitates to appear around the region of the softening 
temperature of the glass, Also, 0,5-4% MoO is added to some glassesO
to bring about controlled crystallization.
From this, it seems likely that Mo-rich phase separation would occur if
the Mo ion was to find its was into the glass layer. The tetravalent
4-i-
M o ion is more probable theoretically fo r the form ation of a glass on 
the surface of the silicide*
3,3 SECONDARY REACTIONS
Three reactions have been proposed, excluding the one for hypothetical
glass formation, as possible ways by which a SiO^ layer might form on
the surface of MoSi , They are,
MoSi2 (s) +  7/ 2 02 <g) —►MoOgfe) + 2S102(s)  ...............  9
MoSi2 (s) + ?/ 5 02  (g) Mo^Sig(s) + % Si02(s) . . . . . . .  8
MoSi2 (s) + 40 (g )— Mo(s) + 2Si02 (s) . . . . . . . . . . .  36
These three reactions all lead to secondary reactions which must be 
considered equally important, as they may govern the stability of the SiO  ^
layer and the life of the coating.
The reaction between MoOQ and SiO has already been discussed ino Z
Section 3,2™ Further reaction is possible, however, between MoSi2 and 
Si0 2 according to the reaction,
MoSi + SiO •" ’**■ SiO + Mo-SL c« , • » , « « « , * « , , , , * * *  11
2 2 D o
Mo_Si„ is known to dissociate to Mo Si(s) + Si(g), according to the equation,
5 3  3
|  Mo Si (s) %  MOgSi(s) + Si(g)  ..................   34
It is possible that this reaction might take place more easily with 
MOgSi^  in contacty with Si0 2* The Si formed could react with Si02 to
give 2SiO, the phase identified by Fitzer and responsible for "bubbling"
of the SiO layerf43  ^ Another factor in favour of this reaction is that
2 (62) (63)failure is stated to occur when Mo.Si reaches the SiO layer,
(34)This would be the condition following reaction;
Reaction (36) brings about a condition whereby Mo is in contact with SiO„ 
and MoSi . Several reactions are possible,
(a) Mo + 2Si02— »-MoO +.2SiO 38
<b) Mo + 3SiO — MoO + 3SiO ...................................................39
2 o
(c) 7Mo + 3MoSi2— *^2M o5Si3 . . . .  . . . . . 4 0
followedby 4Mo +  Mo^Si^— *»- SMo^Si , M , »•«. * • • • . * . .  « . . .  . . .  41
These are all theoretical possibilities, the feasibility of which w ill be
discussed in Section 3.4*. They are important in so far as they can affect
the life of a coating considerably and are all in keeping with observations
made by previous investigators. The SiO and Mo^Si products have already
been related to previous observations, but the product Mo-Si , from
/£e\  ^ 3
reaction (40), should be discussed. Kubaschewski reported the
following layers in a silicide coating on molybdenum, after 13 hours
at 1650°C: SiO_, Mo_Si_, MoSi,., Mo_Si0 and Mo. The interesting 
2 D o  2 0 o
feature that a Mo-Si layer forms between SiO and MoSi has been
D O  2 Ji
discussed in Section 2,1*4*. Reaction (40) is one way in which it could form.
3*4, THERMODYNAMIC PQSSIBILITES
Using thermodynamic data, it is possible to calculate the free energy or 
thermodynamic driving force of a number of possible oxidation reactions. 
However, the deficiencies in thermodynamic data are a serious handicap, 
A large negative free energy of reaction provides no certainty that the 
reaction w ill occur* The data is valid only for reactions occuring under 
equilibrium conditions. There might be kinetic barriers, or competing 
reactions with a lower free energy that were not taken into account 
because of the lack of knowledge of solid or vapour species.
Thermodynamic calculations and postulates are not strictly applicable 
in systems such as these. However, they are attempted here in order 
to indicate the feasibility of certain reactions.
Figs. 2!b and 21c show the free energy change associated with the 
possible primary and secondary reactions discussed in Section 3.3. ,  
and Fig, 21a shows the reactions on which the calculations were based.
The lines in Fig. 21a were obtained either from previous work or by 
calculation using the thermodynamic data given in Section 2,4.2, .
The free energy change was computed using the formula,
A G  = A h  -  TAS . . . . . . . .........     27
and H and S were derived for various temperatures from heat 
capacity data. The equations used were,
A  H r = A h  + f T f (  c ) -  <c + 2c ) ]  * . . . 4 2
*298 M oSi2 M o S i
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J
and ST = S9gfi f  f (C  ) -  (C + 2C ) dt   43T 2M J J f ^  T PM° ^
where = heat of formation at the desired temperature T°K
= entropy at the desired temperature T°IC 
and Cp = the heat capacity.
For the unknown reactions, the calculations were carried out for two 
temperatures and the two values plotted on the free energy diagram.
The points were joinea by a straight line.
The heat caps cities were computed using the formulae:
C = 5.48 + 1.30 x 10 T  298° -  1800°IC *    48
pMo
,  .  ■ (189X190X191)
C = 5.55 + 0.88 x 10 T  -  0.91 x 10 T  273 -  1173 K . . .  49 
pSi
C = 16.93 + 2 .6 1  x 10'3T  - 660T'1 298° -  1200°IC154). . .  50
pMoSt
(192)
Later data for C and C gave,
pMo . pMoSi2
C = 5.18 + 1.66 x 10-3T ..................   51
pMo
C = 15.75 + 3.24 x 10"3T -  1.08 x 10 t ' 2   52
pMoSl
The calculated G° values at 1673° and 600°K (see Calculations 1 and 2
in Appendix I), using equations 27, 42 and 43 with C values from 48, 49
P
and 50, are plotted in Fig, 21a for the equation:
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A G° calculated using Cp values from (51) and (52) (Calculations 3 and 4 
in Appendix ]) shows only a 3.4 lccal/mole difference from the previous 
value at 1673°K.
The temperature dependence of C is expressed, for linear relationships,
(155) Pby the general equation,
C = a "f* bT », *• t *•« * .*,« • .  • • • * * • *<•» • * • 44
p in cal, deg , mole
but for curves, by formulae such as*
i
P
C = a + bT + cT2 . . . » . . . . . . . . . . . .  . 1 , .   ................   45
C = a + bT + dT 2 , . ............. . . . .  . . . .  * ............ , . . .  46
P
C = a + bT + eT~2 . . . .  . . . .  . . . .  . . . .  . . .  47
P
3
The use of a T term is rarely justified since the accuracy of measurement
is usually not sufficiently high
The choice of formulae (45), (46) or (47) depends on the temperature
range in which the slope of the curve varies most. Equation (45) is
usually valid for gases but for metals and most solids, the temperature
dependence of C can be expected to be related according to equation (47), 
P
This relationship was used in all the calculations but the data available 
were not always for the correct temperature range and some inaccuraey 
may arise. However, it was the best possible estimate and inaccuracies 
are likely to be small.
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Heat content and entropy data are not available for Mo^Si^  but it has been 
shown that for Mo^Si and MoSi^ the values of (H^, -  H^g) are almost 
identical to the additive values for the condensed elements* This value 
allows calculation of A  from the following equation:
A  HT '  A H298 + ^  " A 54
where A  *H and A***r  are c^ ianS'es ^  ^eat contents of the products 
and reactants over the temperature range T ° ~ 298°K, ( ^ ’ denote a 
change due to temperature)*
Since H j, •* **298 va*ues are a*most identical, in the case of these silicides, 
for the sums of products and reactants, A  *H_^  -  A***l  55 therefore
-  A  **298 at 3X1 aPPr0ximati011*
A similar relationship exists for ^ S °  values, A  G° was calculated for
MoSi at 1673°IC, using A  G° 298 and S°298 va*ues 111 ®rder t0  checlc this
2 * oapproximation, The A G  value obtained was -53*6 k cal/mole for
the reaction, compared with -55,8 and -52*5 k cals/mole obtained from
Cp values by calculations 1 and 3 (Appendix I ) ,
Considering the unreliable thermodynamic data for the silicides of 
molybdenum, and other sources of possible inaccuracy, the approximation 
is sufficiently close for the immediate purpose.
A G 1673 311(1 A G 600 va*ues were calculated using the approximation 
method for the following reactions:
Mo + J-Si— MOgSi . . . .  , ** , ** *** . . .  . 5 5
and
Mo + 3 /5Si —* » } ' 5 Mo.Si 56
The two points, for each reaction, were plotted in Fig, 21a and joined 
with a straight line* They are lines 8 and 7 respectively,
The primary and secondary reactions, shown in Figs, 21b and 21c, were 
derived by applying Hess's law to the appropriate equations in Fig, 21a,
The possible primary reactions discussed in Section 3,3, are plotted 
in Fig, 21b for a reaction involving 1 grm, mol of oxygen at one atmos** 
phere pressure* Under these conditions, there is very little difference 
in the free energy change associated with the oxidation of MoSi^  to give 
Mo + SiO and Mo Si + SiO . Both these reactions, however, are
M  O O 4W
thermodynamically favoured over that producing MoO  ^ + SiO^. This 
is contrary to the thermodynamic considerations of earlier investigators 
who stated that the reaction to give MoO  ^ + SiO  ^would unboubtedly occur 
initially, but that reaction giving rise to Mo^Si^  would joccur at a later 
stage when the oxygen pressure was low at the reacting surface. The 
three reactions under discussion (lines 10, 12 and 13) all occur, in the 
free energy diagram, within a narrow range and it is unlikely that any one 
of them would proceed exclusively.
The limitations of free energy diagrams have already been discussed. 
Many factors could affect the position of lines so close together and 
variations such as those seen in Fig, 21b are not convincing, especially 
in cases such as these.
In itia lly, any of the three reactions might occur but at a later stage during 
the oxidation process, when oxygen activity is decreased, there would be 
a tendency for lines 10 and 13 to move up the diagram whilst line 12 would 
remain stationary. The new position of lines 10 and 13 would be governed 
according to:
A gt  = £ g°t  " 4-575 lo%>p0 ..............  31
2
On the other hand, the volatile oxide Mo0„ of line 12 would vary as the
2 /7oxygen pressure decreased and the value (Pj^ q ) would tend to
remain constant so that the position of line 12 would be virtually unchanged.
The effect of reducing the overall pressure would be sim ilar, except that 
line 12 would be situated at a position higher in the diagram (more positive) 
but the change would be less than in the other two cases, due to the 
influence of the volatile oxide.
A fourth reaction, shown as line 11, has been included in the diagram 
for the reaction:
MoSi^  + 02~**.2SiO + Mo p . , , , , . , , . . . . , . . . . , . . . , , , , .........   57
119.
(43)It was shown by Fitzer to occur in preference to the reaction yielding 
Mo + Si02 (line 9) and his diagram is shown in Fig . 6 . In F ig . 21b, the 
line is plotted for 1 grm .m ol. of oxygen and it can be seen that, under 
these conditions, the reaction to give Mo + SiO would be favoured 
thermodynamically. The effect of altering the oxygen pressure would not 
affect line 11 but a decrease would raise line 9, A decrease in overall 
pressure, however, would cause line 11 to be lowered because of the 
volume increase associated with the two SiO molecules. Under reduced 
pressure, therefore, it is likely that the oxidation of MoSi2 to give SiO 
+ Mo could occur,
The secondary reactions, discussed in Section 3.3*, are shown in the 
free energy diagram Fig. 21c, The values plotted are for the reaction as 
shown and have not been calculated for 1 grm , m ol. of any one m aterial. 
Because of this, no strict comparison of reactions could be carried out; 
the intention was merely to show whether the proposed reactions would 
be accompanied by a positive or negative value of 4 G °.
It w ill be seen that, of a ll the secondary reactions proposed, only those 
yielding the lower silicides of molybdenum are thermodynamically 
possible* They are;
3 MoSi- + 7Mo 2MocSi0 (line 16) . e 0 3.* , 402 5 3
and Mo_Si0 + 4Mo — 3 Mo_Si (line 17 * • • , * * • * * * , * *  •»*••«• 415 3 3
It seems that the formation of Mo.Si directly from MoSi- is thermodynamically
3 2
possible and in fact, may occur in preference to the formation of Mo^Si^ ,
The reaction is given by:
MoSi2 + 5 Mo— 2 Mo^Si (line 19) 58
3*5* METHOD OF ASSESSMENT.
As stated in Section 2*5*, the gravimetric method is the one most commonly 
used to study thermal oxidation. This is the only method suitable for the 
system MoSi^ /C^ since the evolution of volatile MoO  ^would render 
manometric methods useless.
The technique of carrying out gravimetric determinations was also 
lim ited in this system. Because of the volatile MoQoJ a static system 
could not be used since the oxidizing gas would have to diffuse through 
the Mo00 and this could well be the rate controlling factor. Again for 
the same reason, the thermal balance technique may have given rise to 
spurious effects so that intermittent weighing appeared to be the only 
method available.
The testing, cooling, weighing and reheating technique, which is often 
used, could have led to uncertain results due to cracking of the protective 
layer. Because of this, a new specimen was used for each point of a 
curve* This was a time-consuming method but the only one which was 
considered adequate in the circumstances.
A ll tests were carried out in a dynamic system,
4. OBJECT OF THE INVESTIGATION
It was evident from the literature review that many gaps existed in the 
knowledge of the oxidation resistance of MoSi^ # This was especially 
obvious in certain fields which need some advanced investigations. Such 
fields are:-
1 * Oxidation resistance at high temperatures in the 0,5 -  20 mm* Hg
(54)pressure range*
2, Oxidation between 500° -  900°C -  "disilicide pest,”
(44) o3 , The reason for a minimum self-healing temperature at 1370 C,
4, Effect of impurities on oxidation resistance,
5* Effect of alloying additions on oxidation resistance.
It  was also obvious that there had been little  standardisation of test pro­
cedure and that previous work offered little  opportunity to compare results*
Apart from this, little  attention had been paid to the secondary reactions 
mentioned in Section 3.3, The only kinetic studies carried out have been 
on Mo/Si reactions giving rise to the lower silicides. Although it has been 
stated that failure occurs when Mo^Si reaches the outer surface, no
MOgSi/SiO  ^reaction studies have been made and whilst the oxidation of 
MoSi at low oxygen pressures is said to give Mo Si + SiQ , no Mo-Si„/Si0
z o o JL o o Jt
reaction studies have been carried out.
a. MoO /SiO o z
b . MoO /^SiO^
c. Mo /S i02
d. MocSi /SiO 5 3
e . Mo Si/SiO 
o z
Several reaction studies could be fruitful and lead to a better understanding 
of the oxidation of MoSi , e .g .
)
) solid/gas reactions,
) )
)
)
)
) solid/solid reactions.
)
)
With this in mind, the present work was initiated as part of a programme, 
to investigate the oxidation behaviour of MoSi under carefully controlled 
conditions and the effect of some variable upon this behaviour. The pro~ 
gramme was carried out in two parts,
1. Oxidation of MoSi compacts,z
a . Gravimetric Study,
b , Microscopical Study*
2, Study of Mo oxidation product/SiO reactions.z
a . Gravimetric Study,
b . Microscopical Study.
The oxidation of MoSi compacts was the main investigation, since time
Z
limitations prevented a fu ll coverage of both parts, and w ill be the only 
one reported here. Part 2 was only investigated in a prelim inary manner, 
but w ill be reported separately.
4 .1 , OXIDATION OF MoSi„ COMPACTSz
It was considered, after reviewing the literature, that specialized study 
would be premature since there is a relative scarcity of fundamental data.
The variables chosen for this investigation, were those which would give 
a good basis for a future study of the specialized features.
MoSi compacts, rather than MoSi .-coated molybdenum were chosen so z z
that lower silicide layer formation would not affect the oxidation behaviour 
of MoSi2,
4 .1 .1 , Choice of Variable s
One obvious variable to be studied was temperature. It was decided that 
o otests at 1000 -1400 C should be carried out in prelim inary investigations, 
but that fu ll investigation should be lim ited to two temperatures which seemed 
particularly important. The temperatures chosen were 1300° and 1400°C 
and their importance is related to three facts.
1 . A change of behaviour has been reported between 1300° and 1400°C. 
Oxidation at 1300°C followed a parabolic law while at 1400°C a logarithmic 
law applied,
(37>»
2. Solution of crystalline oxide phase was said ' to occur between 
1300°-1400°C giving rise to glass formation.
o (44)
3 . The protective layer was self-healing above 1370 C .
The second variable was oxygen pressure. Although it is known that the
oxidation resistance of MoSi^  in the 0,5-20mm. Hg pressure range is
lowered the effect of oxygen pressure, even at higher levels, has not been studied,
It  seemed logical that the effect of oxygen pressure, at the higher levels, 
should be investigated firs t, so atmospheres of 10%, 20%, 50% and 100% 
oxygen in argon were used.
The third variable resulted from the use of two separate batches of raw  
m aterial. The MoSi powder, used for the compacts, was received in two
Z*
batches and, on analysis, it was found that one batch contained iron im purity. 
The powders were identical in other respects.
Since iron is often an impurity in molybdenum (and would presumably be
(11)carried into the MoSi on siliconization), and is also known to have a
Z*
harmful effect on the oxidation resistance of MoSi^ , it was thought that this 
aspect should be studied. Tests had already begun when the analysis results 
became available and it was decided to repeat the tests on specimens not 
containing iron in order to find the effect of this impurity on the oxidation 
behaviour of MoSi^ .
4.1,2. Oxidation Time
The duration of oxidation tests was determined from the prelim inary 
investigations. The testing procedure involved the use of one specimen per 
point on the curve as opposed to intermittent weighings of one specimen 
over the entire duration of the test. The latter procedure could lead to 
spurious results, due to cracking of the protective layer on cooling or re­
heating* The method of testing was time consuming and put some lim itation 
on the duration of the test which was practically possible. The duration was 
also governed by the number of furnaces available.
4.2. MOLYBDENUM OXIDE/SiO„ REACTION STUDIES
" "  ' 1 ........n ~  ' L " ~ "m fJ —    T - i - r i  £  Tr-rrr — “ - ■ . - ..... - ---- t i m u  u
This investigation, which is complementary to the present work, is 
mentioned here for the sake of completeness but w ill be published separately.
Since MoSi compacts were being used for oxidation testing, as opposed z
to MoSi -coated molybdenum, the solid state secondary reactions mentionedZ
previously were not as important as the solid/gas reactions. It  was thought 
that the study of the solid/gas reactions might be informative in relation to 
glass formation and solution of MoO or MoO in SiO .
2a o 2
The reaction studies were carried out by heating an amorphous silica 
specimen in an atmosphere produced by the oxidation of molybdenum at the 
test temperature.
The temperatures of testing were 1300° and 1400°C to coincide with the 
compact work and again, the duration of the test was decided by the pre­
lim inary experiments.
THB OXIDATION OF MOLYBDENUM DISLICIDE,
5. EX PERIMENTAL PROCEDURE.
5 .1 . TESTING APPARATUS*
5 .1 .1 . Testing Furnaces.
In itially, only two 3 kilowatt furnaces were used which were heated by 
SiC "Crusilite” rods. Each furnace had eight heating elements (approxi­
mately 4 ohms each) situated in two banks of four, mounted in parallel, 
giving an overall resistance of approximately 8 ohms.
Each furnace had one furnace tube (2 in , I.D .) located vertically between 
the two banks of elements. The furnace tube was closed at the bottom end.
Each furnace was fitted with runners which allowed movement upwards 
and downwards on vertical rails utilixing a counterbalance system. The 
test rig  itself was mounted vertically inside the furnace tube, but it was in 
a fixed position so to facilitate loading of the specimens the furnace was 
moved downwards.
The reason for this relatively elaborate construction was so that vacuum 
conditions could be used in subsequent projects and a three-stage oil 
diffusion pump (Edwards type 203B), in connection with a single stage 
rotary pump (type ISC SOB), was built in the unit.
127*
The vacuum was measured by a Pirani gauge (Series 7-23) using Pirani 
gauge heads (Series M5B2).
Two subsequent furnaces did not have this facility for vacuum and 
consequently were of much simpler design. The furnaces themselves 
were identical to the firs t two but each furnace had two tubes, which were 
situated vertically, side by side in between the heating elements. Both 
tubes were closed at the bottom and were approximately l j  in . internal 
diameter.
Each furnace now had two test rigs mounted vertically inside the tubes. 
Both furnaces were in a fixed position and charging of the specimen was 
carried out by raising the appropriate test rig  above the level of the 
furnace top.
In a ll cases, the furnace tubes were Aluminous Porcelain.
5,1.2. The Testing Rig.
Since a volatile product is  formed during the oxidation of MoSi^ , a static 
test could not be utilized because of the interference of the vapour. For 
this reason, the dynamic test rig  shown in Fig. 23 was designed.
It was a simple rig  consisting of a reaction chamber with lid , a specimen 
support and a gas mixture entry tube.
The reaction chamber was made from Aluminous Porcelain and was 
18 mm. dia. and 30 mm. high. At the bottom of this was the specimen 
support of silica brick, 10 mm. thick and fitting tightly in the crucible.
It had three, flat, triangular shaped supports, manufactured from MoSi2 
which had been oxidised for several days at 14Q0°C , protruding approxi­
mately 3 mm. from its top surface and placed at 60 degrees to each other. 
The brick itself had fine holes drilled through its thickness so that the 
gas mixture, which was introduced through an Aluminous Porcelain tube 
(2mm. d ia.) to below the top surface of the brick, could freely fill the 
reaction chamber. A loosely fitting lid  covered approximately half the 
open end of the reaction chamber during testing, to help circulation of 
the oxidising gas mixture within the chamber, without preventing the 
free exit of the volatile oxidation product. This may not have been 
necessary, since diffusion rates in gases are high at these temperatures, 
but it also prevented diffusion of a ir in the top of the chamber.
The reaction chamber was supported in the furnace by two Aluminous 
Porcelain rods (475 mm. long, 4 mm. d ia .), which were secured to the 
chamber by Pt/Pt 13% Rh wire and alumina cement. The length of the 
rods was such that the position Of the chamber was in the hot zone of the 
furnace during testing,
5.1.3. Temperature Control.
The heating elements were connected to the mains via a 30 amp. Variac 
and control of the temperature was by the normal type of circuit.
The controller used was an Ether Transitrol 991, which was linked to 
a 30 amp. double pole, vacuum mercury switch. The controller was 
calibrated for use with a Pt/Pt 13% Rh thermocouple, which was situated 
inside the furnace tube, immediately adjacent to the reaction chamber.
A slight variation from the normal control circuit was the inclusion of 
an ordinary, 9 ohm, sliding resistance, wired in parallel with the mercury 
switch. This allowed the temperature to be controlled by a high and low 
current input, rather than by the more usual on/off method. The Mgh 
and low current technique leads to more precise control over temperature.
To gain full advantage from this technique, a temperature v . mean current 
curve was plotted for each furnace to enable the mean current necessary 
for any particular temperature, to be determined. Having found this 
current, a nomogram was used to find the actual high and low current 
values for any high/low current ratio . From experience, a ratio of 1 
was known to be suitable and would allow mains variations of + 10% to be 
tolerable. On the other hand, it was a sufficiently low ratio to prevent 
any ,,drifting,, effects.
Using this method, temperatures up to 1400°C could be maintained for 
long periods of tim e with variations of + 2°C
A ll furnaces were subjected to standardization and assessment tests at 
800° -  1400°G The working zone was never less than 3 in . with a 
temperature variation of not more than 4°C over this length. In the 
furnaces containing two tubes, both tubes were assessed independently 
and a maximum of 2°  difference was observed.
Two thermocouples were fitted to each furnace, one for controlling 
purposes and the second to allow precise temperature measurement to be 
made, at frequent intervals, using a potentiometer.
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5.1 .4 . Oxidation Atmosphere Control.
Test atmosphere of 10%, 20% 50% and 100% oxygen in argon had already 
been selected and as previously mentioned, a dynamic method of testing 
must be used. Since the concentration of one gas in another is equivalent 
to the relative flow velocities, it  was quite simple to control the test 
atmospheres. In a dynamic system, however, it  is important that the 
gas mixture Sows into the reaction chamber at a constant rate. Because 
of this, flowmeters were fitted as shown in Fig. 24.
Since flowmeters work on a differential pressurse basis, the separate gases 
were fed, through flowmeters, into a mixing chamber and the exit of the 
mixed gas was controlled by a third flowmeter. This exit flow was kept 
constant for all tests and, as a result, a constant pressure was maintained 
in the mixing chamber. This made independent control of the two gases 
very simple and accurate and allowed a well -  mixed gas of predetermined 
composition to be passed at a constant rate into the reaction chamber.
The two flowmeters used for the individual gases were capable of passing 
0-2400 ccs./m in. of gas while that for the flow of the mixture had an 
arbitrary scale of 0-10, The float in this meter was always kept constant 
at 5 which corresponded approximately to 500 ccs*/m in.. When in use, 
the system was extremely stable and fluctuations away from a reading of 
5 rarely occurred.
Extreme care was necessary during the construction of the system to 
ensure that no leaks occurred, This would have affected seriously the 
relative concentrations of gas.
After leaving the final flowmeter, the gas mixture was passed, via rubber 
tubing and the Aluminous Porcelain gas-entry tube, into the reaction 
chamber of the testing rig . It entered the chamber at a level below that 
of the specimen being tested, so that no direct "blast" of gas occurred.
The diameter of the porcelain gas-entry tube was always the same 
so that the back pressure on the final flowmeter was always constant,
5.1.5. Conclusions,
Considerable precautions were taken in the design and construction of this 
apparatus to ensure that the tests could be carried out under carefully 
controlled conditions.
Assessment tests, carried out on the apparatus, showed that the control 
provided was more than adequate, Temperature variations of + 2°C at 
1400°C are difficult to improve upon and a hot zone of 3 in , with only 
4°C temperature variation along its length can be regarded as "good” 
at these temperatures.
The design of the test rig  itself was simple, but preliminary experiments 
indicated its effectiveness.
The atmosphere control method proved effective and is stability was 
excellent.
Using this apparatus for examining the oxidation behaviour of MoSi^ , gave 
reproducible results, obtained under well-controlled conditions of 
temperature and pressure.
5.2. SPECIMEN PREPARATION *
5.2.1. Raw m aterials.
The MoSi was purchased in a high purity form, in a particle sizing of z
-200 mesh. The estimated amount of MoSi^  necessary for the whole series 
of experiments was purchased at one time to ensure a constant composition* 
The m aterial was delivered in two batches which were analysed seperately.
The typical analysis supplied by the manufacturers, stated the total m etallic 
impurity, other than iron as being ^ 0 . 1% but the iron content could be up to
0.5% max.
Spectrographic analysis was carried out on the two batches and, apart from  
the iron content, both were found to comply with the manufacture specification. 
Th6 impurities present were aluminium, nickel, and tin but only traces of 
these elements were present ( <^0 . 02%).
The iron content of the batches varied considerably. The results were 
compared with very carefully prepared standards and the two batches were 
found to contain 0.05% and 0.2% Fe respectively. These two figures are 
significantly different and although 0.05% is probably within tolerable lim its,
0 . 2% is rather high and could be expected to have a effect as an impurity 
element. It was for this reason that a third test variable was introduced.
The occurence of the iron was thought to be in the elemental form since a 
very thin layer of the powder spread on paper showed a very slight 
response to a strong magnetic field .
(7)
The weight changes observed by Maxwell on loose powder at room 
temperature, showed that MoSi powder had an appreciable affinity for 
oxygen. For this reason, the two batches of MoSi2 powder, used in 
these experiments, were kept separately in containers flushed with 
high purity argon. Care was taken, on subsequent stages of specimen 
preparation, to ensure that the powders were left exposed to the a ir 
for a minimum period of time*
5.2.2. Particle Sizing.
It was not considered necessary for precise particle sizing to be carried 
out on the powders so long as they were standardized within certain 
lim its* According to the manufacturers specification, the supplied powder 
was -200 mesh so sieving experiments using B.S.S. sieve sizes, were 
carried out to check this * The sieving was carried out on a vibrating 
table for twenty minutes.
It was found that a ll the powdery in both batches, was -240 mesh and 
95% in each batch was -300 mesh. This was considered satisfactory.
5.2.3. Pressing.
Three gram charges of powder were pressed in a diameter, cylindrical, 
double-acting die at a pressure of 8 tons/sq. in . The die was designed 
with a slight taper of 0*002 Tn, across the diameter, over the whole 
length (35  in .) and was manufactured from 13% Cr, 2 .2%G.steel.
The bore of the die, together with the plungers, was chromium plated 
to prevent iron pick up during pressing.
The press used was a hydraulic, 10 ton press with a lever-pump action.
No lubricant was added to the MoSi2 powder to facilitate pressing, because 
of the danger of contamination of the compact. However, a lubricant was 
used on the walls of the die and on the plungers to prevent scoring. The 
lubricant used was a saturated solution of stearic acid in alcohol* The 
die was rinsed out with the lubricant and the plungers were dipped in it .
This resulted in a sufficiently thin coating of stearic acid on the walls, when 
the alcohol had evaporated away.
Using this lubrication technique, pressing was smooth, compact ejection 
was easy and no scoring of the walls of the die occurred during pressing,
It  was essential, though, to thoroughly dean the die and plungers after each 
pressing,
5.2.4* Sintering.
Sintering was carried out at 1550°C in an atmosphere of argon using a 
standard platinum furnace. The furnace was controlled with a temperature 
variation of + 5°C at 1550°C and before use, it was flushed thoroughly 
with a flow of argon. The hot zone was 2  ^in . long.
The green compacts were approximately \  in . thick and  ^in . diameter, 
but often contained a pressing defect at the ends, The defect was in the 
form of a cone, the base of which was the flat surface of the compact, and 
this sometimes occurred at both ends .
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The defect was due to the lack of lubrication within the powder and was 
probably caused by a sh earing mechanism during pressing. Even when 
the defect occurred at both ends of the compact, there was always a 
defect-free volume in the centre of the compact.
By using 300 grit SiC paper, it was possible to remove the end defects 
before sintering, thus leaving a compact approximately 1/8 in. thich. The 
specimen was eventually to be made thinner than this but that stage was left 
until after the sintering process.
The defect-free compacts were placed in a recrystallized alumina boat for 
charging into the furnace. Three specimens could be sintered at a tim e.
The sintering time was 1 hour at temperature and after this time the 
compacts were pulled out of the hot zone of the furnace tube and allowed to 
cool under argon. The surface of the compacts still appeared bright after 
sintering and no reaction occurred between them and the alumina boat.
It was realized that a higher temperature would perhaps have been better 
for sintering, in order that a higher density could be obtained. However, 
the maximum temperature was governed by furnace limitations and 1550°C 
was considered adequate.
5.2.5. Surface Preparation.
Preliminary investigations were carried out with specimens in three 
different conditions relating to surface area.
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They w ere:-
1 . Unsintered compacts.
2. Sintered but unpolished surfaces.
3. Sintered and polished surfaces.
For the unsintered compacts, treatment was given, after pressing, on 
the S00 grit papers to remove the end defects. Extreme care was taken 
not to chip the comers of the compacts during this operation. The surfaces
of the compact were then lightly brushed with a camel hair brush to remove
any excess powder from the surfaces.
In the case of condition (2), the sintering process was carried out as 
described in Section 5.2.4. and the surfaces left untouched after the 
specimens had been removed from the furnace.
For condition (3), the surfaces of the specimen were carefully polished, 
by the normal metallographic techniques, until a polish, obtained only by 
using 1j x  diamond paste, had been achieved. It was obvious that the edges 
of the compact could not be polished in this manner, so that before polishing., 
the thickness of the specimens was reduced to about 1 m m ., using SiC papers. 
In this way the amount of unpolished surface was insignificant compared with 
the polished area.
The lubricant used in the diamond paste polishing pads fitted to the polishing 
wheels, was alcohol instead of white sp irit. Alcohol could be removed from  
the pores in the specimen more easily than white spirit and contamination was 
minimized. The alcohol was removed in the pre -  oxidation treatment as 
described in Section 5 .2 ,6 ..  The specimens were thoroughly washed in alcohol 
after polishing to remove any entrapped diamond paste.
5 .2 .6 . Pre-oxidation Treatment,
As mentioned earlier, the purpose of the treatment was to remove, from 
the pores in the specimen, any alcohol remaining after the polishing 
process. Should any alcohol remain in the specimen on the commence­
ment of the oxidation test, it  would evaporate immediately and cause 
errors in the gravimetric results.
The pre-oxidation treatment involved vacuum treatment at temperature. 
Only a low vacuum was required to help evaporation from within the pores. 
In fact, a vacuum of approximately 0,5 mm, Hg was used.
The temperature of the treatment again was not critical, although an upper 
lim it was set by possible dissociation of alcohol which could leave carbon 
in the pores, This temperature was estimated to be about 600°C. so a 
pre-oxidation treatment temperature of 300°C, was selected.
The treatment time was 1 hour at temperature and was given to a ll the 
polished specimens before oxidation testing,
5,2.7. Conclusions.
The raw materials used in this work seemed to be suitable both from an 
analysis and a particle size point of view. The actual difference in iron 
content was convenient since it  provided what amounted to "iron-free” 
and "iron-rich” powders.
It  is appreciated that the compacting pressures and the temperature of 
sintering were not necessarily the best to obtain maximum density of 
the final compact.
They were, however, the best attainable conditions in view of the 
limitations of the apparatus available. The density produced by this 
treatment was relatively high (approx. 5,3 g ./cc -85% theoretical 
density) and since constant conditions of particle size, compacting 
pressure and sintering temperature were used, a specimen of reproduc­
ible density was invariably obtained.
Except in prelim inary experiments where 'unsintered* and*sintered 
but unpolished* specimens were used, a standard surface finish was 
produced on a ll specimen. The thinness of these specimens was more 
than sufficient to ensure that the unpolished edges had no effect on 
oxidation behaviour.
The use of a pre-oxidation treatment was the final precaution taken to 
ensure the production of a reproducible specimen with a reproducible 
surface finish.
5.3. TESTING TECHNIQUE.
Before testing began, the furnace temperature was raised to the desired 
level and the furnace was left to settle down for a period of approximately 
half a day. This was essential if  accurate temperature control was to be 
achieved since the insulating bricks surrounding the furnace tube must 
reach an equilibrium temperature. After this stabilizing period, the gas 
flows were adjusted to give the correct amount of each gas for a specific 
atmosphere and to ensure the standard flow of the gas mixture into the 
reaction chamber. A further 20 minutes were then allowed to make 
sure that the gas-mixture control apparatus had become stable. After the 
necessary adjustments had been made (followed by a suitable stabilizing 
period), the testing conditions were suitable for the introduction of the 
MoSi^  specimen.
The specimens were prepared as described in Sections 5.2.5. and 5.2.6, 
in one of the three conditions stated. Again it should be stressed that 
conditions 1 and 2, i .e .  "unsintered” and "sintered but unpolished", were 
only used in the early stages of the work and that the vast majority of 
tests were carried out on the strictly controlled, sintered and polished 
specimens.
In all cases (but especially in the case of the sintered and polished 
specimen) care was taken not to handle the specimens themselves and 
tongs were used where possible. Before weighing, the diameter and 
height of a ll specimens were measured, using a m illim eter micrometer.
Weighing was carried out on a Stanton B 20 machine giving weighings 
accurate to 0.1 mg.. The weighing pans were cleaned and the balance 
zeroed before weighing commenced. The specimen was then ready for 
oxidation testing.
To introduce the specimen into the reaction chamber, the furnace was 
lowered (in the case of the earlier furnaces) or the rig  was raised (in 
the later furnace) until the reaction chamber could be seen. The lid  
of the chamber was removed and the specimen placed carefully (using 
tongs) onto the three MoSi specimen supports. The reaction chamber 
lid  was then replaced and the furnace (or rig) moved into its testing 
position. The process was carried out as quickly as possible and generally 
took only twenty seconds to complete,
The materials used in the manufacture of the testing rig  were such as to 
withstand the thermal shock experienced. The specimens never cracked 
during this rather drastic heating procedure. It took approximately 5 
minutes for the specimen to reach the testing temperature and the testing 
time was taken as the time actually at temperature.
Until the test conditions had become stable, the temperature was measured 
constantly using a potentiometer. The cooling effect of the furnace, brought 
about by this procedure, caused the temperature to overshoot slightly on 
reheating. The overshoot was never more than 10° and the time taken for 
this to be rectified was about 3 minutes.
After testing, the specimen was removed and the hot specimen was allowed 
to cool freely in a ir. Careful examination of the specimen showed that 
spalHng did not occur during the cooling process and only very rarely 
was any cracking of the silica layer observed.
On cooling to room temperature, the specimens were reweighed before 
being subjected to microscopical examination,
5,4. CONCLUSIONS,
The care and precautions taken during specimen preparation, coupled 
with those concerning the testing apparatus have produced conditions for 
well controlled oxidation tests.
The technique was a simple one and very easily carried out, The human 
element was removed almost completely.
Results should prove to be reproducible and should give a good basis on 
which further work can be founded.
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6 . PRELIMINARY INVESTIGATIONS.
6.1. GRAVIMETRIC TESTS.
6.1.1. Introduction to Preliminary Work.
The preliminary work was designed, basically, to ensure that the tests 
carried out in this investigation were both reproducible and valid. Advantage 
was taken of the preliminary investigations to examine, very briefly, two 
other factors. In a ll, it was carried out for the following reasons:
1. To check the reproducibility of results in the three specimen 
conditions.
2. To examine the short time oxidation tendency in the temperature 
range 1000° -  1400°C and to relate this to previous work.
3. To examine longer time tests at one temperature, 1400°C.
A ll the preliminary work was carried out on the MoSi2 power containing 
iron in an atmosphere of 20% oxygen gas (close of a ir). In some cases, 
the change in weight was plotted as percent weight change since the surface 
area of unsintered and sintered but unpolished specimens, which is contri­
buting to the reaction is difficult to assess. In the preliminary investigation, 
the qualitative effect was more important than the quantitative, and it was 
considered that a percent weight increase plot would be adequate,
6.1.2. Reproducibility of Gravimetric Results.
To check the reproducibility of results, a series of tests were carried out 
at 1400°C.
Three times were selected between 0 and 100 hours and five specimens 
in each of the three conditions were oxidised at each of the three tim es. 
Their change in weight was noted. The times were 30, 70 and 100 hours and 
each test was carried out separately. The results were as shown in Tables 
13 to 15,
6.1.3. Short Time Te sts.
The tests were carried out on unsintered specimens over a temperature 
range of 1000° to 1400°C and up to 60 minutes testing tim e. The test 
procedure was as described previously, and each point was the average 
of three separate tests. The results of the tests are shown in Table 16 
and graphically presented in Fig, 25, as percent weight change against 
oxidation tim e.
6.1.4. Long Time Tests.
In addition to the short time tests, a longer duration test was carried out, 
still on the unsintered specimens, at only one temperature. The tempera­
ture selected was 1400°G- , i .e . the temperature at which protection was 
afforded in the quickest tim e. The results are given in Table 17 and shown 
graphically in Fig. 26. Again, three separate specimens were used for 
each point and the average value taken,. As a result of this curve, long 
duration tests were carried out on specimens in the other two specimen 
conditions to see if  the characteristics of Fig. 26 prevailed. In the case 
of the sintered but unpolished specimens, three specimens were used per 
point but for the sintered and polished specimens, only one specimen per 
point was thought necessary due to the high reproducibility of results.
The results of the tests are given in Table 19 and 20, and shown in Fig027,
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In this case the results have been plotted as weight increase in grms. x 10 /  
2cm* since this is valid in the case of the sintered and polished specimens
where the porosity is small and the permeability very low. The curves
plotted in F ig .27 for the "unsintered" and "sintered but unpolished" specimens
-3 2are plotted as grms, x 10 /cm. of original compact surface area. This 
is not quite accurate due to the porosity and the undulations on the surface 
but since it was the qualitative characteristics of the curves which were the 
most important, this is insignificant. It is worth while remembering, though, 
that the positions of the curves for the "unsintered" and "sintered and unpolish 
ed" specimens should, in fact, be lower than shown. It is unlikely that, if 
the correction was applied and the curves put in their correct positions, the 
curves would be superimposed on each other. They would still have their 
relative position*
6.1.5. Discussion of Preliminary Gravimetric Tests.
The results of the reproducibility tests seemed satisfactory and were very 
much as expected. The reproducibility of tests on the unsintered specimens 
was poor because of the porosity but tests on the remaining two specimen 
conditions showed increasing reproducibility with improved specimen pre­
paration. Results were so reproducible in the case of the sintered and 
polished specimens that it was though adequate to use one specimen per 
point on the graph in view of the long testing times involved and the number 
of variables to be examined. This was seen to be satisfactory by the lack 
of deviation of the individual points from the line of the graph.
From the short time oxidation results (F ig . 25) of sintered MoSi^  over
the temperature range 1000° to 1400°C, it can be seen immediately that
some fundamental difference in oxidation behaviour of MoSi^  existed at high
oand low temperatures. The change over temperature was 1100 C and at 
this temperature, some features of high and low temperature behaviour 
were observed.
The high temperature behaviour w ill be considered firs t. Oxidation of MoSi^  
compacts at 1200°C showed a gradual weight increase up to periods of 1 
hour after which time a flattening of the curve appeared to occur. The 
weight increase after this time was 5%. Oxidation at 1300°C again showed 
a weight increase but at a constant value of 4.5% after 20 minutes. The 
rate of in itial weight increase was greater than in 1200°C tests but the 
oxidised layer appeared to become protective more quickly at 1300°G. 
Sim ilar curve characteristics could be seen after oxidation at 1400°G but 
a constant rate of weight increase was observed after only 10 minutes. The 
in itial weight increase was greater than in either of the other two cases but 
the protective action of the formed layer was apparent more quickly. The 
percentage weight change was also less than in the previous cases.
It  is perhaps worthy of note that the weight change did not reach a constant 
value as in the 1300°G tests, but showed an increased weight change with 
tim e. This was linear.
Considering the three curves together, it can be seen that the protective 
action of the oxidation product was quicker the higher the temperature, 
but was not necessarily more efficient.
Longer duration tests may be instructive on this point*
The low temperature behaviour is illustrated by the tests at 100Q°C *
Despite the in itial weight increase, the ultimate effect appeared to be a
oloss in weight of 0*3% after 1 hour. The curve produced at 1000 C showed 
a completely different characteristic to the high temperature behaviour and 
was considered to be typical of the lower temperature characteristic* The 
1100°C. curve was a result of the partial action of each process.
The results shown here were not too different, in nature, from the ones
(V7\
given by Fitzer reproduced in Fig, 2 in the sense that a weight increase 
or a weight decrease could occur depending on temperature of oxidation.
His transition temperature between the two processes seemed to be 1QQ0°C, 
whereas, in this present work, it  was 110Q°C The protective nature of 
the oxidation product at 120O°G was slightly different to the one in Fig. 25 
but variations of this type, even in the transition temperature of the two 
processes, could be expected due to the difference in specimens and 
testing procedure.
At this stage, the reasons for the weight increase and decrease were not 
considered to be important and w ill be discussed with later results. The 
theoretical considerations for weight change occuring during oxidation 
have been discussed in Section 3.1. A quick consideration of the percentage 
weight changes expected during oxidation according to some possible 
reactions, w ill show that the values do not coincide with those shown in 
Fig. 25 Indicating that either more than one reaction occurs or that the 
reactions do not go to completion.
weight change did not reach a constant value but showed an increased 
mge which was linear with time. Longer duration tests were carried
;o observe the behaviour on longer exposure. The results are shown 
in Fig. 26.
The weight was found to be linear with time, up to a period of 3 hours 
when a sudden decrease occured. After approximately 8 hours, the 
decrease was followed by an increase which tended to a constant value of 
weight change after 17 hours.
The tests were then carried out on specimens in the other two conditions 
and a similar effect was noticed (Fig. 27). The effect of decreasing the 
porosity (or more likely, the effective surface area) was to lengthen the 
time-base of the reaction and dampen the magnitude of the effect. The 
linear portion of the initial change appeared to become less significant with 
the reduced surface area of the polished specimen, but the cycle over which 
the weight decrease was followed by an increase tending to constant value, 
was increased considerably. The effects exhibited by the longer duration
tests at 1400°C., did not relate very well, in character, to the longer
(37) (39)duration tests of Fitzer (Fig, 3) or Rubisch (Fig. 5). In the case
of Fitzer *s work, this could be for two reasons.
1. The time base of his results extended up to 2000 hours and it is probable 
that the individual points to construct this graph would not be less than at 
100 hour intervals or the testing time would have been excessive.
If  this was the case^  then the effect experienced in these preliminary 
gravimetric tests would have been missed,
2. If  the density of his specimens was appreciably greater than that of 
these sintered and polished specimens, (giving even less surface area), 
then the effect may have been absent completely.
In the case of the results by Rubisch, fact (2) given above may apply to 
this work.
Again, it would be unwise from such limited evidence to put forward 
a theory for the effects observed. Two possibilities present themselves 
which would cause such an effect,
1. A change in the protective nature of the oxidation products.
2. Evolution of a volatile product .
Since the testing temperature, testing atmosphere and specimen materials 
were constant, the only variably which could interfere with the prominence 
of the effect was the surface area. Two specimen conditionsJ 'sintered 
but unpolished* and 'sintered and polished* both had exactly the same 
porosity but the effect was still changed, so it seems reasonable to 
conclude that surface area, rather than porosity, was the factor affecting 
the prominence of the effect.
It is difficult to realise why a decreased surface area should affect 
either of the two possibilities, mentioned above, in a way depicted by the 
curves shown in Fig. 27* The most common factor known to be appreciably 
affected by surface area is rate of reaction.
The importance of rate of reaction in the case of MoSi^  oxidation has been 
discussed in Section 3 .1 , where the separate oxidation of molybdenum and 
silicon was discussed. It  is worth remembering, therefore, that perhaps 
the effect experienced in these investigations and shown in Fig. 27, may 
be related to the difference in the rate of two reactions.
Since the reactions involved were almost certainly oxidation ones, their 
effect should be reproducible by increasing another potential which would 
control the rate of oxidation, e.g.. oxygen pressure. It was decided 
originally that the effect of oxygen pressure should be investigated and so, 
with the preliminary results in mind, this was carried out,
6 ,1 .6 . Conclusions.
1. The reproducibility of results obtained on 'sintered and polished* 
specimens was excellent and suitable for inclusion within the systematic 
part of the investigation.
2. Short time oxidation tests showed a different behaviour at high and low
(37)temperatures, similar to those reported by F itzer,
3 . Long time oxidation tests at 1400°C showed an effect, not reported 
by other investigatiors, whose magnitude and rate was influenced by the 
surface area of the MoSi^.
6.2. MICROSCOHCAL TECHNIQUES
6.2 .1 . Introduction to Preliminary Work.
Microscopical examination of a system of this kind, i.e . where a surface 
layer is formed around the compact, lends itself to two techniques 
expecially when the surface layer is amorphous. The techniques are:-
1. Surface examination where lit&e or no preparation is necessary.
2. Sectioned examination where the compact is sectioned and the 
cut surface is prepared for examination by normal preparatory 
techniques.
The two techniques can be carried out with the sample either in the etched 
or unetched condition. Well known variations on standard examination methods, 
e.g. dark field illumination, polarized light, etc., can be applied to either 
of the techniques.
6 .2 .1 .1 . Surface Examination Method.
After oxidation at a temperature where the oxidation product forms a 
protective layer around the compact, a change could be seen on the surface 
of the compact. This change was usually pronounced because a new phase 
or an oxide of the base material existed and it was this which was being 
observed. In the case of MoSi^a glassy silica layer formed on the out­
side which was amorphous in nature. This was found to lend itself very 
well to the surface examination technique since it was possible to focus 
right through the layer, as far as the base material, and so offer a three- 
dimensional observation.
The technique was particularly effective in both of the sintered conditions 
of specimen preparation but not so good for the unsintered one because 
of the low reflectivity of the unsintered surface.
Etching was found to be unnecessary and in fact hindered observations by 
distorting the amorphous layer* Variations on the normal examination 
methods, such as dark-field illumination etc., were tried but only one 
offered advantage over the straight-forward technique: that was examina- 
tion under crossed nicols* Fitzer reported the use of crossed -  nicols 
and stated that a * red crystalline oxide phase* could be seen below the 
surface of the silica layer. This was indeed the case, and a red phase 
could be seen, but this was only apparent in the * sintered and polished 
condition* where reflectivity was high.
There was one limitation to this technique of surface examination, however8 
and that was the maximum magnification possible. This was brought about 
by the inability of the higher power objective lenses to focus on the base 
material/silica interface (where the interesting reactions occur) due to the 
physical obstruction of the outside surface of the silica layer. It was always 
possible to use the X40 objective but the use of higher power and oil immersion 
lenses was often impossible.
6 .2 .1 .2 . Sectioned Examination .
This is the normal metallographic technique whereby a specimen is 
sectioned and the newly exposed surface polished, using SiC papers 
and diamond paste, before being examined. The surface can be etched if  
necessary.
The technique was tried on the specimens in all three conditions but 
only in the unsintered specimens was it  found to show any advantage 
over surface examination. In the sintered specimens, the protective 
layer was so thin that little  detail could be seen and often it was difficult 
to prepare the section keeping the SiO  ^intact. No advantage at all was 
derived from using this technique for sintered specimens.
6.2.1.3« Discussion and Conclusions.
In all but the case of the unsintered specimens, the surface examination 
method was both the most convenient and most fruitful method. It required 
no specimen preparation and allowed examination over a wide field as 
apposed to the very thin layer observable by sectioned examination. In 
also allowed a three-dimensional view of the silica layer. Particular 
advantage was derived from this method, using the polished samples, 
where crossed nicols would be used to detect the red phase existing at 
the interface.
The sectioned examination technique was used for the unsintered specimens 
but these samples were not to be used for the main investigation.
6 .2 .2 . Examination of the Gravimetric Test Specimens.
6 .2 .2 .1* The Short Time Tests.
The specimens used for these tests were the unsintered ones. They were 
prepared for sectional examination in the following way.
Each compact was cut across its diameter, using a diamond slitting 
wheel, before being polished down with 180, 240, 360, 600 grit SiC 
papers. The final preparation was carried out using 6 and 1 
diamond paste on revolving polishing wheels.
The 1 hour samples, at each of the five temperatures, were prepared 
in this way, The micros are shown in Fig. 28 -3 2 . It is quite dear 
that oxygen had penetrated the pores during testing and that the layer, 
which was giving protection, was thicker than normally would be expected 
on a more dense compact. It was interesting to note that the layer was 
thicker the lower the temperature and that oxidation at 1000°C, caused 
the layer to go through the whole thickness of the compact.
6 .2 .2 .2 . Hie Long Time Tests.
Examination of the unsintered specimens showed no change whatsoever 
from the I  hour at 1400°C micro of Fig. 32.
The sintered but unpolished specimens were examined by the surface 
method and revealed several interesting features in relation to the 
oxidation curve shown in Fig. 27. The structures up to 18 hours (the 
peak of the curve) were those of the MoSi^  grains seen through the SiO^  
layer (Fig, 33) but at 18 hours, under low magnification, a network 
structure was seen to be forming in the Si0_ layer (Fig. 34). This layer 
became more pronounced and increased in thickness in subsequent 
specimens (Figs, 35 -  38).
Surface examination, of. the same specimens at a higher magnification 
showed yet a further effect. In most specimens a phase in the form of 
small triangles was seen to exist at the base material/silica layer 
interface and these triangles grew in size with time up to 18 hours.
They were of almost perfect shape and had almost plain surfaces,
(Figs. 39 and 40).
After 18 hours, the time at which the network formation commenced, 
the triangles began disintegrating (Fig. 41) and after 48 hours appeared 
to be going into solution in the network (Fig, 42). They had all, by this 
time, lost their corners and were becoming spherical. After 96 hours, 
the solution process was almost complete (Fig, 43) and examination of 
the 240 hour sample showed no sign of this phase (Fig, 44).
The polished specimens showed no network formation at lower magnifi« 
cation, but at higher magnification the triangular phase could be seen. No 
solution of the triangles occurred (possibly because of the lack of network 
phase) but after 48 hours some of the triangles seemed to leave the plane 
of the interface and grow into the silica layer,
Under crossed nicols, the red phase could be seen in all samples and 
showed little  change*
6 .2 .2 ,3 , Adjacent Specimens Tegtfl,
It is known that, when testing specimens of siliconized molybdenum next 
to each other, when one specimen fails, failure of the second is very 
rapid.
Because of this, it was decided that all gravimetric tests should be 
carried out on separate specimens, but it was thought interesting to 
see if any change in the structure occurred.
Two specimens were tested in close proximity to each other for 100
hours at 14QQ°C and surface examination was carried out afterwards.
The Si09 layer showed a needle-like structure on its surface, similar
to those seen in Fig.42, but much more pronounced. They seemed
(37)identical to some "crystalline shapes” observed by Fitzer ' and 
shown in micro form,
6 .2 .2 .4 . Discussion of Observations.
Short time tests showed that little value could be derived from tests 
on unsintered specimens although it is considered that the results 
were instructive in themselves.
Long time oxidation tests of the sintered specimens showed micro structural 
changes involving two newly formed phases, a network phase and a triangular 
phase. The network phase only existed in the unpolished specimens and 
seemed to be related, in some way, to the sudden weight decrease. It 
was capable of taking the triangular phase completely into solution.
The triangular phase existed in both sets of specimens and seemed stable 
in the absence of the network phase. When this phase formed, the 
triangles became unstable.
In the case of the unpolished specimens, where no network phase formed,
the triangles retained their shape but showed a tendency to grow outwards
into the SiCL layer on longer exposure times.
Testing of adjacent specimens showed that misleading structures could be
obtained and such a testing procedure should be avoided.
6 .2 .2 .5 . Conclusions,
1. Tests carried out on unsintered specimens were of no great value.
2. A network phase existed in the unpolished sintered specimens.
3. A triangular phase existed in all sintered specimens.
4. The triangular phase was unstable in the presence of the network phase 
and was also capable of growth in a third dimension.
5. The structural changes were related to the oxidation curves.
6. A red phase was observable under crossed nicols.
7. Testing of adjacent specimens was to be avoided.
6.3. CONCLUSIONS.
1. From a gravimetric and microscopical point of view, the use of 
sintered and polished specimens seemed imperative if reproducible 
and meaningful results were to be obtained.
2. The selected temperatures for the oxidation tests, 130Q°C and 1400°C 
were within the range of oxidation resistance according to these short 
time tests.
3. Structural changes occurred in the SiO^  layer which could be followed 
by a simple microscopical technique.
4. Three new phases in the SiC>2 have already been encountered,
5. Structural changes in the Si02 corresponded to the gravimetric 
curve.
6. Polarized light was a useful technique and a successful one for 
observing the red crystalline phase.
7  .__RESULTS,
7 .1 . GRAVIMETRIC RESULTS.
7 .1 .1 . Results of Tests.
7 .1 .1 .1 . Oxidation of MoSi„ + 0.2% Fe at 1400°C-.
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The tests were carried out in atmospheres containing 10%, 20%, 50%, 
and 100% oxygen gas. The results of these tests are given in Table 20 
and shown graphically in Fig. 45. It should be pointed out that, in 
order to avoid confusion with curves in close proximity to each other, 
not all experimental points are shown in Fig, 45 but further reproductions 
of these same curves in subsequent figures do have all points plotted,
In general, the curves showed an initial weight increase with time 
followed by a decrease and thereafter by a second increase which 
tended towards a constant weight.
In the case of the tests in 10% oxygen gas, the initial weight increase 
was very gradual and reached a maximum only after 60 hours.
The weight decrease was still proceeding after 120 hours (the longest 
duration of the test).
In 20% oxygen gas, the initial weight increase had reached a maximum 
after only 13 hours and the curve showed a minimum value at about 90 
hours testing. The second weight increase had commenced but was not 
complete at 120 hours.
The 50% oxygen curve again showed a maximum value after about 
14 hours but the minimum value was attained after 50 hours. In this case, 
the process had time to stabilize- and the second weight increase tended 
towards a constant value after 100 hours.
Tests in 100% oxygen gas were very similar to those in 50% oxygen gas. 
The only difference was that the time factor was shortened between the 
initial maximum value and the attainment of constant weight.
7 .1 .1 .2 . Oxidation of MoSi + 0.2% Fe at 1300°C. 
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The results of the test are given in Table 21 and shown graphically in 
Fig. 46. Again, to avoid confusion, not all points are shown in this 
figure but subsequent plots of the same curves do show all the points.
The curves again showed features similar to the 1400°C tests, but 
differences existed in both the magnitude of the effect and the time 
aspect.
Oxidation in 10% oxygen gas showed a gradual weight increase to a 
maximum value at 25 hours and this was followed by a slow decrease in 
weight.
A minimum value was reached after 85 hours and a second weight increase 
was beginning after 120 hours.
Tests in 20%, 50% and 100% oxygen gas gave results which varied only 
in the magnitude of the effect. In all cases, the maximum value was reached 
after about 10 hours and the minimum value after 24 hours. The maximum 
value was greater and the minimum value less, the higher the oxygen 
pressure.
The greatest difference in the three curves was observed after the minimum 
value had been reached. The rate of the second weight increase was greater, 
the higher the oxygen pressure and the difference was very pronounced.
7 .1 .1 .3 . Oxidation of MoSi  ^at i4Q0°C.
The results are given in Table 22 and shown graphically in Fig. 47 although 
as before, not all the experimental points are shown.
At all oxygen pressures the characteristic curve prevailed but, in the case 
of 10%, 20% and 50% oxygen tests, the initial weight increase appeared to 
be linear and gave a sharp peak rather than just a maximum value. In these 
cases, the weight decrease was extremely sudden and a very prominent 
minimum value could be observed. This was followed by the second weight 
increase.
The tests in 100% oxygen gas, did not show a linear weight increase and 
showed a maximum rather than a peak. The weight decrease was more 
gradual than in the other cases but the second weight increase was just as 
drastic.
In the 100% oxygen gas tests, the curve tended towards a constant value 
after about 96 hours.
7 .1 .1 .4 . Oxidation of MoSi  ^at 1300°C.
Table 23 gives the results of these oxidation tests while Fig. 48 shows them 
graphically.
The nature of the curves is different from all previous ones and shows a 
gradual increase in weight with time. The increase is not a linear one but 
never reaches a constant rate in the range of these tests. The tests at 100% 
oxygen show a slight deviation from the smooth curve at shorter times but 
further tests would be necessary in this region to verify this deviation. It 
could possibly be a tendency towards the maximum values observed in the 
previous curves.
7 .1 .2 . Summary and Discussion of Gravimetric Results ♦
7 .1 .2 .1 . MoSi^  -f 0.2% Fe.
7 .1 .2 .1 .1 . Effect of Oxygen Pressure at 1400°C.
The curves showing the effect of oxygen pressure on the gravimetric changes 
can be seen in Fig. 45. The overall effect appears to be the shortening of the 
time base in a manner which makes the curves appear to consist of two 
distinct parts. The first part contains the maximum value and the second 
includes the minimum value. Although the effect of oxygen pressure on each 
of the two parts is basically the same, i.e . shortening the time at which they 
occur, each part is affected at a different rate.
In the case of the 10% oxygen tests, the maximum value occurred at 
about 60 hours while the minimum level had not been reached after 
120 hours. Tests in 20% oxygen gas, however, produced a maximum 
value at 13 hours and a minimum at 90 hours. The maximum value 
still remained at 13 hours in the 50% and 100% oxygen tests but the 
minimum values occurred at 50 and 38 hours respectively.
Only in the 100% oxygen tests, and possibly the 50% oxygen tests, was 
120 hours sufficient to give a condition of constant weight. The closeness 
of all the curves was a feature worthy of note and had the 10% and 
20% oxygen tests reached a constant weight it seems likely that they 
would have been even closer to the higher oxygen content curves.
Considering the + 5% reproducibility figure obtained on specimens 
identical to those used in these tests, the only reasonably similar 
curves are the 50% and 100% oxygen curves. These sections are at 
the initial maximum value and the state of constant weight.
7 .1 .2 .1 .2 . Effect of Oxygen Pressure at 1300°C.
Fig.46 shows the effect of oxygen pressure at 1300°C, on the gravimetric 
changes associated with the oxidation of MoSi  ^+ 0.2% Fe.
Atmospheres containing 20% or more oxygen showed no change in the 
maximum or minimum positions and gravimetric values about these 
points were not sufficiently different, at different oxygen pressures, 
to be classed as a significant effect. However, there is an indication 
that the higher the oxygen pressure, the greater is the difference between 
the maximum and minimum values.
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The gravimetric changes occurring after the minimun value had been attained, 
were appreciably affected by oxygen pressure. The greater the oxygen, 
pressure, the greater was the weight increase with tim e. The three curves 
were all flattening out after .120 hours and may have given a constant weight 
on longer tests.
The results of the 10% oxygen test showed an extended time base but not so 
extended as that of the 10% oxygen test at 1400°C.
The close similarity of the curves of the 20%, 50% and 100% oxygen tests 
indicates a very reproducible process, the nature of which is not affected 
by oxygen pressure but the rate of which is . The wide range of gravimetric 
values at 120 hours shows that oxygen pressure has a greater effect at the 
lower oxidation temperatures but that the controlling process is much the 
same at 1300° and 1400°C.
7 .1 .2 .1 .3 , Effeet of Temperature.
The effect of temperature in 10% oxygen gas can be seen in Fig. 49. The 
gravimetric values for both the 1300° and 1400°C curves are within a reason­
ably narrow band but, a major difference in the curves is the position of the 
maximum and minimum values. Both values occur after a shorter time at 
the lower temperature.
Fig. 50 shows that, during oxidation in 20% oxygen gas, the major difference 
between the 1300° and 14G0°C curves is the relative position of the minimum 
values. Both the maximum values occur almost exactly at the same time 
but once again, the minimum value is reached much more quickly at 13G0°C 
than at 14G0°C,
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Although in 50% oxygen gas, the minimum value for the 1400°C occurs at a 
much shorter time than in the previous case, the minimum value at 1300°C 
occurs at a shorter time still. This can be seen clearly in Fig. 51. Again, 
the maximum values occur at exactly the same time. The behaviour of the 
curves after the minimum value has been reached is much more striking 
at 1300°C when a sharp rise is observed. At 1400°C the curve settles down 
very quickly to an almost constant figure.
A similar behaviour is seen in the 100% oxygen gas tests but the effect is 
more pronounced still. Again, the maximum values occur at exactly the 
same time but the minimum values remain in the same relative positions 
as before.
7 .1 .2 .2 . MoSi^ .
7 .1 .2 .2 .1 . Effect of Oxygen Pressure at 14Q0°C.
A glance at Fig. 47 shows that oxidation of MoSi^  at 1400°C is a much more 
erratic process than the oxidation of MoSi^  + 0.2% Fe at the same temperature.
The position of the maximum and minimum values, at all oxygen pressures, 
is very much the same and the main difference in the curves lies in the nature 
of the initial weight increase and the rate of the second weight increase.
In the 10% and 20% oxygen gas tests, the initial weight increase seems to be 
linear with time but this is soon followed by a sudden weight decrease. This 
means that a peak exists rather than just a maximum value. The 100% oxygen 
gas test showed no peak at all and the curve was very similar to the samples 
containing iron.
The appearance of the 50% curve was that of a state midway between the 
peak and the maximum value type of curve.
The weight increase following the minimum value was affected by oxygen 
pressure. The greater the oxygen pressure, the greater was the rate of 
weight increase. Hie 100% oxygen curve, however, tended to a constant 
value after 96 hours.
7 .1 .2 .2 . 2. Effect of Oxygen Pressure at 1300°C.
This can be clearly seen, in Fig. 48, to be a quantitative effect rather than 
a qualitative one. There is some indication, however, that the slight deviation 
in the 100% oxygen curve may be related to the maximum values of previous 
curves but further tests in this region would be necessary to verify this point.
The position of the 20% oxygen curve was not as might have been anticipated 
after observing the remaining curves. A cross -  over occurred with the 10% 
oxygen curve but there was no apparent reason for this.
It is interesting to note that this series of curves shows an absence of 
maximum and minimum values which indicates a different behaviour during 
oxidation. If the deviation in the 100% oxygen curve is genuine, then it would 
suggest that oxygen pressure has the same effect as increased temperature.
7 .1 .2 .2 .3 . Effect of Temperature.
Fig. 53 shows the effect of temperature in an atmosphere of 10% oxygen 
gas. The difference in the curve is obvious but a close similarly exists 
between the 1300°C and the 1400°C curve after about 60 hours.
The rate of weight increase is remarkably similar in the two cases.
A similar initial difference and subsequent close similarity between 
1300° and 1400°C curves, exists at all oxygen pressures, as can be seen 
in Fig. 54 - 56. The deviation in the 100% oxygen, 1300°C curve does 
occur at a time where the maximum value would be expected so it seems 
likely that this is a tendency towards the behaviour at 1400°C.
The increase in oxidation temperature from 1300° to 1400°C appeared to 
have little effect in the ultimate rate of weight increase (up to 120 hours) 
but it produced a deviation in the curve in the form of an increase followed 
by a decrease.
7.1.2.31 Effect of Iron on Oxidation of MoSi^  at 14QQ°C.
Figs. 57 -  60 show the effect of iron at each of the oxygen pressures. The 
overall effect of the iron seemed to be to slow down the processes which 
gave rise to the undulations in the curve particularly the minimum value 
and the second weight increase. This was particularly apparent in the 
10% -  50% oxygen tests, (Figs. 57 -  59). The 50% and 100% oxygen tests 
(Figs. 59 and 60} show that the presence of iron reduced the fluctuations in 
weight change giving a closer gravimetric deviation through the range of 
oxygen pressures.
It is interesting to note that maximum values (whether a peak or not) occur 
at the same time at a given oxygen pressure whether or not iron is present.
7 .1 .2 .4 . Effect of Iron on Oxidation of MoSi at 1300°C.
This effect can be clearly seen in Figs. 6 1 -6 4 . A comparison is difficult 
in the 10% oxygen tests as the curve relating to samples containing iron did 
not represent the full cycle. However, the 20% - 100% oxygen tests could 
be compared and it is immediately obvious that the ultimate rate of weight 
increase is very much the same irrespective of iron content. The 20% 
oxygen curve does not show this so well but it w ill be remembered that the 
equivalent curve for iron -  free MoSi was unexpected (Fig. 48) and no 
reason could be given for this.
The effect of iron at 1300°C appears to be almost identical to the effect of 
temperature on the oxidation of MoSi especially at higher oxygen pressures.
Again it w ill be noticed that the deviation in the smooth curve of the MoSi
z
tests in 100% oxygen gas, coincided with the maximum in the MoSi^  + 0.2% Fe 
curve,
7 .1 .2 .5 . General Pi scus sion.
During thermal oxidation weight increases are usually associated with
the uptake of oxygen. In a system such as the present one, a second cause
of weight increase has been mentioned, namely the formation of a solid
solution with the oxidation product SiO> .
z
Weight losses, apart from spalling which does not occur in this case, are
caused by volatilization of some oxidation product. In the MoSi-/09 system,
z z
two oxidation products are volatile, MoCL and SiO.o
However, except at very low oxygen pressures it is unlikely that SiO will 
form, so the only volatile product appears to be MoO .^
The theoretical weight changes which might be expected, have been mention­
ed in Section 3,1 . Although an initial weight decrease might occur (due to 
the volatilization of MoO ) once the silica layer has been formed, a gradualO
weight increase tending to a constant value would be expected,
oThis type of curve was obtained during the oxidation of MoSi at 1300 G at 
all oxygen pressures but with all other tests, the characteristics curve 
containing a maximum and a minimum value was repeatedly obtained. An 
interesting feature, however, was the similarity of the curves, after the
minimum value had been reached in the MoSi + 0.2% Fe at 13QQ°C and the
o oMoSi at 1400 G tests, with the more conventional curves of MoSi at 1300 C.
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As a result, further plots were made of this section of the curves in an attempt 
to verify the law represented by the curves. The graphs are shown in Figs. 65- 
70 and the resultant laws and their constants shown in Tables 25 and 26.
It should be mentioned here that, for a quantitative analysis of this kind, 
further points are needed on the curves but time limitations prevented this,
In the case of the MoSi  ^+ 0.2% Fe curves at 1300°C (Fig. 46) some doubt 
could exist as to whether the 24 hour points (not shown in this figure but 
shown subsequently) are part of the second weight increase or whether they 
have been influenced by the early part of the process.
Fig, 65 includes them as part of the second weight increase curves while 
Figs, 66 and 67 omit them and plot only the final three points.
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Fig. 65 hows that .the weight changes could be related logarithmically
-1  5
with time but Figs. 66 and 67 show an inverse relationship with t * and 
t - 3
Tests on MoSi at 140Q°C show that weight changes are again related
logarithmically with time (Fig. 68) in 10%, 20% and 50% oxygen gas but
-3an inverse relationship of t seems more likely in 100% oxygen gas 
(Fig. 69).
oThe smooth curves of MoSi at 1300 G are shown in Fig. 70 and here, 
weight increase is related to log. time.
The laws for all curves are summarized in Table 25 and the constants are 
given in Table 26. It must be emphasized that insufficient points are avail­
able to verify these laws conclusively and they should only be regarded as 
an indication.
Summarizing Figs. 65 - 70, it is possible that weight change is related
to the logarithm of the time in the case of MoSi^  + 0.2% Fe at 1300°C,
MoSi0 at 1400°C and MoSi at 1300°C. z z
However, it is also possible that the relationship is an inverse one relating
1 5 **3 oto t * or t in the case of MoSi^  + 0.2% Fe at 1300 C and MoSi  ^at
1400°C and further tests in this section of all the curves are necessary
before any conclusions can be drawn.
From these plots, the similarity between the long -  time behaviour of
MoSi0 + 0.2% Fe at 1300°C, MoSi at 1400°C and MoSi at 1300°C can z z z
be appreciated. Since the curve obtained in the latter case is of the type 
which would be expected and since the two former curves approach this 
pattern at the later stages, it is possible that the maximum values observed 
at shorter times are a result of a state of non -  equilibrium in the system.
The state of non -  equilibrium could arise after the silica layer had
formed. Diffusion of oxygen through the layer (which was very thin
initially) would cause further oxidation of underlying MoSi  ^to give
SiO and MoO or even MoO , This would cause a relatively rapid 
2  o  2
weight increase initially and a subsequent decrease in weight by . 
release of the oxide after its diffusion through the silica layer or through 
defects. This would bring the system closer to equilibrium.
Once the silica layer had formed, the diffusion of oxygen through it would 
be slow and further oxidation of underlying material would be extremely 
slow at low oxygen pressures.
Metallographic examination may reveal some evidence in support of 
the non -  equilibrium theory and further discussion on this point w ill be 
left until later.
Considering the effect of the variables on the curves after the minimum 
values have been reached, the weight increase in this region must be 
indicative of the protective value of the layer since further oxidation 
can only occur by diffusion of oxygen through the layer.
In the 1300°C tests of both materials, the effect of increased oxygen 
pressure has been to increase the rate of weight change with time. In 
both the 1400°C tests, although the rate of weight change has increased 
initially, the higher oxygen pressures cause the curves to reach a constant 
value in a shorter time.
In a system of this type, and from gravimetric results alone, it would be a 
very difficult task to give reasons for the state of non -  equilibrium and the 
effect of the variables upon this.
The variables can affect the rates of reactions during oxidation, the 
nature of reactions and also the effectiveness of the protective layer.
Not only the formation of the layer is likely to be affected but also 
subsequent diffusion rates through the layer since oxygen pressure is 
a variable.
All test series, except that for MoSi + 0.2% Fe at 1400°C, showed 
ultimately a weight increase with time and the rate of the increase was 
greater with the higher oxygen pressures. This suggests that oxygen can 
diffuse through the layer in these cases causing further oxidation of the base 
material but in samples containing iron, oxidation was greatly restricted 
at 1400°C. Some difference in the protective layer seems likely in this 
case but it took both the presence of iron and the higher temperature of 
1400°C to bring about this effect.
It is difficult to compare these results with Fitzer’s work because of the 
two extremes used in his short-term and long-term tests. The only valid 
comparison would be with his long term tests, but the sensitivity of his 
plots in the range covered by this investigation would be low.
Fitzer's curves are shown in Fig, 3 and it w ill be seen that only one 
curve is relevant. The curve is not the same in character to the ones 
obtained in this work although his ultimate gravimetric value is relatively 
dose. However, the time after which an almost constant weight is attained, 
appears to be about 500 hours compared with about 150 hours in the present 
case.
With durations as long as 2,500 hours, it is unlikely that the points of the 
graph would be as close as 100 hours apart and, even if the maximum and 
minimum phenomena did occur, they would presumably have been missed.
Closer ..comparisons can be made with results of Rubisch (Fig, 5).
The time base in this case is not so different from the one used in 
this investigation, but, again, the character of the 1400°C curve is 
different. Gravimetric values are almost identical. In the original 
paper by Rubisch, actual tabulated values were given for the curve 
and the range corresponding to this work was well covered but no 
sign of maximum and minimum values could he seen. The tests, 
however, were carried out in a static system, the dangers of which 
have been mentioned before, and it is considered that the blanketing 
effect of the MoO  ^vapour was sufficient to slow down the process to 
such an extent that the state of non -  equilibrium never occurred. It 
is well know that in static tests, where a volatile oxide is involved, 
diffusion of oxygen through the vapour is always the rate controlling 
step.
No comparison can be made with Glushko’ s work (Fig. 4) because of 
the different testing temperature
7 .1 .3 . Statistical Analy si s of Gravimetric Re suits,
It was considered that a statistical analysis should be carried cut on 
the gravimetric results to indicate how significant the defference 
variables were,
Analysis of variance was decided upon since, by this method, the total 
variation in a set of data may be reduced to components, associated with 
possible sources of variability, whose relative importance it is necessary 
to assess.
In this -project, the design involved the interraction of 2 temperatures
(T\ and T_), 4 oxygen contents (CL, CL, 0o and (b), 2 iron contents 
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(1^  and I^) and six increments of time to 120 hours (t^, t^, t^, t^, t^ and 
t^), The higher the subscript, the higher the value.
Factional Analysis of Variance fitted the complex design.
7 .1 .3 .1 . Method of Analysis.
All tables and calculations relating to this analysis are shown in Appendix 
I I I .  The tables were compiled from the original data (Table A), by summation, 
to reduce the total variation to its possible sources (Tables L -  P),
Calculations were then computed as follows.
7 .1 .3 .1 .1 . "Q" Effect Sum of Squares and Degrees of Freedom.
This is shown in Calculation P. The sum of the squares of entries in Table P 
was divided by the number of items going to make each entry. The Correction 
Factor >T where *Tf is the grand total of results and TN* is the number of 
entries, was subtracted.
The degrees of freedom was then found (N -l).
7 .1 .3 .1 .2 . "I", “t" and "T* Effects Sum of Squares and Degrees of Freedom,
These were calculated from Tables N, M and L respectively in the same way 
as in Section 7 ,1 .3 .1 .1 ., (Calculations N, M and L ).
7.1.3 .1 .3 . First Order Interactions - Calculation K, J, I, H, G, and F .
First order interactions were calculated from Table K, J ,I, H, G and Fb by- 
dividing the sum of squares of the entries in these tables by the number 
of items going to make each entry before subtracting the Sums of Squares 
calculated for the two main effects in the interaction. The Correction Factor 
was then subtracted. The degrees of freedom for the interaction were obtained 
as a product of the main effects degrees of freedom.
7 .1 .3 .1 .4 . Second Order Interaction -  Calculations E, D, C, and B.
These were calculated from Tables, E, D, C and B by dividing the sum of the 
squares of the entries in each table by the number of items going to make 
each entry. The Sums of Squares calculated for the three main effects, 
together with the Sums of Squares for the first order interactions and the 
Correction Factor were subtracted.
The degrees of freedom for the interaction were obtained as a product of 
the main effects degrees of freedom.
7 .1 .3 .1 .5 . The Total Sum of Squares - Calculation A.
This was calculated by summing the squares of all the items in Table A and 
subtracting the Correction Factor .
The number of degrees of freedom was calculated from (N -  I).
7 .1 .3 . 1.6. The Residuals
To find the Residuals, i.e . the Sums of Squares and degrees of freedom not 
accounted for by the four main effects, the total of all the Sums of Squares 
found in Calculations B -  P was subtracted from the total Sum of Squares.
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The total of all the degrees of freedom in Calculations B ~P was then 
subtracted from the total degrees of freedom.
Collecting the results together, the Table of Analysis of Variance was compiled 
and by dividing each Sum of Squares by its appropriate number of degrees 
of freedom, the Variance Estimate was obtained (Table Q).
The Null Hypothesis was made which states that these Variance Estimates 
are really an estimate of "experimental error”
Suede cor Ts Variance Test (F test) i,e .
Main Factor or Interaction Variance Estimate 
Residual Variance Estimate
was used to tell whether the Variance Estimate based on any of the four 
sources of variation was so much greater than the variance estimate based 
on residual (experimental) error, that the observed variance ratio is very 
unlikely to have arisen by chance.
F tests were first of all carried out on the second order interactions 
(Table 5). Since these proved insignificant, according to the Null 
Hypothesis they were estimates of residual error just as much as the 
effect specifically named in Table Q, It was, therefore, justifiable 
to pool the second order interactions Sums of Squares with the Residual 
Sums of Squares and by dividing this figure by the sum of the relevant number 
degrees of freedom, an improved estimate of the Residual Variance was 
achieved, based on a greater number of degrees of freedom.
This gave a new variance figure of 0,68 with 53 degrees of freedom as 
apposed to 0,60 with 13 degrees of freedom (Table R).
The improved variance figure was used in subsequent interaction 
calculations.
When F tests were applied to the Variance Estimates of the first order 
interactions, two of them were found to be significant at the 5% level of 
probability (derived from tables) and one at the X% level of probability.
Those at the 5% level were *1 x t ’ and *T x t* and that at the 1% level 
was the ”1 x T ” interaction.
For significant interactions, the Null Hypothesis breaks down so it is 
not valid to test for any main factor effects related to that interaction 
against the residual. Only the *0* effect, therefore, could be tested as 
a main factor effect.
7 .1 .3 .2 . Discussion,
Of the three significant, second order interactions, the 'I xT' interaction 
(iron content and temperature) was the most pronounced and is shown in 
Graph 1. At low iron contents, the overall weight increase at 1400°C was 
greater then that at 1300°C but with a higher iron content, the situation was 
reversed. Reference to Figs. 47 and 48 shows that, in samples of low iron 
content, the difference in weight change at the two temperatures must have 
been due to short time behaviour giving rise to the maximum value at 140Q°C 
since the curves are similar after about 40 hours.
oIn samples of high iron content, maximum values occurred at both 1330 
and 1400°C (Figs. 45 and 46) but at 1400°C, the presence of iron caused 
the weight change to attain a constant value very quickly after 40 hours 0 
This was in sharp contrast to the 1300°C test and the 1400°C test on 
samples of low iron content. It was an interaction, therefore, of iron 
temperature which brought about the difference.
The ’T  x t* interaction (temperature and time) is shown in Graph 2. The
overall weight change for specimens at 1400°C was greater after shorter
times than at 1300°C, but had a lesser increase on prolonged oxidation.
oThe short time behaviour would be expected since the 1300 C tests, on 
low iron samples, did not show maximum values. The change in the 
situation, on prolonged oxidation, is interesting and is related to some
extent to the ’I x T ' interactions. By the samples of high iron content
o otending to a constant weight at 1400 C, the total weight change at 1400 C
was less than at 1300°C.
The *I x t ’ interaction (iron content and time) is shown in Graph 3. The 
samples containing 0.2% Fe had an ultimate weight increase less than the 
iron -  free samples. This was due mainly to the behaviour of the high -  
iron samples at 1400°C (Fig. 45). It is interesting to note that, although 
the weight increase at shorter times was greater for samples containing
0.2% Fe, the amount by which it exceeded the iron -  free samples is 
considerably small considering that both 1300° and 1400°C tests show 
maximum values. Only 1400°C tests show maximum values in iron -  
free samples.
Since T  , ’T ’ and 't' were involved in significant second order interactions, 
it is not valid to test them as main factor effects.
If further information was required concerning these factors as main 
effects, break -  down analysis would be necessary. This would involve 
a repeat of the Analysis of Variance of the original data, but taking into 
account the interactions. Four separate analyses would be involved on the 
original data: one for all the entries in Table A which were recorded at 
the level T^, another for the entries recorded at T^ and a third and fourth 
for entries recorded at 1^  and respectively. In this way, the main effect 
of each factor could be investigated separately.
The effect of oxygen, on weight change, was tested as a main factor and 
found to be significant at the 5% level of probability. Table P shows that 
an increase in weight occurs when the oxygen content is increased but the 
change from 10% to 20% is smaller than that from 20% to 50% and 50% to 100%.
7 .1 .4 . CONCLUSIONS.
1. The conventional oxidation pattern was only observed in tests on 
MoSi^  at 1300°C. The results of the remaining three series showed 
maximum and minimum values in the early stages of oxidation.
2. The maximum and minimum values are considered to be due to a state 
of non -  equilibrium in the system.
3. The sections of the curves after the minimum values are thought to 
represent the true oxidation behaviour of the materials and indicates 
the protective value of the protective layer.
The true oxidation behaviour was affected by the test variables as
follows:-
(a) The effect of increasing the temperature (for both materials) 
was to reduce the rate of oxidation and to minimize the effect 
of oxygen pressure.
i.e . an increase of temperature produces a more protective 
layer,
(b) The effect of increasing the oxygen pressure (for both materials) 
at the lower temperature was to increase the rate of oxidation 
but at the higher temperatures a more effective layer is formed 
in a shorter time.
(c) The presence of iron at 1300°C had no effect, but at 1400°C, a 
more effective layer was formed after a shorter time.
The most effective protective layer was formed under the conditions
of the highest temperature ,the highest oxygen pressure and the
highest iron content used in this investigation.
The zone of non -  equilibrium was also affected by the test variables,
(a) The effect of increasing the temperature in samples of MoSi was 
to induce the state of non -  equilibrium but in samples containing 
iron, it slowed down the rates of reactions which gave the maximum 
and minimum values,
(b) An increase in oxygen pressure on MoSi  ^reduced the maximum 
oxidation level but in samples containing iron it shortened the time 
at which maximum and minimum values occurred. There was 
indication that high oxygen - pressures could lower the tempera ~ 
tures at which non - equilibrium occurred.
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(c) The effect of iron was to lower the temperature at which
state of non -  equilibrium occurs red and reduce gravimetric 
fluctuations during the time of non -  equilibrium*
7 . Irrespective of temperature or composition, the maximum values 
always occurred at approximately the same time in atmospheres 
containing 20% or more of oxygen.
8. In general,, the effect of an increase from 10% to 50% in oxygen 
content was much more pronounced than a change from 50% to 
100%.
9. Comparison with previous work showed good quantitative agreement 
but the curves are very different qualitatively. This was considered 
to be due to the difference in static and dynamic testing procedures 
on reaction rates.
10. Statistically, the effect of oxygen pressure on weight change was 
significant as a main effect.
11. Interactions of iron content and temperature, temperature and time 
and iron content and time was also statistically significant.
7 .2 . MICROSCOPICAL EXAMINATION
7 .2 .1 . Preliminary Observations
The technique used was that of surface examination as described in 
section 6 .2 ,1 .1 . Due to the limitations outlined in that section, all 
examinations were carried out at a magnification of X40Q.
The whole range of specimens was subjected to preliminary observations 
to determine the more important features of the structures. In this way, 
a more detailed study could be made concerning structual changes with 
time, at different oxygen pressures and temperatures.
It is well established, from previous work, that on oxidation of molybdenum 
disilicide, a glassy layer is formed over the surface. The exact nature 
of this layer is not known, except that it is siliceous. In this study, it 
has been referred to as the ’silica layer* although it is appreciated that 
it may not consist of pure silica.
Examination was carried out under normally reflected light and under 
crossed nicols.
The structural features which appeared important in the oxidation 
behaviour of molybedenum disilicide are as follows.
Under Normally Reflected Light 
The Base Material
Orginally, this was pressed and sintered molybdenum disilicide which had 
been polished, before testing, by normal metallographic techniques.
The final surface finish was obtained using 1 ^  diamond paste, In the 
samples containing iron, observation of this material was often difficult 
because of interference from the superimposed phase.
The Superimposed Phase
This appeared to exist in the base material/silica layer interface, 
initially, but to grow in depth within the layer after long periods of time. 
The phase occurred in two forms depending on oxygen pressure. At low 
oxygen pressures, it existed mainly as perfectly formed triangles whose 
surface appearance changed with time. The triangles were able to grow 
3 -  dimensionally into the silica layer, At high oxygen pressures, it 
existed in a shape characteristic of a once-liquid phase. For simplicity, 
this w ill be referred to, hereafter, as the ’liquid phase*. This always 
had a plain surface and never left the 2 -  dimensional surface of the 
interface. An intermediate form of the phase did exist which appeared 
as triangles with rounded comers. These had a plain surface.
Crystallization, from the ’liquid-phase', of the triangular state was 
possible after longer fimes.
The Separated Phase.
Only a few sp ecimens showed this and these had been oxidized for a long 
period of time. It appeared to separate from the superimposed phase in 
the form of rectangular platelets with rounded comers. The platelets 
were not flat but appeared to be raised in the centre. They were 
practically transparent, The platelets were surrounded by a eutectic 
structure.
Under Crossed Nicols
The Base Material
Initially the material was anisotropic in character and showed 2 extinctions 
per 360° stage rotation* The optical activity changed with time*
The Superimposed Phase
The *iiquid-phaser always showed complete extinction under crossed nicols 
and had no optical activity. The triangular shapes sometimes appeared 
as a deep red colour having 4 extinctions per 360° stage rotation* An 
intermediate state also existed where a triangle contained only a 
particle of red colour. Triangular shapes showing no red colour were 
always isotropic*
The Red Matrix Phase
This was mainly seen at the base material/silica layer interface and was 
only visible under crossed nicols. It showed 4 extinctions per 360° 
stage rotation.
The Pale Yellow Surface Phase
The phase occurred only on the outer surface of the silica layer. It only 
existed in the form of odd crystals on the surface and; never became 
excessive in amoint. The crystals were pale yellow in colour and seemed 
almost transparent. They appeared optically active.
The Separated Phase
This appeared to be optically active to a slight degree but this may have 
been due to the platelets not having flat surfaces.
Macro Examination
In these preliminary examinations, this was carried out on all samples to 
observe any apparent change in surface conditions* A glassy surface was 
never seen on any specimen even after 120 hours; the only real change 
in surface appearance was on the samples containing iron and in these 
samples, a surface roughness became apparent which increased with 
time. The protruding parts of the surface sparkled in the light and seemed 
to consist of a material different from the rest of the specimen.
In the samples without iron, the surface became a dull grey colour but 
no other change could be seen,
7*2.2. MoSi^  + 0*2% Fe -  Oxidation at 14Q0°C 
7 .2 .2 .1  * Oxidation in 10% Oxygen Gas
The Base Material
Under normally reflected light, the surface of the base material showed 
a slightly pitted surface resembling a thermally etched condition. This 
appearance was evident in all the samples up to 96 hours but after 51 
hours, the base material gradually became less visible due to interferance 
from the superimposed phase* It was only after 96 hours that the original 
base material became completely obscured* After this time, a different 
pattern appeared in the background due to the separation f  another phase. 
This was more apparent still after 120 hours.
Under crossed nicols* the original anisotropic behaviour was still very 
prominent after 2 hours, but the optical activity had decreased greatly 
in the 12 hour sample. Despite the masking effect of the superimposed
phase, the base material could still be seen sufficiently well after 51 hours 
to observe that the optical activity was now almost n il. There was no 
optical activity at all after 70 hours.
The Superimposed Phase (Figs, 71 -  91)
As stated in Section 7 ,2 ,1 ,, this phase was initially situated at the base 
material/silica layer interface. After 2 hours (Fig, 71) it appeared in 
perfect crystallographic forms as triangles and, occasionally, hexagons. 
The shapes themselves were very small and, in general, had plain 
surfaces. After 12 hours testing* (F ig ,72) the phase was present in 
larger amounts and the size of the triangles had also increased on the 
2 ~ dimensional plane of the interface. In some cases the triangles had 
grown in depth away from the interface. This pyramid-shape was contained 
wholly in the silica layer. The surfaces of the triangles were again 
mainly plain although in some cases a cleaved appearance could be seen.
After 30 hours (F ig ,73) the superimposed phase was very prominent and 
after 51 hours (F ig ,74) the majority of the triangles had grown well into 
the silica layer. The tops of these triangles were approximately 10J j. 
above the base/silica interface. The size of the triangles had increased 
greatly and their surfaces were not so perfect as before. Some fragmen­
tation and cleavage could be seen on the surface. The 70 hour sample 
(F ig ,75) showed very much the same structure but with increased size 
of the phase and an 1 8 ^  protrusion into the silica layer. The triangle 
surfaces were heavily fragmented into smaller triangles in many cases.
A 40 jjl protrusion of the tops of triangles into the silica layer was 
measured after 96 hours (Fig. 76), The surface of the triangles appeared 
to have changed slightly in this case and the fragmented appearance was
giving way to a plain surface. Areas of the new plain surface can be seen 
in Fig. 77, It was noticed in this case that it was possible to focus through 
the triangular shape to the underlying material (F ig .77 and Fig, 78) and, 
situated beneath this, was a platelet structure with a coarse eutectic 
between platelets (Fig, 78), The platelet structure w ill be discussed later.
Further examination at the edges of triangles, but focussing through the 
silica layer, showed the triangles to be disintegrating in certain places 
and a eutectic-looking phase growing between the platelets. The eutectic 
grew closer to the base/silica interface the further away it was from the 
triangle. This feature can be seen clearly in Figs. 79 -  86.
The new plain areas on the surface of the triangles in the 96 hour 
sample, had covered the whole surface after 120 hours (Fig, 87), The 
triangular phase now had a reaction zone around its edges and markings 
suggesting some form of attack, (Fig. 89). The reaction zone appeared 
white against the pale brown of the triangle centres. Focussing through 
the silica layer at the side of the triangles again revealed a eutectic 
structure between a platelet structure (Fig. 90). Under crossed nicols, 
the triangles appeared as a deep homogeneous red colour after 2 hours 
(Fig. 91) and had anisotropic behaviour showing 4 extinctions per 360° 
stage rotation. However, some triangles appeared isotropic.
The number of triangles showing a deep red colour decreased after 
12 hours and many showed complete extinction with no optical activity 
at a ll. An intermediate condition could also be seen where the surfaces 
of triangles only showed particles of red within them. The surface of the 
triangles in this case had a tendency to be fragmented, A ll triangles 
which had grown through the silica layer contained no red colour at 
all and were completely isotropic.
None of the triangles showed a homogeneous red colour after 51 hours 
and only a few had red particles within them, The majority were isotropic. 
This condition was carried to a further extreme after 70 hours when 
practically the whole of the superimposed phase was isotropic although 
the edges of some triangles showed some optical activity. Very little  
change occurred up to 120 hours except that the edges of triangles were 
slightly more optically active with 4 extinctions/360° stage rotation.
The Separated Phase
No phase separation could be seen in any of the samples up to 96 hours. 
After 96 hours, in the region surrounding the triangles, a phase 
separation was evident in the form of small platelets (Fig, 92), This 
phase only existed in areas immediately adjacent to the triangles and 
not in areas midway between them.
The separated phase occurred at different depths in the silica layer 
depending on its position with respect to the triangles, Close to the 
triangles, the platelets grew in the outermost part of the silica layer 
while those furthest away from the triangles were close to the base 
material/silica interface. These became slightly smaller the further 
they were from the triangles. (This can be seen in Figs. 79 -  86).
The only change noticed after 120 hours was that the platelets now spread 
right across the area between triangles and their size was more uniform. 
Again, their position in the silica layer varied according to their 
position with respect to the triangles,
Between the platelets was a eutectic structure* one constituent probably 
being a result of the dissociation of the triangular phase* Where the 
platelets from two different triangles met, it seemed likely that a 
liquid state had existed (Figs. 86 and 94). A eutectic possibly existed 
in these once-liquid areas. The platelets were always transparent and 
it was possible to focus through them onto the underlying material, 
(Figs, 95 -  97).
Under crossed nicols, the platelets appeared of a blue-grey colour and 
were transparent. They showed only slight optical activity (4 extinctions 
per 360° stage rotation) but this may have been due to their shape as 
they were not flat but slightly raised in the centre.
The Red Matrix Phase (Figs. 98 -  103)
After 2 hours testing (Fig, 98) this phase could be seen in fhe form of 
fine red particles, with reasonably random distribution, at the base/ 
silica interface, between the triangles. After 12 hours (F ig .99), the 
red matrix phase had all migrated to the egdes of the triangles outlining 
them completely and very little  remained over the free areas between 
triangles. The migration was complete after 51 hours and a slight 
decrease in amount was apparent (Fig, 100).
A great deal of the phase had disappeared after 70 hours (Fig. 101) and 
that which remained was always situated around the triangles. The 
colour of the phase up to this point was always a deep red especially 
in high concentration areas around the triangles.
After 96 hours (Fig. 102) this changed somewhat and the deep red colour 
gave way to an orange colour which was distributed between the separated 
platelets, The orange colour appeared to form one component of the 
eutectic between the platelets, the other component being that which 
dissociated from the triangles. The orange phase was denser around 
the triangles.
After 120 hours (Fig. 103) the orange colour appeared more homogeneously 
distributed between the platelets and definitely formed part of the eutectic,
The Pale Yellow Surface Phase (Figs, 98 -  103)
After 2 hours, this phase could be seen on the surface of the silica layer, 
having a crystalline appearance, It showed slight anisotropic behaviour 
(4 extinctions per 360° stage rotation) . The amount of this phase had 
increased in the 12 hour sample and it tended to be associated with 
triangles which had reached the surface of the silica layer. The size 
of the crystals remained the same. The same amount was present after 
51 hours but later the amount decreased gradually in remaining specimens. 
The phase was always associated with triangles which had reached the 
surface of the silica layer.
This phase is shown more clearly in Fig. 104,
7 . 2 ,2 ,2  . Q;ddation in 20% Oxygen Gas
The Base Material
Again the surface of this showed a pitted, thermally etched surface 
after 2 hours testing and this persisted through all the specimens. The
structure became increasingly difficult to see in the 12 hour and remaining 
samples, due to the presence of the superimposed phase.
Under crossed nicols, the structure was seen to be strongly anisotropic 
after 2 hours but had greatly decreased in optical activity in the 12 hour 
sample. Remaining specimens appeared to have no optical activity at 
all although this was difficult to determine in some cases due to 
interference from the superimposed phase a
The Superimposed Phase (Figs, 105 -  109)
In the 2 hour sample (Fig, 105) this phase could be seen to exist in two 
forms, Firstly* in the triangular shapes (as mentioned in the 10% oxygen 
gas tests) and secondly, in shapes which indicated that a liquid phase 
had been present, An intermediate state existed in the form of triangles 
with rounded comers. A ll forms existed only on the base m aterial/ 
silica layer interface* No growth into the layer was apparent. The 
triangles were very small, although larger than in the corresponding 
sample in the 10% oxygen gas tests (Figs. 137 and 138) and the amount 
of the superimposed phase, as a whole* was greater than m the 
corresponding sample. The ‘liquid phase’ and the triangles with rounded 
comers, could be seen to have very plain surfaces while the triangles 
themselves had a few cleavage lines on their surfaces.
After 12 hours the triangular shapes had increased in size and a few 
had begun to leave the plane of the base/ silica interface and to grow 
outwards (Fig, 106). The amount of the ’liquid~phaser appeared to be 
less. The 24 hour sample showed more t>f the triangular shapes growing 
outwards through the silica layer and a marked decrease in the amount
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of the Tiquid-phase*. It looked/ in this sample, as though the ’liquid- 
phase’ was crystallizing out into the triangular form and frequently a 
60° comer could be seen growing from the rounded ’liquid-phase*.
The crystallization always seemed to be at the plane of the interface until 
the triangle was formed then pyramidal growth commenced*
After 48 hours oxidation, the triangular shapes had nearly all grown 
well into the silica layer (Fig* 107), An average value for the 
distance outwards was approximately 1 1 ,  The surface of these 
triangles was very irregular and showed heavy fragmentation but became 
more perfect after 72 hours (Fig. 108), Some cleavage lines could be 
seen but little fragmentation, A few triangles showed a tendency to 
have rounded comers indicating incipient melting. There were fresh 
signs of the ’liquid-phase at the base/silica interface. The surface 
improved still more with time until, after 120 hours, an almost perfect 
surface could be seen on the triangles, but they now had a reaction 
zone around the edges (Fig, 109),
Under crossed nicols* the ’liquid-phase’ was isotropic showing complete 
extinction and no optical activity as the triangles with rounded comers 
did. The triangles themselves showed two reactions. Some had a deep 
red colour within them but this never covered the whole surface 
homogeneously and others showed complete extinction with no optical 
activity.
After 12 hours much the same reaction could be seen except that fewer 
triangles showed the deep red colour and whenever the colour was 
present, it was limited to a smaller area. The triangles growing 3 -  
dimensionally contained no red colour at a ll. Remaining samples had 
a triangular phase free from red particles and always isotropic.
The Separated Phase
The 72 hour sample was the first one to show any signs of this* but only 
to a limited extent* However, after 120 hours, phase separation had 
occurred, The same platelet phase could be seen as in the 10% oxygen 
gas tests and they had the same characteristics as in previous cases.
The closer the platelets were to the triangles, the larger they were and 
the closer to the surface of the silica layer. In between the platelets 
a eutectic could be seen.
Under crossed nicols the platelets showed the same reaction as before.
The Red Matrix Phase (Figs. 110 -  113)
This was present after 2 hours (Fig, 110) in the form of deep red particles 
scattered randomly over the whole area at the base/silica interface,
After 12 hours (Fig, 111) the red matrix phase had all migrated to the 
edges of the triangular superimposed phase and none could be seen 
elsewhere. The amount of red matrix phase around the triangles decreased 
with time and finally* after 72 hours (Fig, 112) it had disappeared 
except for a few occasional specks,
A return of the phase occurred after 120 hours (Fig. 113) but in the form  
of an orange colour, It was homogeneously distributed between the 
separated platelets and formed part of the eutectic.
The Pale Yellow Surface Phase
This phase could be seen on the surface of the silica layer in a ll sapiples 
(Figs, 110 -  113). The maximum amount present appeared to occur 
at 24 hours and decreased slightly after this. Whenever the triangular
superimposed phase had grown outwards and reached the surface of the 
silica layer a crystal of the pale-yellow surface phase was always present,
7 ,2 .2 ,3 , Oxidation in 50% Oxygen Gas 
The Base Material
Up to 72 hours, the appearance of the base material changed little  and 
showed a thermally etched surface. It became a little  obscured after 12 
hours due to the superimposed phase but could still be seen. The 72 hour 
sample showed a background structure which was not the original base 
material and which contained several cracks. The background was then 
a pale brown colour but it had no distinctive features and appeared to be 
homogeneous. Not much of this could be seen due to the superimposed 
phase. The same structure was observed after 120 hours.
Under crossed nicols, the base material had an optical activity after 
2 hours which decreased rapidly with tim e, There was no optical activity 
at all after 12 hours testing and this isotropic behaviour persisted in 
the remainder of the samples.
The Superimposed Phase (Figs, 114 -  118)
In this series of tests, after 2 hours (Fig. 114) the predominent shape 
of this phase was that of a once liquid state. Very few triangular shapes 
could be seen and all of these had rounded comers. The ’liquid-phase’* 
as well as the triangles* were again quite small but the overall amount 
was greater than the corresponding specimen in the 20% oxygen tests
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(Figs,138 & £39) , The surface of the phase, whether in the liquid or 
triangular shape was perfectly plain with no fragmentation or cleavage. 
After 8 hours (Fig, 115), a minimum number of triangular shapes was 
visible and those present only vaguely resembled triangles. They had 
heavily rounded corners and appeared to have been almost liquid. The 
’liquid-phase’ had increased greatly in size and some small freshly 
formed spheres of this same phase were also present.
The amount of the ’liquid-phase’ had increased still more after 12 hours 
and the areas were slightly larger. Again, small spheres of the same 
phase were present, Some crystallization from theTiquid phase' had 
occurred and could be seen in the form of triangles. These were of two 
types, large ones which had grown away from the base/silica interface 
by a distance of approximately 6j^  into the silica layer and small ones 
which still existed at the interface. The larger triangles had fragmented 
surfaces whereas the small ones had perfectly plain surfaces. The 
process of crystallization and growth away from the interface was more 
evident after 16 hours (Fig, 116), and total crystallization had occurred 
after 26 hours, Many of the triangles had grown approximately lly u  
away from the interface and all these had heavily fragmented surfaces. 
The triangles remaining at the interface had plain surfaces,
The 36 hour sample (Fig, 117) had triangles present which had grown 
some 14j j . away from the interface. The number of triangles growing 
outwards increased with time until, after 120 hours (Fig, 118) the 
majority of the triangles had reached the surface.
Under crossed nicols, in the 2 hour sample, the superimposed phase 
with triangular appearance had some deep red colour associated with 
it and showed 4 extinctions per 360° stage rotation. The ’liquid-phase’ 
showed isotropic behaviour .
After 12 hours, the crystallized areas of the superimposed phase, 
which had grown away from the interface, were optically inactive but 
those still at the interface had red colour associated with them. This was 
not a homogeneous red colour, but small areas of red within the triangles,. 
There was no red colour in triangles after 16 hours and the superimposed 
phase was always optically inactive.
The Separated Phase
No phase separation had occurred up to 72 hours but at this time slight 
separation of the platelet phase, seen previously, was possible, It was 
difficult to determine its presence conclusively. It was seen clearly 
in the 120 hour sample but it was much finer than on previous occasions.
This was more easily seen under crossed nicols.
The Red Matrix Phase (Figs 119 -  126)
The small amount of this phase seen after 2 hours (F ig ,ll9 ) had increased 
in amount after 8 hours (Fig, 120), It was present in the form of small* 
red coloured particles scattered uniformly at the base/silica interface. 
This was not associated in any way with the ’liquid-phase’; in face there 
was an indication of slight depletion of it around these areas* The 
amount of the red matrix phase remained practically the same after
12 hours (Fig, 121) and where crystallization of the superimposed phase 
had begun, migration of the matrix phase to the triangles was apparent* 
The amount of the red phase had decreased in amount after 16 hours 
(Fig* 122) and that still present was always associated with the edges 
of triangles, The phase was almost lost completely in the 26 hour sample 
(Fig. 123) but showed signs of returning after 36 hours (Fig, 124), It 
was in a different form this time, though and appeared as a homogeneous 
orange colour. The amount of this increased after 72 hours (Fig, 125) 
and was evenly distributed about the matrix. It helped to verify the 
presence of separated platelets but it was not possible to see whether 
the orange formed part of a eutectic structure. It was not associated 
in any way with the triangles. After 120 hours (Fig, 126), the orange 
phase was slightly deeper in colour and very homogeneously distributed.
The Pale Yellow Surface Phase
In all samples this phase was seen on the surface of the silica layer ,
The amount present was a maximum after 36 hours and decreased with 
time after this. Where the triangular superimposed phase had reached 
the surface, the pale yellow phase was always associated with it.
7 ,2 *2 .4 . Oxidation in 100% Oxygen Gas
The Base Material
Again the thermally etched surface could be seen up to 24 hours, At 
this time, however, it was difficult to see the background because of 
the superimposed phase. After 48 hours, the background had a very 
different appearance but it was possible to focus through it to the
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original base material. The background showed cracks. This new 
background appearance persisted in the remaining samples.
Under crossed nicols the base material showed strong isotropic behaviour 
after 4 hours but the optical activity decreased rapidly until no activity 
at all was evident after 9 hours. This condition remained in all samples 
after 9 hours even with the modified background appearance.
The Superimposed Phase, (Figs. 127 -  130)
The amount of this phase present after 4 hours (Fig, 127) was much 
greater than in corresponding samples of tests at other oxygen pressures 
(Figs, 137 -  140). The ’liquid-phase1 predominated but an occasional 
tendency to form triangular patterns was apparent. These triangles 
were very few in number and always had rounded comers, The surfaces 
were very plain with no fragmentation or cleavage. An occasional 
triangle had crystallized out and grown away from the interface (approx
After 9 hours, the ’liquid-phase1 had increased in size and number.
There was evidence of some crystallization from the ’liquid-phase1 in 
the form of triangles, and in one or two cases, a triangle had commenced 
growth away from the interface. This was more evident still in the 24 
hour sample (Fig, 128), where crystallization was very promounced.
The surface of these triangles were always cleaved. Growth away from  
the interface had also begun and in some cases the extent of growth was 
16 . The surfaces of these triangles were fragmented.
9 u .  )*
Crystallization was complete after 28 hours (Fig. 129) and no ’liquid-phase’ 
could be seen at a ll. Growth to the surface ( approximately 22 ) was
quite advanced, but fragmented surfaces were evident in these cases.
Increased time to 72 and 120 hours (Fig, 130) showed further growth 
away from the interface and in the latter case some new triangles with 
perfect surfaces could be seen at the interface.
At the shorter time of 2 and 9 hours, the superimposed phase showed 
isotropic behaviour under crossed nicols. This was generally the case 
after 24 hours but when crystallization had occurred, an occasional red 
particle could be seen in the triangle. The red particles showed 4 
extinctions per 360° stage rotation. Triangles which had grown to the 
surface of the silica layer contained no red colour and were isotropic.
The crystallized triangles in remaining samples were without any red 
colour, and were always isotropic.
The Separated Phase
Phase separation was first observed in the 48 hour sample in the form  
of the small platelets described previously. These were associated with 
the triangles and surrounded them. They were transparent. With 
increasing time the platelets spread away from the triangles until after 
12 hours they covered the whole area between the triangles. The 
platelets again moved closer to the base/silica interface the further 
they were from the triangles, Between the platelets a eutectic structure 
could be seen.
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The Red Matrix Phase. (Figs, 131 -  136)
There was a homogeneous distribution of this phase across the surface 
at the interface after 4 hours (Fig, 131) together with some very dense 
areas of deep red particles associated with any triangles present. The 
amount of the phase had increased slightly after 9 hours (Fig. 132). There 
were still the same deep red areas but they had decreased slightly.
After 24 hours (Fig. 133) the amount of the red phase had decreased 
greatly and that present was adjacent to the triangular, superimposed 
phase. The amount left was very slight and could only be seen as an 
occasional particle.
The phase returned somewhat after 48 hours (Fig, 134) but so evenly 
distributed that it appeared as a deep orange colour. It was spread 
over the whole area at the interface and clearly outlined the separated 
phase. This condition remained in the subsequent samples (Figs. 135 
& 136) and, as the structure developed, the orange colour could be 
seen to be part of the eutectic separation between the platelets.
The Pale Yellow Surface Phase
This phase existed on the surface of all the specimens (Figs, 131 -  136) 
in the form of an occasional crystal. The amount did not vary much 
although less was present on the 72 and 120 hour samples.
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7*2.3. MoSi0 + 0.2% Fe «■> Oxidation at 1300°C
n" ”r1 r r  lu " " £»
7 .2 ,3 .! . Oxidation in 10% Oxygen Gas 
The Base Material
The thermally etched surface was again apparent in all samples and 
gradually became more promounced with time* Observations were 
difficult after 48 hours due to the masking effect of the superimposed 
phase. The background was cracked after 120 hours*
Under crossed nicols anisotropic behaviour* seen after 3 hours* 
decreased progressively up to 23 hours, but remained the same in 
subsequent samples.
The Superimposed Phase
This phase existed as the ’liquid-phase* after 3 hours* It was quite 
abundant, but appeared as very small areas. The surface of the small 
areas was perfect. The amount increased slightly after 23 hours and 
some triangles with a cleaved surface were present in the structure* 
Very little  change could be seen in the remainder of the samples,
Under crossed nicols, the phase was optically inactive, whether 
triangular or as the ‘liquid-phase*, and contained no red particles 
at a ll.
The Separated Phase
No phase separation could be seen at all in the form of the platelets 
originally observed, but the background structure changed in appearance 
after 120 hours and showed cracks. This could have been an indication 
of fine separation.
The Red Matrix Phase
This phase could be seen clearly in the samples up to 48 hours. It was in 
the form of a deep red colour distributed evenly over the area of the 
interface, but not over the pores, The amount decreased somewhat 
after 48 hours and appeared as a more diffused orange dolour. The red 
matrix phase, decreased still more with time until it had completely 
disappeared after 120 hours,
The Pale Yellow Surface Phase
This existed on the surface of all the samples, but increased in quantity 
after 72 hours,
7 .2 .3 .2 . Oxidation in 20% Oxygen Gas 
The Base Material
It showed a thermally etched surface in all samples. Under crossed nicols^ 
the strong anisotropic behaviour seen after 3 hours decreased somewhat 
in the 14 hour sample, but persisted to some extent in the remaining 
cases. The extent of optical activity was difficult to determine in later 
specimens, due to the masking effect of the superimposed phase.
The Superimposed Phase
The amount of the phase, after 3 hours, was very small and mainly in 
the shape of a once liquid phase. The amount had increased considerably 
after 14 hours and some triangles were also present. These were sound 
cornered triangles with plain surfaces and had not crystallized out.
The amount of the phase appeared to have decreased after 24 hours.
After 48 hours, some crystallization of triangles had occured and these 
had cleaved surfaces. A few triangles had grown away from the interface 
into the silica layer. The amount of the phase crystallizing out and 
growing to the surface increased with time and had cleaved and fragmented 
surfaces.
Under crossed nicols* the superimposed phase appeared isotropic and 
none of the triangles appeared as a homogeneous red colour. In the 
48 hour sample an occasional red particle could be seen in the fragmented 
surface of the triangles* but the amount was very small.
The Separated Phase
No phase separation could be seen in any of the samples.
The Red Matrix Phase
The phase was abundant and it was distributed evenly over the surface.
The amount had begun to decrease slightly after 14 hours and in the 
24 hour sample it had become very faint* almost an orange colour. It 
had not been associated with the superimposed phase in any way. The 
orange colour persisted in the 75 and 120 hour samples and may have 
increased slightly in amount,. It was homogeneously distributed over 
the area of the interface.
The Pale Yellow Surface Phase
The phase existed on the surface of the silica layer in all the samples, 
but the amount decreased after 75 and 120 hours. Where crystallized 
triangles of the superimposed phase had grown into the silica layer and 
reached the surface* the pale yellow phase was always associated with 
the triangles.
7 .2 .3 ,3 , Oxidation in 50% Oxygen Gas
The Base Material
It had a thermally etched surface in all samples, but interference from  
the superimposed phase obscured this somewhat.
Under crossed nicols, the strongly anisotropic behaviour of the 3 hour 
sample became less optically active with tim e. It appeared almost 
isotropic after 120 hours.
The Superimposed Phase
In the short time sample, the amount was very small, although it 
increased after 12 hours. The form was predominently as the *liquid~ 
phase* but triangles could be seen: these had rounded comers. The 
amount appeared to decrease in the 24 and 48 hour samples, but, again, 
increased slightly later, Crystallization of triangles from the *liquid- 
phase1 occurred after 48 hours and there were a few triangles growing 
towards the surface of the silica layer. Some new triangles with plain 
surfaces were seen after 120 hours.
Under crossed nicols, this phase appeared isotropic, generally, but the 
new triangles after 120 hours showed a homogeneous, deep red colour*
The Separate Phase
Mo phase separation could be seen in any of the samples.
The Red Matrix Phase
The amount present was small after 3 hours, but increased greatly in 
the 12 hour sample. After this time it began to decrease up to 72 hours, 
when only a very small amount remained. This was associated with the 
edges of the triangles. A slight return of the colour occured after 120 hours.
The Pale Yellow Surface Phase
This phase was present on the surface of all specimens, but decreased 
in amount after 72 and 120 hours. Where triangles had grown through 
the silica layer, the phase was associated with them.
7, 2 .3 .4 . Oxidation in 100% Oxygen Gas
The Base Material
The thermally etched appearance persisted in all samples up to 72 hours, 
but, at this time, the background seemed to change character somewhat 
and cracking was apparent.
Under crossed nicols, the strong anisotropic behaviour was retained up 
to 47 hours, but the optical activity decreased noticeably after this time, 
and the base material appeared almost isotropic after 120 hours.
The Superimposed Phase
Very little  of the phase could be seen after 3 hours but it increased 
noticeably in the 12 hour sample. The form was that of the ’liquid-phase* 
but some rounded triangles could be seen. The areas were quire small.
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A slight decrease in the amount of the superimposed phase was apparent 
in the 22 hour and subsequent samples. Some crystallization was 
commencing after 47 hours and a few triangles had grown away from 
the interface towards the surface of the silica layer. A ll crystallized 
triangles had a cleaved surface and the three-dimensional shapes were 
fragmented. The surfaces of these triangles seemed to become more 
plain in the 120 hour sample
In the 72 and 120 hour samples, some small freshly formed triangles 
could be seen at the base/silica interface. These had not crystallized 
from the *liquid~phase* and they had perfectly plain surfaces. They 
were almost perfectly shaped, but some rounding of corners had 
occurred,
Under crossed nicols, the superimposed phase was optically inactive 
up to 72 hours. However, at this time, some of the newly formed 
triangles were a deep red colour. This was also the case in the 
120 hour sample. The rest of the phase was isotropic.
The Separated Phase
The usual separation into platelets could not be seen in any of the 
samples, but some difference was evident in the appearance of the 
base m aterial. It looked as though another phase had formed, which 
could be cracked, but no separation, as such, had occurred.
The Red Matrix Phase
The phase was quite abundant over the whole area of the interface after 
3 hours and it increased slightly in the 12 hour sample. The amount 
decreased considerably after 22 hours and was only in areas surrounding
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crystallized triangles in the 47 hour sample. Little could be seen after 
72 hours, but a return of the phase, in the form of a homogeneous orange
colour, was evident after 120 hours.
The Pale Yellow Surface Phase
The phase was present in all cases. In the 3 and 12 hour samples, 
there was little of it, but there was a marked increase after 22 hours, 
which appeared to represent a maximum, A slightly less amount was 
present in all subsequent samples.
Wherever the triangles had grown through the silica layer, the phase 
was associated with them,
7*2.4, MoSi„Oxidation at 1400°C
7 .2 .4 .1 . Oxidation in 10% Oxygen Ga s 
The Base Material
After 3 hours under these conditions of temperature and oxygen 
pressure, the surface of the base material appeared pitted under normally 
reflected light. The pitting was not severe and the surface might be 
described as being thermally etched. The pitting tended to be heavier 
at the edges of the grains adjacent to the pores. Twelve hours oxidation 
caused much heavier pitting (Fig. 141), After 30 hours, the surface of 
the base material had changed considerably, a much smoother surface 
could be seen and the grains had a fflowed* appearance (Fig, 142), At
the edges of the grains, and always adjacent to the pores, it looked as 
though a ’ reaction zone’ may have been forming. However, after 
48 hours (Fig. 143), it became more distinct, although it was still only 
present in small amounts, An even smoother surface of the base 
material could be seen after 72 and 120 hours and the ’ reaction zone* 
increased slightly in amount •
Under crossed nicols, after 3 hours, the base material was strongly 
anisotropic. After 12 hours, however, the optical activity of the surface 
was greatly decreased, but it had increased again, by a noticeable amountf 
in the 30 hour specimen. The surface of the base material of the 
120 hour specimen showed a very optically active surface, but it seemed 
possible that the ’ reaction zone'was isotropic in nature. This was 
difficult to verify, due to the small amount present.
The Superimposed Phase
None of this could be seen in any of the samples,
The Separated Phase
No phase separation at all had occurred up to 120 hours,
The Red Matrix Phase
No form of this could be seen in the 3 hour sample. After 12 hours a 
very slight amount could be seen, but only in the pores. It was 
distributed regularly within the pores and appeared as a very faint orange
colour. In the 30 hour sample, none of this could be seen but after 
48 hours, the orange colour was returning in the pores. It was still 
present in the 120 hour sample.
The Pale Yellow Surface Phase.
In the 3 hour sample, this phase could be seen on the surface of the 
silica but the amount was very small. This had increased considerably 
after 12 hours and some of it appeared to contain very small particles 
of the red matrix phase. In the 30 hour sample, the amount had 
decreased considerably. After 48 hours, none could be seen at all and 
neither the 72 or 120 hour samples showed the phase,
7 .2 .4 ,2 . Oxidation in 20% Oxygen Gas
The Base Material
After oxidation for 4 hours, the surface of the material showed a thermally 
etched effect as in the previous tests. This became more pronounced 
up to 16 hours, but the 24 hour sample showed a complete change in the 
surface condition. The thermally etched surface had disappeared 
completely and a smooth, ’flowed* surface could be seen. At the edges 
of the grains adjacent to the pores, a very narrow ’reaction zone* was 
evident in a pale brown colour and a few very small areas appeared in 
the centre of some grains. The number of these areas was very small 
but those present appeared to have nucleated in the region of a previous 
pit. They were surrounded by a second narrow zone.
The small areas within the grains were neither present in the 46 hour 
sample nor after 72 and 120 hours. The only visible change within 
this time range was a slight increase in the width of the * reaction zone* 
at the edges of the grains,
Examination under crossed nicols showed anisotropic behaviour in the 
base material after 4 hours oxidation. The optical activity decreased as 
the oxidation time increased up to 16 hours but in the 24 hour sample 
a great increase in the optical activity was evident. The ’ reaction zone* 
seen in this specimen had no optical activity at a ll.
The optical activity again decreased with time up to 120 hours but not 
so sharply as within the 4 to 16 hour specimens .
The Superimposed Phase
This phase did not occur in any of the samples .
The Separated Phase
No phase separation had occurred over the 120 hour testing range,
The Red Matrix Phase
The 4 hour sample showed this phase in the form of a very pal® orange 
colour in the pores and a very small amount in the pits over the grains 
themselves. Approximately the same amount of orange could be seen 
in the 7 and 12 hour samples but a very slight decrease had occurred 
after 16 hours.
No orange colour at all was apparent in the remaining samples up 
to 120 hours.
The Pale Yellow Surface Phase
This was absent in the case of the 4 hour test but a very small amount 
could be seen after 7 and 12 hours. A significant increase in the amount 
of the phase was observed on the surface of the 16 hour sample but 
this had decreased slightly after 24 hours. None could be seen in the 
remaining samples •
7 .2 ,4 .3 , Oxidation in 50% Oxygen Gas 
The Base Material
Again the thermally etched appearance was evident on the surface of 
the grains after 3 hours testing but there was a tendency for this to be 
more pronounced in areas adjacent to the pores. The surface of the 
12 hour specimen was even more pronounced, but the pitting was more 
generally over the whole surface of the grains, This pitted surface 
was less severe after 24 hours and again a ’ flowed* appearance 
existed. A4reaction zone had just initiated in the regions adjacent to the 
pores•
After 48 hours the surface of the grains was very smooth as though all 
the pits had been ’ flowed’ over. The ’ reaction zone1 had become clearly 
defined and small areas of this could be seen on the grains themselves 
where pitting had previously existed. These areas were again surrounded 
by a further * reaction zone* which had a blue appearance.
The 72 hour sample had very much the same surface but the * reaction 
zone* had become much more pronounced at the edges of the grains and 
few of the small areas remained. Further growth of the ’ reaction zone* 
was apparent after 120 hours and in some cases this developed across 
most of the surface of the grain.
Under crossed nicols, the strong anisotropic behaviour observed after 
3 hours testing, became much less apparent after 12 hours. The 24 hour 
sample had an increased optical activity approaching that of the unoxidized 
specimens. This slowly decreased throughout the remaining samples • All 
showed considerable optical activity,
The ’ reaction zone* always showed isotropic behaviour and, in the 120 
hour sample, it appeared as though the reaction front may have spread 
right across the grain surface.
The Superimposed Phase
This phase did not occur in any of the samples.
The Separated Phase
No phase separation had occurred in any of the samples.
The Red Matrix Phase
None of this phase could be seen in the 3 or 12 hour samples, but it 
appeared, again, as a very pale orange colour in the pores, after 24 
hours, though very little was present. A very small amount could again 
be seen in the 48 hour specimen, but not after 72 and 120 hours testing.
The Pale Yellow Surface Phase,
This did not exist on the surface of the 3 hour specimen but a very slight 
amount was evident after 12 hours. The amount had increased in the case 
of the 24 hour sample but after 72 and 120 hours it had disappeared 
completely,
7 .2 .4 ,4 . Oxidation in 100% Oxygen Gas.
The Base Material.
Once more the trend of a pitted, thermally etched surface becoming more 
pronounced and then changing character to give a smoother * flowed* surface 
appearance was noticed. The 3 and 12 hour specimens showed the pitted 
surface in increased amounts but after 24 hours the surface became much 
smoother and the pits appeared as though they had become ‘ flowed* over.
In this sample, the start of a‘reaction zone* could again be seen as a pale 
brown colour with the centres of grains much lighter in colour.
The surface of the grains became very plain after 48 hours with a more 
pronounced * reaction zone* and this zone gradually increased up to 120 
hours. In the 120 hour sample, there appeared to be one or two areas 
on the grain surface, where the ’ reaction zone* phase had nucleated.
Under crossed nicols, the surface was strongly anisotropic after 3 hours 
but again showed little optical activity after 12 hours. The optical activity 
returned in the case of the 24 hour sample and remained quite strong in 
subsequent specimens, though it did show a tendency to decrease. In the 
120 hour specimen, although the general structure showed anisotropic 
behaviour, some grains appeared isotropic and had no optical gravity at all f 
These grains were randomly distributed over the surface.
The ^reaction zone* was always isotropic. The light blue phase surrounding 
the small areas the grain surface seemed anisotropic although this was 
difficult to verify •
The Superimposed Phase
This phase did not occur in any of the samples,
The Separated Phase
No phase separation had occurred in any of the samples.
The Red Matrix Phase
No sign of this phase could be seen in either the 3 or 12 hour samples 
but appeared in very small amounts after 24 hours. It showed as a 
very pale orange colour in the pores but not over the grains themselves. 
The amount of this phase increased after 48 hours in the same locations.
No further change was seen in the 72 or 120 hour samples.
The Pale Yellow Surface Phase
The 3 hour sample showed no sign of this phase on the surface but some 
of it could be seen after 12 hours, Throughout the remainder of the 
specimens (24, 48, 72 and 120 hours), this amount decreased until 
none was seen on the surface of the 120 hour sample.
7*2 .5 . MoSirt - Oxidation at 1300°C. 2"--------------------------------
7 .2 .5 .1 . Oxidation in 10% Oxygen Gas 
The Base Material
Throughout all specimens, very little change, if any, could be seen. 
The surface of the grains showed a thermally etched effect but this was 
very slight and did not increase appreciably even after 120 hours.
Under crossed nicols, the grains showed anisotropic behaviour which 
slowly became less optically active with tim e. The surface was still 
very anisotropic even after the longest tim e.
The Superimposed Phase
None of this phase could be seen in any of the samples.
The Separated Phase
No phase separation had occurred at all in any of the samples.
The Red Matrix Phase
None of this phase was observed in the samples.
The Pale Yellow Surface Phase
None of this phase was present on the surface of the specimens.
7 .2 .5 .2 . Oxidation in 20% Oxygen Gas
The Base Material
The surface of the grains showed a slightly more pronounced thermally 
etched appearance in the 3 hour specimen and little  change was apparent 
up to 24 hours. The surface of the remaining specimens was a little  
more plain, but no ’reaction zone* could be detected except in the 120 
hour specimen.
Under crossed nicols, the anisotropic behaviour was pronounced, but 
the optical activity decreased with time up to 24 hours. The 48 hour 
specimen showed a slight increase* but the activity dropped again 
progessively in subsequent specimens. The ‘reaction zone* was isotropic.
The Superimposed Phase
None of this phase could be seen in any of the specimens.
The Separated Phase
No phase separation had occurred in any of the specimens.
The Red Matrix Phase
None of this phase could be seen up to 48 hours, when a small amount 
became noticeable. It was not evident in subsequent specimens,
The Pale Yellow Surface Phase
This could only be seen on the surface of the 72 hour specimen.
7.2,5 .3 . Oxidation in 50% Oxygen Gas
The Base Material
As in most of the previous specimens, the thermally etched appearance 
was evident. This changed slightly after 72 hours, when a smoother 
surface could be seen. No ’reaction zone* could be detected, until the 
120 hour specimen was examined. The amount, even then, was very small.
Under crossed nicols, the anisotropic behaviour slowly decreased 
throughout the testing range, although the optical activity was still 
detectable, even after 120 hours. The ’reaction zone* was isotropic.
The Superimposed Phase
None of this phase could be seen in any of the samples.
The Separated Phase
No phase separation had occurred in any of the samples.
The Red Matrix Phase
A very slight amount of this was seen in the 48 hour sample only. None 
of the other specimens contained this.
The Pale Yellow Surface Phase
Only the 72 hour specimen showed evidence of this phase,
7»2.5.4. Oxidation in 100% Oxygen Gas 
The Base Material
The surface of the grains showed a more pronounced thermally etched 
appearance than tests in atmospheres of lower oxygen contents. This 
affect was maintained up to 120 hours, when a smoother surface was 
seen, with signs of a ’reaction zone’ occurring.
Under crossed nicols, the optical activity decreased with time noticeably 
after 48 hours.
The Superimposed Phase
None of this phase could be seen in any of the samples.
The Separated Phase
No phase separation had occurred in any of the samples.
The Red Matrix Phase
Again, only one specimen, at 48 hours, showed any trace of this phase. 
The Pale Yellow Surface Phase
The presence of this phase on the surface was noticed only on the 48 hour 
specimen and to a lesser extent after 72 hours.
7,2.6. Summary and Discussion of Observations.
The systematic tests confirmed the inportance, to the oxidation behaviour
of MoSi , of those factors which preliminary observations had already 
z
emphasized.
Observations of the base material were often difficult, due to interference 
of the superimposed phase and, although the recorded observations were 
as accurate as possible, some errors may have been made, especially 
during observations under crossed nicols.
7 .2 .6 .1 . MoSi + 0.2% Feat 1400°C.
In 10% oxygen gas, the surface of the grains had a thermally etched 
appearance at all times. The anisotropic behaviour of the MoSiZ
gradually decreased until, at a time between 51 and 70 hours, it became 
isotropic in nature.
The superimposed phase existed in a triangualar shape and just commenced 
its growth into the silica layer after 30 hours: this was more evident after 
51 hours.
The red matrix phase, which was quite abundant at shorter times, decreased 
in amount between 51 and 70 hours. Before it did so, the random distribution 
of the early sample began to disappear after 12 hours and the migration to the 
triangular superimposed phase occurred after 30 hours.
Phase separation occurred after longer oxidation and the pale yellow surface 
phase was present in nearly all specimens.
All the phases observed changed, in some way, at a time between 30 
and 70 hours. The greatest changes were between 51 and 70 hours.
Oxidation in 20% oxygen gas, showed exactly the same behaviour, but the 
onset of the change was between 12 and 24 hours. After migration, the 
decrease in the red matrix phase continued over a wider range of time 
than before (24 -  72 hours) and after 120 hours, a slight return of the 
phase had occurred, but in the form of a fine, orange, homogeneous 
distribution. At this oxygen pressure, the superimposed phase existed 
as the ' liquid -  phase' initially, but crystallization to the triangular 
shape soon occurred.
The major changes in the phases took place between 12 and 16 hours in the 
50% oxygen tests. The decrease in the red matrix phasa occurred much 
more quickly in these samples and return of the phase had occurred after 
only 36 hours. The superimposed phase existed entirely as the 'liquid 
-  phase* up to 12 hours, after which crystallization occurred. Growth 
of these triangles into the silica layer commenced between 12 and 16 hours.
The * liquid -  phase* of the superimposed phase predominated in the 100% 
oxygen tests, but crystallization to triangles occurred after 9 hours, followed 
by growth into the silica layer between 9 and 24 hours. A ll changes in the 
phases occurred between 9 and 24 hours in these samples and again, the same 
rapid decrease in the red matrix phase was evident.
7 .2 .6 .2 . MoSi + 0.2% Fe at 1300°C.
Again, in all the samples, the thermally etched appearance was observed 
in the base material.
In 10% oxygen gas, the anisotropic behaviour decreased in intensity up 
to 48 hours, after which time observations became difficult due to the 
superimposed phase.
The superimposed phase was as the 'liquid ~ p h a s e b u t crystallization 
to triangular shapes occurred after 23 hours. Growth of the phase into 
the silica layer did not occur. Migration of the red matrix phase to the 
triangles was evident after 23 hours and the amount of the phase decreased 
progressively after 48 hours.
At this oxygen pressure, all changes in the phases took place between 
23 and 48 hours.
The specimens of the 20% oxygen tests also showed a decrease in anisotropic 
behaviour with time* but, again, no isotropic state was reached. Other 
changes were very mucft tne same as before, except that outward growth 
of the superimposed phase occurred after 48 hours. It  was also noticed 
that a decrease in the amount of the red matrix phase took place without 
prior migration to the triangles. A return of this phase was evident in 
later specimens.
The time at which transformation occurred in all the phases was between 
12 and 48 hours.
The 100% oxygen tests showed exactly the same behaviour as the 50% 
oxygen tests, except that migration of the red matrix phase did not occur 
before it decreased in amount. The changes in phase characteristics again 
took place between 12 and 47 hours.
In both the 50% and the 100% oxygen tests, the base material decreased 
in optical activity, under crossed nicols, until isotropic behaviour was 
attained.
7 .2 .6 .3 . MoSi at 1400°C. z
The superimposed phase did not exist in any of the samples,
In 10% oxygen gas, the base material behaved differently to that of the 
samples containing iron. The thermally etched appearance (Fig. 141), 
seen im mediately after oxidation, gave way to a 1 flowed** appearance 
on the surface of the grains (Fig, 142) and this occurred sometime between 
12 and 30 hours. Between 30 and 48 hours, the surface of the grains became 
completely smooth, but a’reaction zone'formed around the edges of the 
grains, adjacent to the pores (Fig. 143).
Under crossed nicols, the strong anisotropic behaviour decreased consid­
erably after 12 hours, but was restored slightly in subsequent specimens.
The red matrix phase showed a random distribution after 12 hours, but the 
amount had decreased after 30 hours, It had returned somewhat after 
48 hours.
The changes in all the phases again took place within the same range of 
time, 12 -  48 hours.
Basically, the same changes occurred in 20% oxygen gas as in 10% oxygen 
gas. There was a difference, however, in the anisotropic behaviour of the 
base material.
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Again, the optical activity decreased (after 16 hours) and increased again 
(after 24 hours), but in subsequent specimens, the optical activity gradually 
became less, although it never became isotropic.
The changes all took place between 16 and 46 hours.
Exactly the same behaviour was seen in the 50% oxygen tests, However, 
no red matrix phase was present. The change time was between 12 and 
48 hours.
Similar behaviour was observed in the 100% oxygen tests and all changes 
occurred between 12 and 24 hours.
1 .2 .6A .  MoSi„ at 1300°C.
Juk
The superimposed phase was not present in any of the specimens and the 
red matrix phase was also absent.
After oxidation in 10% oxygen gas, the thermally etched appearance could 
be seen in all specimens,
Under crossed nicols, the strong anisotropic behaviour of the base material 
could be seen to decrease with time, but the isotropic state was never reached.
Similar behaviour existed in the 20%, 50% and 100% oxygen gas tests, except 
that, in these cases, a ’reaction zone* occurred around the grains of the 
base material. This was only evident in the 120 hour specimen in each case 
and the 'reaction zone* was not very pronounced.
7.2 ,6 .5 . The Effect of Oxygen Pressure.
7 ,2 ,6 .5 .1 . MoSi2 + 0.2% Fe.
At 14O0°C, the time after which isotropic behaviour was shown by the 
base material was shortened for each increment in oxygen pressure.
Oxygen pressure also had a great effect on the behaviour of the superimposed 
phase. In 10% oxygen gas, it existed in a triangular form, but at pressures 
above this, the 'liquid -  phase' predominated and became more pronounced 
with higher oxygen pressures. The time at which the triangular shape 
began to grow into the silica layer was shortened by increasing the oxygen 
content of the gas from 10% to 20%, but little  change was noticed with 
further increases in pressure.
Again, in the case of the red matrix phase, the effect of oxygen was more 
pronounced from 10% to 20% than from 20% to 100%. The time at which 
the decrease in the amount of the phase occurred, was shortened by chang­
ing the oxygen content from 10% to 20%, but it remained unaltered for 
further increases to 100%.
Phase separation was apparent after shorter times with increasing oxygen 
pressures,
At 1300°C, the effect of oxygen was again more pronounced between 10% 
and 20% than between 20% and 100%.
The base material showed anisotropic behaviour, under crossed nicols, at 
lower oxygen pressures, but, when the oxygen content was raised to 50% or 
above, it became isotropic after about 48 hours.
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Increasing the oxygen content from 10% to 20%, caused crystallization of 
the 'liquid -  phase"1 to occur after a shorter time and the growth of 
triangles into the silica layer to be quicker. Little change took place with 
a 20% to 100% oxygen increase.
The same observations were made concerning the red matrix phase: the 
time after which it decreased in amount was shortened with an increase 
from 10% to 20% oxygen content, but little  change was associated with 
further increases in oxygen pressure.
7 .2 .6 .5 .2 . MoSi„.
The only effect of oxygen pressure at 1400°C, was on the red matrix phase.
In 10% oxygen gas, a random distribution was evident after 12 hours, but 
this had disappeared after 30 hours and showed signs of returning after 
48 hours. In 20% oxygen gas, the random distribution occurred after 3 
hours and a decreased amount was seen after 16 hours . There was no change 
after this time.
After oxidation in 50% and 100% oxygen gas, the specimens showed no sign 
of the red matrix phase.
At 1300°C, oxygen pressure had no effect at all on the phases.
7 .2 .6 ,6 . Effect of Temperature»
7 .2 .6 .6 .1 . MoSi2 + 0.2% Fe.
Isotropic behaviour was observed in the base material at 1400°C (in 10% 
oxygen gas) after 70 hours, whereas at 1300°C, the base material appeared 
anisotropic.
This same difference existed in the 20% oxygen gas tests. In the 50% and
100% oxygen gas tests, however, isotropic behaviour was seen at both 
o o1300 G and 1400 C, but it occurred earlier at the higher temperature.
A surprising difference, due to temperature, occurred in relation to the
superimposed phase. In 10% oxygen gas, this was as the 'liquid -  phase'
oat 1300 C and remained so up to 73 hours, although some crystallization 
to triangular shapes occurred after 23 hours. At 1400°C, then 'liquid -  
phase * was not seen at all and only triangular shapes were seen. These 
began growing into the silica layer after 30 hours at 1400°C, but no growth 
of this kind was seen at 1300°C,
The ’liquid -  phase' was seen and growth into the silica layer had occurred 
at both temperatures in 20%, 50% and 100% oxygen atmospheres. At 1400°C, 
however, the three -  dimensional growth always occurred quicker than at 
13Q0°C.
The red matrix phase showed only one clear difference at the two tempera­
tures. At 140Q°C, a decrease in the amount of this phase occurred always 
after migration to the edges of the triangular, superimposed phase. At 
1300°C, the decrease occurred without first migrating to the edges of the 
triangles.
Phase separation occurred at 1400°C, in the la ter stages of the tests, at 
each oxygen pressure. At 1300°C, no phase separation could be seen,
7 .2 ,6 .6 .2 . MoSirt.
2r~
The thermally etched appearance of the surface of the base material was 
maintained, at 13Q0°C, in 10% oxygen gas.
20%, 50% and 100% oxygen gas tests showed the ’flowed' appearance, 
followed by a ’reaction zone1 in later stages. At 1400°C, smoothing of the 
thermally etched surface and the development of a "reaction zone” always 
occurred, but much earlier than at 1300°C,
At 1400°C, some of the red matrix phase was seen after oxidation in 
10% and 20% oxygen gas, although this soon disappeared, None was seen 
at 1300°C.
7 .2 .6 .7 , Effect of 0.2% Fe.
7 .2 .6 .7 .X . At 14Q0°C.
The presence of iron prevented the formation of a ’reaction zone’ around 
the grains of the base material, but it also caused the material to behave 
isotropically (under crossed nicols) after several hours oxidation.
The existence of the superimposed phase was evidently dependent on the 
presence of iron, as none of that phase could be seen in the samples with­
out iron.
Although not entirely dependent on the presence of iron, the red matrix 
phase was emphasized considerably when iron was present.
Phase separation also seemed to occur as a result of iron being present.
7 .2 .6 .7 .2 . At 1300°C.
The effect of iron on the base material was the same as that at 140G°C.
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At this temperature, the superimposed phase and the red matrix phase 
were both dependent on the presence of iron and neither could be seen 
in the iron ~ free samples.
7 .2 .6 .8 . General Discussion.
The features outlined in the preliminary observations (Section 7 .2 .1 .) 
proved to be important.
The discussion will be directed towards the effect of the various oxidation 
conditions, on each individual phase, in an attempt to determine its effect 
on oxidation behaviour.
7 .2 .6 .8 .1 . The Base Material..
The base material was initially polished MoSi^  and changes occurring on 
the surface could be seen reasonably well, although in many instances 
there was obstruction by the superimposed phase. The appearance of the 
surface changed with time and this change seemed to vary according to 
temperature and to the presence of iron. In all cases a thermally etched 
appearance could be seen (Fig. 141) which may have been a genuine thermal 
relief effect or a result of the oxidation action. In the presence of iron, 
this appearance was maintained at both 1300°C and 1400°C, at all times 
up to 120 hours. In the absence of iron the thermally etched appearance 
became less pronounced and the surface appeared to be "flowed** (Fig, 142), 
but the time at which the new surface formed was much longer at 1300°G 
than at 1400°C.
Yet a farther change in surface occurred with time: it became more plain, 
but showed a ' reaction zone * around the edges of the grains, adjacent to the 
pores (Fig. 143). The‘reaction zone * seemed to be of a different composition 
from that of the original MoSi  ^and, on some occasions, a small area could 
be seen in the centre of the grain. Often, the * reaction zone *, whether in 
the centre of the grain or around the edges, was outlined by an extremely 
thin zone which had its own reflection characteristics.
It is not easy to recognize which process would give rise to changes of this 
kind, but secondary reactions, as discussed in Section 3 ,3 ., may be import­
ant. In Section 7 .1 .2 .5 ., the possibility of a state of non -  equilibrium was 
discussed which would eventually disappear, giving rise to the steady 
oxidation behaviour. The state of non -  equilibrium is most likely to be 
related to some compound or specie of molybdenum, since only molybdenum 
and silicon are present and it is the silicon which produces the protective 
layer. An entrapped molybdenum compound would give the weight increase 
observed.
If  such a compound did exist at the interface, between the silica layer and 
the base material* then reactions of MoSi  ^with the compound would be 
likely to occur. Such a compound would, also, be accommodated in the pores 
and cause reaction with the sides of the grains. The amount of any compound 
which could be accommodated in the pores would be obviously much greater 
than that which could exist at the interface and so, a more pronounced reaction 
would be possible.
The "flowed" appearance of the grains may well be the result of reaction 
between the interfacial constituents and the MoSi^.
The extent of reaction would be governed by the amount at the interface, 
but in the pores, the increased amount would cause a less restricted 
reaction with the sides of the grains. This fact could well explain the 
"reaction zone". If  this is so, the species in the interface and pores seem 
to be ones which reacted with MoSi to give two products, one being the 
material of the ‘‘reaction zone' and the other being the extremely thin zone 
which was often seen around it. The thin zone would obviously form first 
and in the case of the reaction from the interface, it may be the only one 
to occur due to the limiting amounts of the reacting specie. Further reaction 
of this initial phase, with the remainder of the specie in the pores, would 
give the thicker ‘reaction zone' as seen in Fig. 143.
It is not clear why the presence of iron should prevent the reactions and 
maintain the original thermally etched appearance. The obvious answer 
would be that iron either prevents the formation cf the specie, removes it 
or complexes it.
Further observations were made on the base material, but under crossed 
nicols. Observations of the samples containing iron were difficult, because 
of the presence of the superimposed phase, but it appeared that, at 1400°C, 
the surface gradually became isotropic during oxidation. At lower oxygen 
pressures, the time taken for this change was longer than at higher oxygen 
pressures. At 1300°C, isotropic behaviour only occurred at higher oxygen 
pressures, although the optical activity decreased with time even at the 
lower pressures.
In the absence of iron, the optical activity fluctuated during the oxidation 
process.
The activity of the anisotropic MoSi decreased initially, but increased 
again when the ’flowed' appearance occurred on the surface. The ’reaction 
zone* was always isotropic, but the very thin zone around it  was too small 
for identification. At 1300°C the optical activity decreased gradually with 
increa sing tim e,
The behaviour of the iron -  free material at 14Q0°C, is quite enlightening. 
The fluctuating behaviour of the optical activity and the fact that anisotropic 
behaviour reappeared when the "flowed** surface was first apparent, suggests 
that the entrapped specie was cubic in nature and that the "flowed” effect 
was the result of reaction between the specie and MoSi , The initial
a
decrease in activity would then be due to a build up of the reacting specie 
and the return of optical activity, due to the formation of another anisotropic 
phase on the surface of the base material. If  this were the case, it is 
evident that all the reacting specie had been used up in the reaction or the 
optical activity would not have returned. Further reaction, because of 
excess specie in areas adjacent to the pores, gave rise to an isotropic 
m aterial. It seems likely, therefore, that the new isotropic surface seen 
on the base material is the same as the very narrow zone around the 
"reaction zone'.’
In the presence of iron, the optical activity did not return at all after the 
initial decrease. Since the thermally etched appearance also remained, 
it is probable that the reacting specie may have built up as before, but 
did not react. However, observations were difficult in these samples, so 
any return of optical activity may have been missed.
On the other hand, the reacting specie may have been so abundant at 
the interface in these specimens that reaction might have occurred 
right through to the isotropic phase.
The possibility outlines in this discussion on the base material, is mainly 
tentative. It  does, however, fit the facts which have been brought to light 
during microscopical examination.
Another factor, concerning possible species and new phases, presents
interesting support to this discussion. It has already been stated that
the specie could be * molybdenum - rich, since molybdenum and silicon
are the only atoms available. Molybdenum itself is cubic and would show
isotropic behaviour under crossed nicols, and in addition to this, it would
react with MoSi^  to produce the lower silicides of Mo; Mo^Si^  and Mo^Si.
Mo Si is anisotropic and Mo.Si is isotropic under crossed nicols.
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It  w ill be remembered from the literature survey, that Mo„Si was found
(63)at the edges of failures of MoSi coating on molybdenum and that 
(68)Kubaschewski reported layers this sequence,
SiO , MoeSi , MoSi , Mo Si , Mo.
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after oxidation of MoSi2 at 140G°C. The relevant layer in Kubaschewski’s
work is the Mo Si layer between SiO and MoSi .3 0 z z
7 .2 .6 .8 .2 . The Superimposed Phase.
This phase only occurred in samples containing iron, so it seems a reason­
able assumption that the phase is iron rich.
It was observed in a triangular shape and in a shape which strongly suggest­
ed that the phase had been liquid at the testing temperature. As the'liquid 
phase, ’it existed at the interface between the protective layer and the base 
material, but when triangular, it commenced at the interface, but was 
capable of growth in the third dimension, into the silica layer.
At 1300°C, the phase always existed as the liquid -  phase*, but crystall­
ized out to triangular shapes during the oxidation process. The higher 
the oxygen pressure, the quicker it crystallized out. At 1400°C, at low 
pressures the phase was triangular initially, but at higher oxygen 
pressures, the’liquid phase’existed before crystallization took place. 
Crystallization was always quicker at 1400°C than at 1300°C,
The amount of iron in the interface, assuming the phase to be mainly 
iron, was much more than would have been related to the 0,2% on the 
reacting surface. The amount increased during oxidation and these 
observations suggest that a continuous diffusion of iron occurred from the 
material towards the silica layer. The amount of the phase appeared to 
be generally less at 1300°C.
Considering the facts given above, it w ill be apparent that the "liquid -  
phase" is more prominent and occurs more easily at 1300°C than at 
1400°C, This is the reverse of the situation for an element or compound 
and it seems likely, that since crystallization always took place, some 
change in composition is involved.
Examination under crossed nicols revealed some facts, which may help 
the interpretation of these observations.
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At 1400°C, and at low oxygen pressures, nearly all the triangular phase 
appeared as a deep homogeneous red colour and showed anisotropic 
behaviour , With increasing time, the red colour disappeared from the 
triangles completely, but an intermediate state, between these two 
extremes occurred when some triangles contained a small area of red 
colour. Growth of the triangles into the silica layer did not commence 
until nearly all the red had disappeared. The triangular phase not 
containing the red colour was always isotropic in nature.
At higher oxygen pressures, the * liquid -  phase' existed and this was 
always isotropic. When crystallization commenced into triangular 
shapes, the triangles often contained a homogeneous red colour, but, 
again, this disappeared with tim e. The higher the oxygen pressure, 
the quicker the red colour was lost,
At 1300°C, the 'liquid -  phase' existed initially and this was always 
isotropic. When crystallization had occurred, the triangles in the 10% 
oxygen gas tests were always isotropic, but in 20% oxygen gas, an 
occasional red particle could be seen in the triangles, after 48 hours.
In 50% and 100% oxygen gas, at times of 72 and 120 hours, new triangles 
had formed at the interface and these were a deep, homogeneous red 
colour and behaved anisotropically.
The facts given above represent the behaviour of the superimposed 
phase under varying conditions of temperature and oxygen pressure.
The reason for this behaviour is not a simple one and from the fact 
that the * liquid «• phase * is more prominent at lower temperatures and 
that, at 1400°C, a different optical reaction occurs under crossed nicols, 
it seems that a change in composition also occurs.
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A farther aspect should be mentioned. The superimposed phase, in the 
triangular form, can grow through the silica layer and have no reaction 
with it . In this case there exists a sharp interface between the phase and 
the silica layer. However, at 1400°C and at low oxygen pressures (10% 
and 20% oxygen gas) reaction does occur and the edges of the triangles 
are attacked. This did not occur at all at 1300°C, or at 1400°C in 50% 
or 100% oxygen gas*
The attacked material from the triangular phase did not form a separate 
phase as such, but appeared to become one component of a eutectic, the 
often component being the returned red matrix phase.
7 .2 .6 .8 .3 . The Red Matrix Phase.
The phase, when present; existed initially at the interface between the 
base material and the silica layer* It  could only be seen under crossed 
nicols.
In samples containing iron and a a temperature of 1400°C, the phase could 
initially be seen homogeneously distributed at the interface, but as 
oxidation time increased, the phase migrated to the triangles of the super­
imposed phase. This caused the triangles to be very clearly outlined  ^
but left none of the phase in areas between the triangles. With increasing 
time, the phase decreased in amount until all of it was lost. This happened 
at all oxygen pressures, but it was noticeably slower in 10% oxygen.
A return of the phase often took, place as an orange colour and appeared 
to be part of a eutectic structure.
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At 1300°C, similar reactions occurred, but migration to the triangles 
did not always take place, although a decrease in amount, with time, 
was always noticeable.
In samples without iron, the red matrix phase was only seen at 1400°C 
and in the same manner as before, the amount fluctuated. It was only 
seen in the pores of these samples. The return of the phase at longer 
times was again to the pores.
7 .2 .6 .8 .4 . The Separated Phase
This phase only occurred in samples containing iron, at a temperature 
of 1400°C and after times of about 96 hours. The phase was often 
rectangular in shape, but had heavily rounded corners . It appeared to 
be almost flat, but it was raised in the centre and dose examination 
showed it to be transparent.
The phase was obviously associated with the triangular phase, but not 
derived from it and its size and position in the silica layer was determined 
by its position relative to the triangles. The platelets were larger and 
doser to> the outside surface of the silica layer when they were close 
to the triangLes, but they decreased in size and were situated closer to 
the interface when away from the triangLes. They were surrounded by a 
eutectic structure comprising of the red matrix phase and the particles 
of the triangular phase which had been attacked.
7 .2 .6 .8 .5 . The Pale Yellow Surface Phase
This phase existed on the surface of the silica layer on all samples,
o
except for those not containing iron at 1300 C. It appeared in a crystalline
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form and seemed almost transparent. The phase was only seen under 
crossed nicols and occurred on the surface as isolated crystals and never 
as a complete layer.
On samples containing iron, where the superimposed phase had grown 
right through the silica layer, the pale yellow surface phase was always 
associated with the superimposed phase.
All changes in the separate phases occurred at the same time simultan­
eously.
7 .3 , PHASE IDENTIFICATION
7 ,3 .1 , The Base Material
The base material was MoSi^  originally, but some change had obviously 
occurred where the material became isotropic and where a 9 reaction zone" 
had formed. As discussed in Section 7 .2 .6 .8 .1 ., it seemed likely that a 
composition change had taken place and in fact, two new materials were 
possible.
Verification of this was difficult and the only technique which could be 
used was electron-probe microanalysis. This was carried out on a 
Microscan 11A.
Since the specimens had a silica layer over their surfaces, this had to 
be removed before analysis could be carried out on the base m aterial. 
Removal of the layer was attempted by a dissolution method using hydro­
fluoric acid, but the method was not successful because attack of the base 
material occurred.
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The only other method was by light polishing using ^yutdiamond paste but 
it was almost impossible to remove the layer without polishing the under­
lying material as well. Because of this, it was highly probable that any 
reaction layer lying parallel to the interface would be removed. However, 
in the sample which had a 'reaction zone* around the. grains and adjacent to 
the pores, the reaction layer was perpendicular to the interface and so 
could not be removed by polishing.
The prepared specimens were fastened, in turn, in a specially manufactured 
conducting mount before being placed in the machine.
Using a lyU beam spot size, the surface of selected grains was scanned for
molybdenums and silicon simultaneously, using the radiation of each
element. For all samples, an acceleration voltage of 25 kV was used with
-7a specimen current of 10 amps, The radiation was gated to reduce back­
ground, The intensity scale of the machine was adjusted using silicon and 
molybdenum standards so that 100% chart deflection represented the pure 
elements« An unoxidized MoSi specimen was scanned periodically and 
compared with results obtained on the oxidized samples •
For accurate quantitative analysis, corrections should have been applied 
to the observed chart deflections, The corrections are those for background, 
instrument dead time, absorption of characteristic X-rays, secondary 
fluorescence of silicon and errors caused by the large difference in atomic 
weights between silicon and molybdenum (OC correction). However, there 
is considerable uncertainty regarding proper secondary fluorescence and 
c< -correction and previous work on this system gave unreliable results 
using corrections • Because of this, corrections were not applied and 
interpretation was carried out using relative intensity levels of molybdenum 
and silicon and comparing these with the relative levels of the MoSi^  standard.
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The samples were those containing iron and tested at 1400°C which showed 
isotropic behaviour but no * reaction zone* and those not containing iron 
(tested at 1400°C) which did show a ' reaction zone ' •
The results obtained by scanning several grains of the samples containing 
iron were almost identical, in intensity levels for molybdenum and silicon 
to those of the MoSi  ^ standard. It seems that any reaction layer giving the 
isotropic behaviour had been removed during the removal of the protective 
layer.
In samples not containing iron, the scanning of the grains was carried out in 
such a way that the * reaction zone* was crossed by the beam. The centres 
of the grain showed chart patterns almost identical to the MoSi^  standard 
but a decrease in silicon and an increase in molybdenum intensities occurred 
in the 'reaction zone*. Only one change in composition was detectable with 
absolute certainty although some slight change was seen in the region midway 
between the "reaction zone” and the grain centre . The thinner zone was not 
detectable in the electron picture either. The intensities recorded for the 
"reaction zone" were 10 for silicon and 85 for molybdenum (compared with 
100 for the pure material in each case). The very thin layer observed between 
the 'reaction zone* and the grain centre showed, if anything, a slight increase 
in silicon content, but this could not be regarded as a conclusive fact due to 
the variation of results of subsequent scanning.
The lower silicide of molybdenum, Mo^Si, contains 8,9% Si so the result of
the reaction zone 10.85 of Si:Mo would seem to be in reasonable agreement
with this figure. The possible increase in silicon content, between the zone
and the grain centre, indicates the presence of Mo_Si_. It must be emphasised
5 o
however, that without the application of correction factors, the readings obtained 
can be as much as 70 or 80% in error and so care must be exercised in using 
these values •
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7 ,3 .2 . The Superimposed Phase
A first indication that this is an iron-rich compound was the fact that it 
only occurred in samples containing iron. Again the electron-probe micro -  
analyser was used and the surface of the specimens was scanned using 
the K radiation of iron* Fig* 144 shows a typical result of such a scan*
It can clearly be seen that the triangular phase is rich in iron. The phase 
existed in three conditions which were optically different •
1* In shapes indicative of a once-liquid phase,
2. In triangular shapes at the interface and appearing as a homogeneous 
red colour under crossed nicols,
3 , In triangular shapes which had grown through the silica layer and 
had isotropic behaviour under crossed nicols*
Analysis was again carried out on a qualitative basis only, and for conditions 
1 and 2, specimen preparation was similar to that given for the base m aterial.
As the ’liquid-phase1, the phase was predominantly iron and no other element 
could be detected in it except for molybdenum. There appeared to be a small 
amount of molybdenum associated with the ’liquid-phase* ,
The triangular shapes at the interface also contained some molybdenum but 
those which had grown away from the interface contained no other detectable 
element but iron.
Tests were carried out with a strong magnet and it was found that specimens 
showing the ’liquid-phase* were non-magnetic, while those with triangular 
shapes, which had grown away from the interface, were quite strongly 
magnetic.
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7,3*3. The Red Matrix Phase
(37)In his oxidation tests on MoSi , Fitzer observed a red phase, existing 
in the silica layer, which was only observable under crossed nicols. He 
labelled this as being a 1 red crystalline oxide phase* but did not identify 
it further. Since molybdenum been associated with the previous two phases 
and since it is one of the two species of oxides formed, it seemed likely 
that the oxide was one of molybdenum,
The phase was impossible to identify by X-ray diffraction or by the use of 
the electron probe, so an attempt was made to identify it by microscopical 
comparison with prepared standards •
From the literature review (Section 2 .2 .) it is known that only two oxides of
molybdenum can exist at these temperatures, MoO and MoO , so standards
2, 3
of these were made in the following way.
Purchased MoO powder was mixed with molybdenum powder in proportionsO
such that moO would form on heating and that a slight excess of MoO would /» o
be present . The mixture, comprising 4 grms, molybdenum trioxide and 1.5
grms • molybdenum powder, was heated for 16 hours in a nitrogen atmosphere
at 750°C. and ecxcess MoO  ^ removed by sublination in vacuo. The mixture
was heated to constant weight. The MoO  ^appeared as a purple-brown powder
and the condensed MoO as yellow needle-like crystals. Both oxides wereo
subjected to X-ray analysis and each one showed only its characteristic lines.
Each oxide was microscopically examined under crossed nicols and only the 
Mo02 gave a red colour. The colour of this oxide was identical to that seen 
in the MoSi2 specimens after oxidation and the prepared sample, as seen under 
crossed nicols, is shown in Fig, 145.
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7 . 3 .4« The Seperated Phase
The separated phase existed only in samples containing iron at 1400°C and 
after long periods of tim e. It could have been anisotropic but its optical 
activity was quite weak.
Identification of this phase was extremely difficult since insufficient of it 
was present for X-ray analysis * The only other method available was 
electron probe microanalysis, but before this could be used, the samples 
had to be prepared in a way similar to that described in Section 7 .3 .1 .
In this case, however, very little of the silica layer had to be removed 
since the separated phase was part of that layer and the intention was merely 
to expose the phase.
The phase was simultaneously scanned with the radiation of all possible 
elements but the only element detected was silicon. The areas between the 
separated platelets contained both iron and molybdenum in approximately 
the same amounts.
7 .3 .5 . The Pale Yellow Surface Phase
This phase was present on the surface of a ll specimens tested at 1300°C except 
for those not containing iron. It was identical, when examined under crossed 
nicols, to the MoO  ^ produced as a standard for identification of the red 
matrix phase. There could be no doubt whatsoever that these were of the 
same m aterial. Fig. 146 shows a prepared sample of MoO. and MoO inO £,
the stage before MoO  ^was sublimed in vacuo *
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7 .3 .6 . Discussion
From the identification of the phases present after oxidation, it was evident 
that molybdenum was a very prominent element and was associated with all 
but the separated phase# Changes occurred, during oxidation, in each phase 
which had molybdenum associated with it, and all changes occurred at 
approximately the same time# This indicates very strongly that, in some 
of the phases, molybdenum was in an unstable oondition and its presence on 
removal caused a change within that phase •
The location of the phases affected by molybdenum were consistently around 
the silica layer/base material interface *
From the identification procedures used on the base material, reaction had 
obviously occurred with molybdenum to give the lower silicides, but this 
could only be detected at the edge of the grain, where a ‘reaction zone' had 
formed. The zone formed at the interface was unfortunately removed during 
preparation for micro-probe analysis. The analysis comparison figure 
obtained on the 'reaction zone* showed it to contain approximately 10% Si.
This figure ties in very closely with the 8.9% Si content of Mo^Si, but as 
stated previously, without suitable correction factors, the results cannot be 
relied upon. However, the 'reaction zone’ was isotropic under crossed nicols 
and Mo^Si is the only silicide with a cubic structure. It is impossible for 
MoQSi to exist in contact with MoSi and Mo SiQ must form. This is probably
O Z, o  o
the phase seen as a very thin layer between the grain and the "reaction zone” 
and is, in fact, the first lower silicide to form .
Due to the limited number of molybdenum atoms which the interface could
accommodate, the surface of the base material would very likely react to an
extent which would produce Mo Si only. This would still be anisotropic.o o
A model for this possible reaction is shown in Fig. 147.
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The only samples showing this 'reaction zone* are MoSi^  without iron, tested 
at 1400°C. At a ll oxygen pressures, the base material was optically active 
under crossed nicols* initially, but this activity decreased rapidly with tim e.
At the same time as the ’flowed* surface appeared on the grains of the base 
material, the optical activity was restored fully but decreased slowly again 
with tim e. The fluctuation in optical activity must be due to material in the 
interface, but neither oxide of molybdenum is cubic in structure. Molybdenum 
itself has a cubic structure and it seems likely that free molybdenum atoms 
exist at the interface. Return of the optical activity would occur when the 
molybdenum reacted with MoSi to give anisotropic MocSiQ and the second2* o o
decrease would be caused by further accumulation of molybdenum atoms.
A similar effect was seen in the same samples at 1300°C, but after a longer 
time and to a lesser extent*
In samples containing iron, no 'reaction zones* were seen at all but after a 
short period, observations were difficult due to the superimposed phase* 
However, the optical activity decreased as before, but at 1400°C the isotropic 
stage was reached and it appeared as though the optical activity never returned • 
The reason for the lack of reaction may have been due to the scarcity of 
molybdenum atoms whilst the isotropic state could be due to faster reaction 
in the presence of iron giving rise to Mo^Si. If this was the case, some 
fundamental difference existed between this reaction and the one described pre 
previously since the thermally etched appearance was always maintained.
The superimposed phase was found to contain molybdenum both as the * liquid- 
phase * and in triangles at the interface but not in triangles which had grown 
into the silica layer. The order of the different appearances of this phase were:
"Liquid-phase**— triangles at interface—^ triangles in silica.
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The phase as it exists finally* cannot be pure iron* at these temperatures 
and must be an oxide* It is known to be cubic in structure (isotropic) and 
it is also magnetic. The only oxide which fits these factors and which can 
be stable at 1300° and X400°G is Magnetite Fe^O  ^ (F e O .F e ^ ).
The stage before this, i.e . triangles at the interface* has the same crystal- 
lographic shape but shows a red colour under crossed nicols. The Fe-Mo 
phase diagram shows solid solubility of 25 and 30% Mo in Fe at 1300° and 
1400°C* The red colour corresponds to that of MoO , so the possibility of 
a solid solution of mixed oxides (FeQ0 . + MoO ) or a solid solution of Mo in
J 4 J t
Fe 0 would seem likely* The * liquid-phase* could well be due to more o 4
molybdenum combining with the Feo0 .  Considering the loss of molybdenumo 4
from the **liquid-phasew, first of all crystallization to triangular Feo0 (but3 4
containing MoO ) would occur and then FeQ0 . would remain by itself*z o 4
The * liquid-phase ** therefore, depends on the relative amounts of molyb­
denum and iron and from the facts described* high iron and low molybdenum 
gave rise to triangular shapes and low iron and high molybdenum to the 
* liquid-phase* *
It was stated earlier that the amount of iron was seemingly less at 1300°C 
than at 1400°C than at 1400°C, but since iron was diffusing from the centre of
the compact towards the silica layer* then this was to be expected due to the
oslower diffusion rates at 1300 C* With a constant molybdenum concentration 
therefore, a condition of lower iron content, as observed, would tend to the 
,'liquid-phase,‘.
Other changes may also occur which would give an increased molybdenum 
content at 1300°C but this may only come to light when the full series of 
reactions has been discussed.
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The red matrix phase has already been identified as MoO  ^and only existed, 
at the interface, in samples containing iron* It could be seen in the pores 
in samples not containing iron but at the interface*
In the samples containing iron, at 1400°C, the amount of red phase increased 
to a maximum before migration of the phase occurred towards the triangular 
superimposed phase* At 1300°C, migration did not always occur, but the 
phase still decreased in amount*
Since in iron-free samples, the red matrix phase did not exist at the interface 
and yet reaction occurred between the MoSi and some specie of molybdenum, 
that specie existing in the interface must have been pure molybdenum • In 
these samples, the red phase could be seen in the pores but this would have 
been due to oxidation, to MoG , molybdenum by entrapped a ir*
In samples containing iron, the triangular superimposed phase, when grown 
into the silica layer, would produce defects in the layer providing sites for 
migration of oxygen to the interface, where it would oxidize the molybdenum 
to MoO .^ The release of MoO  ^would be possible via the same defects after 
migration to the triangles.
Oxidation to Mo0_ rather than MoOQ may be a result of limited oxygen supply,JL o
When reaching the outer surface of the silica layer, the MoO would oxidize 
to MoO and vapourize off. It is clear now why the pale yellow surface phaseO
was always associated with the edges of triangles when they had grown 
through the silica layer* This was MoO  ^which had not had time to vapourize 
during the rapid cooling of the specimen.
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It is interesting to note that, even in samples not containing Fe at 1400°C,
Mo(L was seen on the surface of the protective layer* This, and the fact thatO
migration of MoO  ^to triangles was not necessary before a loss of MoO  ^
occurred, indicates that both Mo and MoO  ^are capable of diffusing through 
the silica layer*
A further factor which appears to be associated with the superimposed phase 
is the separated phase. This predominantly contains silicon as its sole 
detectable element and occurs adjacent to the superimposed phase after it 
has been attacked around the edges (Figs . 87 and 88). The separated phase 
appears to nucleate at the outer surface of the silica layer and close to the 
superimposed phase. It then moves away from the superimposed phase, 
closer to the interface.
This movement towards the interface at corresponding distances away from
the superimposed phase may be governed by some composition change in the
silica layer. It seems strange that Fe^O  ^can remain in contact with silica
without immediate reaction. This is probably an indication in itself that
the protective layer is not pure SiO . However, the main impurity it is likely
to contain is molybdenum and this has been identified in the layer by electron-
probe microanalysis. Thus, oxidation of molybdenum atoms contained in the
layer, by oxygen entering through the vacancies at the side of the superimposed
phase, would tend to lower the molybdenum content and leave almost pure
SiC^. A model for this reaction is shown in Fig. 148. Due to the dependence
of the oxygen on the vacant sites caused by the superimposed phase and,
eventually, by the interface, the depletion of molybdenum would be localized,
The newly purified SiO would then react with FeQ0 . The phase diagram for
2 o 4
this reaction in a ir is shown in Fig. 149, but it must be remembered that, due 
to the presence of molybdenum or reduced oxygen pressure, the temperatures 
of reaction may be different.
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Consider a 50% mixture of SiO  ^and Fe^O ,^ a cristobalite + liquid zone is 
shown, but at a temperature just in excess of 14GG°C. A temperature 
reduction of 100°C is quite feasible in the presence of molybdenum and 
decreased oxygen pressure. The liquid then undergoes a eutectic change 
to magnetite + tridymite*
The separated platelets appeared to be a primary phase separation and it 
has been stated that a liquid phase once existed between the platelets 
(Figs. 93 and 94), Although, according to the phase diagram, tridymite 
should form, the specimens underwent rapid cooling and so cristobalite may 
have been retained. The cristobalite to tridymite change is very slow.
From the author1 s past experience, the platelet phase strongly resembled 
cristobalite and many previous investigators have reported the presence of this 
phase.
There was a eutectic between the separated platelets and one component
was proved to contain iron. The other component, however, appeared to be
the red matrix phase but this could be in solution in the eutectic SiO .z
Previous investigations have stated the general oxidation reaction as being 
either
MoSi + 0 —»~Mo0q + SiO  ...............   9
J* JL o JL
or MoSi  ^4“ 0  ^ IVIOgSi^  4* Si02 8
depending on oxygen pressure
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Although both MoOg and Si02 have been definitely detected and Mo^Si^  
possibly detected, the observations made during this work are not in 
agreement with either of the simplified reactions given above or with 
any combination of these reactions occurring at different times during 
the oxidation process •
There seems little doubt that, during the oxidation of MoSi2 (with or without 
iron), free molybdenum atoms exist at the interface of the silica layer and 
the base m aterial. It is thought that on initial oxidation at these temperatures, 
reaction 9 does take place but not as the first process. The first process, 
and the all important one, relies on the fact that MoSi^ is basically unstable 
in air at these temperatures and a reaction could probably be written:
ATR
MoSi2 Mo + 2Si . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .............59
Oxidation of the two separate atoms would occur independently and initially 
reaction (9) may well be the outcome. However, at a stage where Si02 
is covering most of the surface, oxygen supply is limited and in addition, 
there is a blanketing effect caused by MoO  ^being evolved. Preferential 
oxidation of the silicon atom could then occur leaving behind molybdenum 
atoms. This is thermodynamically possible according to free energy changes 
(Fig. 21b). Such a reaction could be written:
MoSi2 •+• Mo + Si02 36
The free molybdenum atoms would be trapped in the pores and at the interface 
by the Si02 layer and a secondary reaction, as suggested in Section 3 .3 ., 
would take place.
MoSi2 + Mo -^. MOgSig   ...............      40
and
MOgSig + Mo -»*MOgSi .........................      41
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Oxidation of the molybdenum can also occur at a later stage by diffusion 
of oxygen either through the layer or through defects in it:
Mo + 0o--»»Mo0 61
Mo(L is seen as the red matrix phase and can, in turn, be oxidized to Mo0_2 o
(the yellow surface phase)
MoO + 0 -^ M o Q    622 « o
The influence of oxygen pressure on the microstructures is a result of its 
effect on the rate of two reactions* The first is the oxidation of the molyb­
denum atoms to give MoC  ^and eventually MoO  ^and, consequently, all 
phase changes relying on this reaction w ill also be affected. Secondly the 
preferential oxidation of silicon atoms is a result of kinetic factors preventing 
a condition of equilibrium. The factors are physical barriers in the form 
of MoOg vapour and the silica layer.
By increasing the oxygen pressure, the kinetic factors would be increased 
since a greater amount of MoO  ^would be evolved and the silica layer would 
form more quickly. The accumulation of molybdenum atoms at the interface 
would occur earlier, therefore, but the amount might be reduced. In keeping 
with this, the optical activity of the base material was seen to decrease 
quicker with increased oxygen pressures.
Although the accumulation of molybdenum atoms at the interface shows that 
the oxidation reaction (36), leading to Mo + SiC ,^ almost certainly occurred, 
it is not suggested that this was the only oxidation reaction. According to 
the free energy changes associated with the possible oxidation processes, the 
reaction,
MoSi + 0 ~ -*-M o  SiQ + SiCL  ...........   8
2  v  o  2
is as likely to occur as reaction (36),
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There is evidence, in fact, that this reaction did take place in samples 
containing iron* The optical activity of the base material changed during 
oxidation and eventually became isotropic but the thermally etched appearance 
was maintained* The isotropic state was thought to be due to the formation 
of Mo^Si.
(71)Previous investigations have shown that Mo^Si can only form via an
intermediate state Mo_Si , although FIG* 21c indicates that this might not5 o
be so*
Assuming Mo^Si^  did form first, a different mode of formation occurred 
in samples containing iron since the thermally etched appearance was 
maintained, whereas samples not containing iron showed a 'flowed* surface 
on the grains when the lower silicide formed. In samples where the thermally 
etched appearance was maintained, the lower silicide was probably formed 
by the initial reaction (8). Further reaction of the Mo^Si^  with molybdenum 
atoms at the interface, would allow the formation of Mo^Si according to 
equation (41). This would explain why less molybdenum atoms were necessary 
to form Mo Si in this case than in samples not containing iron.O
It is clear from this that primary reactions (8) and (36) both occurred in 
these experiments, following the initial reaction to give MoO  ^+ SiO^. In 
samples containing iron, it seems likely that only the primary reaction (36), 
leading to Mo + SiO ,^ occurred and that the lower silicides formed as a 
result of the secondary reactions (40) and (41).
In samples containing iron, both reactions (8) and (36) occurred* This was 
evident since lower silicide formation occurred directly and yet free molyb­
denum atoms were available at the interface for further reaction to form 
Mo^Si.
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The instability of MoSi2. in air can, therefore, be written in two ways,
MoSi M o+ 2 Si  ...........................  59
and
5MoSi ■_IR—  Mo-Si3 + Si ......................................   60
The superimposed phase exists at 13C0°C as a liquid at all oxygen pressures, 
but at 1400°C, higher oxygen pressures are needed for the liquidus state.
The liquidus state has been postulated as requiring low iron and high molyb­
denum and at 1300°C, the conditions was met because diffusion of iron to the 
silica layer was noticeably slower giving low iron for a constant molybdenum 
content. Diffusion of iron was much quicker at 14G0°C giving too much at the 
interface for liquid to exist but increased amounts of molybdenum atoms occur 
at higher oxygen pressures to meet the necessary conditions for the liquid state.
Crystallization to triangular shapes is also quicker the higher the oxygen 
pressure and this occurs because the removal of molybdenum from the super-* 
imposed phase is quicker at higher oxygen pressure as it is oxidized to MoO  ^
and Mo0o.
Removal time of the red matrix phase is also shortened by increased oxygen 
pressures, the oxidation of molybdenum being quicker at the interface*
The effect of temperature can be expected to be very sim ilar to that of oxygen
pressure because it, too/ governs the rate of MoO evolution and silica layero
formation. Furthermore, temperature could affect the stability of MoSi^.
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As far as the changes in microstructures are concerned, the effect of iron 
was to cause the formation of the superimposed phase* This phase contained 
some of the excess molybdenum atoms and at 1400°C acted as a transport 
medium for them* At a later stage, the superimposed phase grew through the 
silica layer causing defects in it so allowing access of oxygen to the interface 
to oxidize molybdenum atoms* This gave rise to the red matrix phase* The 
defects in the silica layer also helped the removal of this phase*
Observations of MoSi along the lines described in this investigation have only
(37)been reported by one other investigator, Fitzer * The only common feature 
was the red matrix phase seen under crossed nicols. Fitzer reported the 
presence of a crystalline oxide phase which appeared metallic and shiny under
reflected light and ruby red under crossed nicols* This phase appeared to go
ointo solution in the silica layer after 500 hours at 1380 C*
The red matrix phase seen under crossed nicols in this present investigation 
did not appear metallic in reflected light, in fact, it could not be seen at all 
under these conditions • This throws considerable doubt as to whether the red 
phase observed by Fitzer was in fact the same phase.
(37)In the same investigation, Fitzer stated that vitrification of the silica 
layer seemed slow because even after 500 hours at 1330°C, crystalline forms 
could still be seen in the glass layer* In the observations made during the 
present investigation, crystalline forms were never seen in the protective 
layer until the separated phase occurred* The layer always appeared amorphous* 
In the preliminary investigations, crystalline forms were seen on the outside 
of the protective layer but these were found to be a result of testing two 
specimens in close proximity to each other. Hie type of crystal was very 
similar to those shown in micrographs by Fitzer .
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7 ,3 .7 . Conclusions
1. During the oxidation of MoSi^  (with or without iron), an accumulation
of molybdenum atoms occurred at the base material/silica interface 
and in the pores*
2# The molybdenum atoms separated as a result of the instability of MoSi^
in a ir and the preferential oxidation of the silicon atoms*
3* Oxidation to produce Mo-Si. + SiO also occurred but only in samplesi) o 2
containing iron*
4 . The molybdenum atoms reacted with the base material to produce the
lower silicides of molybdenum.
5* The following phases were found to be present:
a . The Superimposed Phase was found to be mainly iron but contained
molybdenum when it appeared to be as the "liquid phase' or when
triangular at the interface* When growth into the silica layer had
occurred, the phase was Magnetite Fe.O. (Fe0*Fe_0o) . A condition3 4 2 o
of low iron and high molybdenum content resulted in a liquid phase*
b. The Red Matrix Phase was found to be molybdenum dioxide MoG
-2
and it occurred as a result of the oxidation of the excess molyb­
denum atoms at the interface. It was capable of diffusing through 
the silica layer or migrating towards the superimposed phase.
c. The Pale Yellow Surface Phase was molybdenum trioxide MoG  ^
which formed due to oxidation of molybdenum atoms or MoO which 
had reached the outer surface of the silica layer.
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d. The Separated Phase was though to be a crystalline form of Si02, 
probably cristobalite, formed by reaction of pure amorphous Si02 
with magnetite giving a primary separation of cristobalite plus 
liquid* The liquid solidified to give a eutectic of magnetite and 
secondary silica* The returned Mo02 phase appeared to be 
associated with the eutectic silica*
6* The protective layer was not pure Si02 but contained some molybdenum
which was lost by oxidation to MoO  ^ at the outer surface or adjacent to 
the superimposed phase*
7* Magnetite was stable in the layer when it contained molybdenum.
8. The presence of iron caused large defects in the silica layer allowing
diffusion of gases to and from the interface*
9* The amount of iron at the interface, as seen by the superimposed
phase, increased appreciably during oxidation.
10* The instability of MoSi in a ir and the preferential oxidation of silicon
m
was more pronounced with higher temperature, high oxygen pressure 
and the presence of iron.
7.4* ELECTRON PROBE MICROANALYSIS RESULTS
It was reported earlier, that the amount of iron seen to be present in the 
silica (by the amount of superimposed phase) was obviously more than the
0.2% present on the reacting surface. It was thought that diffusion of iron 
from the interior of the compact to the silica layer had occurred and to 
check this, the unprepared surfaces of the oxidized specimens were scanned 
for iron using the K radiation. The counts for iron were recorded over 
a 100 second time interval and the background reading checked frequently.
This was subtracted. An iron standard was also used so that the counts for 
100% iron could be recorded. This was found to be 3600 c .p .s .
The first scan was carried out on an unoxidized specimen of MoSi2 + 0,2% Fe 
and a reading of 5 c .p .s . was obtained. The electron image and iron X-ray 
image for this specimen are shown in Fig. 156,
7 .4 .1 , MoSi2 + 0.2% Fe
The results of the analysis on specimens oxidized at 1400°C are given in 
Table 27 and shown graphically in Fig. 150. The results for each oxygen 
pressure give the same characteristics, an initial increase followed by a 
decrease, followed by a second increase. This was the same characteristic 
as that found in the gravimetric results.
The electron images and Fe X-ray images of all the specimens tested in 10% 
and 100% oxygen are shown in Figs * 157-168. These two extremes were 
selected since one represented a condition where the triangular shapes existed 
initially and the second value where liquidus shapes were present»
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In all specimens, the amount of iron in the layer was many times more than 
that of the unoxidized specimen (Fig. 156) and the electron images showed 
that the surfaces had become rougher . At both oxygen pressures, the surfaces 
became increasingly rough with time and eventually, some quite large, regular 
shapes could be seen on the surface. Comparing the electron images with the 
corresponding iron X-ray images, it was easy to see that protrusions on the 
surface were the iron-rich phase.
Specimens tested in 10% oxygen gas showed a fairly random distribution of 
iron over the surface initially but after only 12 hours, signs of accumulation 
in small areas could be seen. This became increasingly prominent up to 70 
hours at which time many areas of extremely high iron content could be seen. 
They corresponded to the regular shapes seen in the electron image.
After 96 hours, the number of the dense areas appeared to have decreased 
and more Fe was scattered between the areas. The 120 hour picture, however, 
shows a decrease in the amount between the dense areas.
The specimens tested in 100% oxygen showed very similar changes except 
that accumulation of iron into dense areas was very pronounced even after 
2 hours. After 24 hours, however, the iron suddenly became well distributed 
and showed no distinct areas of segregation. Subsequent specimens showed 
segregated areas of iron and decreased amounts of iron between these areas 
with increasing time *
At 1300°C, the iron contents of the layers showed the same characteristics as 
at 1400°C but the amount of iron had decreased greatly. The electron images 
and iron X-ray images of the surfaces were all very much like the 100% oxygen 
test specimens at 14Q0°C in that segregation occurred in the short-time 
specimens, The amount of iron, though, was very much decreased. The 
results are given in Table 28 and shown in Fig, 151,
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7 . 4 .2 .  ’ MoSi
The results of specimens oxidized at 14Q0°C and 1300°C are shown in 
Table 29 and 30, It w ill be seen that the counts for iron were not greater 
than the background value so no iron was detectable.
7 .4 .3 , Discussion of Results
Figs. 150 and 151 show that the iron content of the silica layer increases
O  nrgreatly with tim e. At 1400 C, the content of the layer was between 30% and 
60% pure iron and at 1300°C, approximately 20% on average. In both cases, 
the iron content appeared to increase with time to a maximum value and 
then decrease to a minimum value before increasing again, In Figs. 152 
to 155, the variation in iron content with time has been plotted below the 
corresponding gravimetric changes, The maximum and minimum values in 
both the gravimetric and iron content curves occurred at corresponding 
tim es. The similarity in two types of curve is remarkable.
On first consideration, it would appear that the loss in weight of the test 
specimens was caused by a loss of iron. However, the results of the iron 
counts are very deceptive and are probably only valid up to the first peak. 
Even then they are uncorrected and should only be used qualitatively, The 
drop in the values is due to "topographical effects” where the superimposed 
phase had begun to grow into the silica layer. The X-ray beam was focussed 
onto the tops of the phase and as it commenced to grow outwards, the iron 
remaining at the interface of the base material and silica layer would not be 
counted and so the iron content would seem to decrease. The second weight 
increase occurred when the majority of the iron had grown into the silica 
layer*
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ft does seem, however, that low oxygen pressures cause faster diffusion 
of iron to the silica layer* No reason can be given for this.
In the specimens oxidized in 100% oxygen, the apparent loss in segregated 
areas in the iron X-ray image at 24 hours, (Fig. 165), cannot be accounted 
for. It may have been an experimental error due to the X-ray beam being 
focussed at too deep a level.
7 .4 ,4 . Conclusions
1. An increase in iron content of the silica layer occurred during oxidation,
2. The increase must have been due to iron diffusion from the centres of 
the compacts.
3* A greater increase occurred at 1400°C that at 1300°C.
4 , There was indication that a greater increase occurred at low oxygen 
pressures.
5 , The iron segregated into small areas during oxidation,
6, The segregated areas formed quicker at high oxygen pressures.
7 .5 . MAGNETIC TEST RESULTS
The test carried out was a very simple one and involved the use of a strong 
bar magnet. Each specimen was made to stand on its edge on a level platform 
and the bar magnet passed as close as possible to the vertical surface of the 
specimen. Any movement of the specimen was noted. Purely by visual 
observation, an attempt was made to represent the reaction of the specimen 
with the magnetic field, by numerical means using a range of 0 to 4 .
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The higher the number the greater the reaction in the magnetic field. By 
this, it was hoped that any pronounced change in the magnetic properties 
of the superimposed phase would be detected.
7 .5 .1 . MoSi2 + 0.2% Fe
For specimens oxidized at 1400°C, the results are given in Table 31. After 
oxidation in 10% oxygen gas, there was a slow increase in magnetic tendency 
up to a maximum of 57 to 70 hours, followed by a decrease. Only the final 
decrease in tendency was noted in specimens oxidized in 20% oxygen gas, as 
the first specimen tested (2 hours) already showed a maximum value . A 
similar effect was noted in the results of the 50% oxygen test specimens but a 
minimum value was reached after 16 hours in this case, followed by a second 
increase. Specimens oxidized in 100% oxygen showed no reaction in the 
magnetic field until 96 hours but with this and with the 120 hour specimen, 
some slight reaction occurred.
o
Almost identical behaviour was seen with tests at 1300 C except that the 100% 
oxygen tests did show a maximum in this case. The results are shown in 
Table 32.
7 .5 .2 . MoSi
The results of both 1400° and 1300°C tests are shown in Tables 33 and 34. 
None of the specimens showed reaction in the magnetic field.
7 .5 ,3 . Discussion
As might be expected/ only the specimen containing 0,2% Fe showed any 
reaction to the magnetic field. The method of testing and the allocation of 
numbers indicating the magnetic tendency of the specimen, was only expected 
to give an indication of any pronounced change in the superimposed layer.
An increase in the magnetic tendency could be due to the diffusion of iron or 
iron-based materials to the edge of the specimen or to transformation of the 
iron to a more dense or a more magnetic form . A decrease in magnetic 
tendency could be due to solution of another material into the iron-rich phase 
or to a change occuring in the phase itself giving rise to a less magnetic form .
It was stated previously that extensive solid solubility exists between molyb­
denum and iron and that it was possible that a similar solubility could exist 
between their oxides jor one oxide and one metal. The molybdenum/iron solid 
solution showed a magnetic change at about 1000°C so any solution of these 
two elements occuring at room temperature would still be magnetic. The 
oxides or iron are numerous, but the three most important are FeO,
Fe0.Fe.0_ and Fe 0 . Only FeO.Fe O (magnetite) is ferro-magnetic.
Z o 2  o Z o
The oxides are not stoichiometric and an almost continuous range of oxygen 
contents exists between the two extremes. Since only magnetite is ferro­
magnetic, a decrease in magnetic behaviour could be due to the changing oxygen 
content of the iron-rich phase.
The tests carried out on the samples containing iron showed a tendency to 
fluctuate in a gradual manner giving evidence of maximum and minimum values ,
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A change in constitution of the superimposed phase was seen to occur in 
the microscopical observations under crossed nicols * The triangular shapes 
were a homogeneous red colour in some instances having anisotropic 
behaviour but, after longer times, complete extinction was seen under 
crossed nicols.
The fluctations in magnetic tendency could well have been related to the 
change in superimposed phase although, initially, the. increase was probably 
due to the amount of the phase in the protective layer .
7 .5 .4 . Conclusions
1. The method of testing, although not accurate, indicated changes in 
the magnetic property of the iron-rich phase.
2. Only the samples containing 0,2% iron were magnetic.
3 • Fluctuations in the magnetic properties of the compacts occurred at 
both 1400° and 1300°C.
4 . These fluctuations were most probably caused by changes in com­
position of the superimposed phase although initially, the increased 
amounts of the phase in the protective layer could have been im ­
portant •
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8. GENERAL DISCUSSION OF RESULTS
The oxidation behaviour of MoSi has been studied, under varying conditions 
of temperature, oxygen pressure and impurity content, by gravimetric and 
microscopical means, in an attempt to identify the reactions occurring during 
the oxidation process. Results have been presented, and discussed independ­
ently for the gravimetric and microscopical data accumulated during this 
investigation and additional information has been made available by electron -  
probe microanalysis and magnetic tests. From all the data, many aspects 
have been brought to light, the interpretation of which is not possible until 
the gravimetric and microscopical data are considered conjointly.
To show how the gravimetric and microscopical changes compared with 
each other, summary tables of results have been compiled (Tables 35 -  
50, Appendix II) for each material, at each temperature and in each gas 
mixture. Magnetic test data are also included. The gravimetic data are 
only represented in a qualitative manner by showing the slope of the curve 
at each increment of time, but for microscopical information, some attempt 
at quantitive presentation has been made.
Tables 35 -  38 show the changes occurring during the oxidation of MoSi^  + 
0.2% Fe at 14GQ°C in 10%, 20% 50% and 100% oxygen gas. Changes which 
took place in the microscopical features, did so at approximately the 
same time and this corresponded to a change of slope in the gravimetric 
results. In 10% oxygen gas, the optical activity slowly decreased until, 
after 70 hours, complete isotropic behaviour was seen. 70 hours was about 
the time at which the maximum value of the oxidation curve was obtained.
At this time the red matrix phase began to decrease in amount after 
migration to the edges of the superimposed phase. Exactly the same
behaviour was seen in tests in 20%, 50% and 100% oxygen gas. At the higher 
oxygen pressures, where the superimposed phase was initially liquid, 
crystallization to the triangular form occurred at a time corresponding to 
the maximum value on the gravimetric curve. This was soon followed by 
three-dimensional growth of the phase. Return of the red matrix phase took 
place approximately where the minimum value in the gravimetric curve 
was seen. The pale yellow surface phase was seen on practically all the 
samples.
Tests on the same material at 1300°C, showed similar behaviour, at all 
oxygen pressures, to that discussed above. A very noticeable difference was 
the fact that a decrease in amount of the red matrix phase occurred without 
migration to the superimposed phase. The results are summarized in 
Tables 39 -  42. Again, crystallization of the liquid superimposed phase was eviq 
evident at a time corresponding to the maximum oxidation value of the graph.
In samples of MoSi not containing iron, neither the superimposed phase
md
nor the red matrix phase was present. The gravimetric and microscopical 
changes of MoSi specimens, at 1400°C, are shown in Tables 43 « 46.
The microscopical changes only involved the base material, but they did 
so in two ways. F irstly, the thermally etched appearance of the surface 
seen after short oxidation times became Tlowed* and eventually showed a 
Reaction zone* around the edges of the grains. Secondly, the optical 
activity decreased rapidly with time but increased again just as rapidly.
This was followed by a gradual decrease. Both the onset of the 'flowed* 
appearance and increase in optical activity occurred at a time immediately 
following the maximum value of the gravimetric curve. The pale yellow 
surface phase was present on nearly all the samples but was lacking at 
the longer times.
Oxidation tests on the same material at 1300°C, are summarized in Tables 
47 -  50. No maximum value was reached in the gravimetric tests and the 
base material showed a gradual decrease in optical activity. A slight 
increase in optical activity was seen in the 120 hour specimens of the 20%, 
50% and 100% oxygen tests, at the time when a ’flowed* surface appeared 
on the grains. No change in the gravimetric curve took place. There was 
no yellow surface phase on any of the specimens.
It w ill be remembered that, in the discussion relating to microscopical 
observations, most of the changes in the various phases were said to be 
due to the accumulation of molybdenum atoms at the base m aterial/silica 
interface. This caused a lowering of the optical activity of the base material, 
the formation of the red matrix phase and the liquid state of the superimposed 
phase.
The red matrix phase has been identified as molybdenum dioxide, MoO^, 
which was formed by the oxidation of the accumulated molybdenum atoms.
The presence of oxygen at the interface was made possible by acess through 
defects in the silica lay er caused by the presence of the iron. Although 
three-dimensional growth of the superimposed phase had not commenced 
at this time, some of the iron-rich phase must have been present in the 
silica layer due to that present on the initial reacting surface of the MoSi .
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It was seen, during microscopical examinations, that the red matrix phase 
decreased in amount after a certain time, so this also meant the removal 
of the molybdenum atoms . Another change occurred which was attributed 
to the loss of molybdenum atoms, i.e . the crystallization of triangular 
shapes from the ’liquid-phase*, The time of crystallization coincided with 
that for a decrease in amount of the red matrix phase. This time coincided 
with that of the maximum value in the gravimetric curve. This can be seen 
in Tables 35 -  42.
In samples not containing iron, the red matrix phase did not occur, at 
least not at the interface. Some was seen in the pores where the entrapped 
air had oxidized the accumulated molybdenum, but only that existing at the 
interface was recorded in the summary tables. The red matrix phase in the 
pores was seen to disappear at the same time as the maximum value occurred 
in the gravimetric curves.
In these samples, the main indication of removal of the accumulated 
molybdenum atoms was the change in optical activity at the base material.
A decrease in optical activity was caused by an accumulation of molybdenum 
atoms at the interface and removal of these atoms showed a sudden increase 
in optical activity. This also coincided with the maximum value of the 
oxidation curve.
The removal of molybdenum would be by diffusion of the atoms through the 
silica layer and oxidation to MoO  ^at the outer surface. The pale yellow 
surface phase was found to be MoO  ^and so the presence of this phase 
should be indicative of molybdenum atoms reaching the outer surface of the 
silica layer. The iron -  rich samples contained the phase in all cases while 
those not containing iron, when tested at 14G0°C, only showed it at times not 
exceeding the minimum value of the oxidation curve.
It would seem from this that the state of non -  equilibrium in the system, as 
shown by the gravimetric changes, was a result of the accumulation of 
molybdenum atoms at the base m aterial/silica interface. The initial weight 
increase would be caused by the accumulation of molybdenum atoms, the 
decrease by the loss of molybdenum atoms and the second increase by 
another accumulation. It is not suggested that these are distinct processes 
occurring at separate times. During the initial weight increase, both an 
accumulation and loss of molybdenum atoms would be occurring simultaneously
but as the maximum gravimetric value was approached, the rate of the loss 
of molybdenum atoms would be greater than the rate of accumulation since 
a state of saturation would have been reached at the interface. A reversal 
of the situation would account for the minimum value since further 
oxidation of the base material would give rise to more atoms at the 
interface. Further oxidation would proceed at a much slower rate and the 
second weight increase would be much slower than the initial one,
The state of non-equilibrium in the system cannot be brought about merely
by the preferential oxidation of the silicon atom, as discussed in Section
7 .3 .6 ,, otherwise the free molybdenum atoms would diffuse through the
partially formed SiO_ layer and oxidize* at a later time* to Mo00. This2 o
would become more likely, the closer the rate of reaction was to 
equilibrium. One of the conditions must be, therefore, that the rate of 
oxidation of the silicon atom, and hence layer formation* is such that the 
molybdenum atoms are trapped underneath the silica layer.
Two factors affect this; oxygen pressure and temperature. By increasing
the oxygen pressure* the initial evaluation of MoO and the rate of formation
3
of the SiO layer would be greater thus, the time for the non-equilibrium 
2
state would be shortened. However, with the increased oxygen pressure, 
the preferential oxidation of silicon would not be as pronounced so that, 
although non-equilibrium would prevail, the magnitude of the effect could 
possibly be smaller .
Temperature considerations are of extreme importance in a system of this 
kind since the higher the temperature, the greater is the rate of oxidation 
and the rate of diffusion through kinetic barriers. Increasing the 
temperature* would tend to favour this condition of non-equilibrium since 
the instability of MoSi in a ir would be greater and the rate of silica layer 
formation would be increased.
A third consideration, leading to a state of non-equilibrium, could be due to 
a second oxidation process occurring simultaneously and resulting also in 
the formation of a silica layer, In this case, the rate of the combined layer 
formation would be greater and so entrapping of the molybdenum atoms 
would occur*
The discussion, so far, has been concerned with the system during the 
initial formation of the silica layer. Once the silica layer has formed, the 
conditions of oxygen pressure and temperature are just as important for 
promoting a state of non-equilibrium since further oxidation of the base 
material w ill occur by oxygen diffusing through the protective layer or 
defects in it . The diffusion rate w ill not be high so that the oxygen pressure 
at the reacting surface w ill be low and preferential oxidation of the silicon 
atom may well occur* On this basis, by increasing the oxygen pressure 
it is possible that a more perfect silica layer would form thus giving greater 
protection to the underlying material* However, the increased oxygen 
activity on the outside of the layer would produce a greater concentration 
gradient within it and cause diffusion of oxygen through the layer, to be 
increased. A similar effect would be expected by increasing the temperature.
Here again, as during the period of layer formation, the effect of the test 
variables are twofold* Some effects promote conditions leading to a state 
of non-equilibrium while others oppose them* The resultant behaviour 
depends on the relative rates and the magnitude of these effects and is 
difficult to predict.
From the gravimetric oxidation curves of MoSi not containing iron 
(Figs, 47 and 48), it is evident that, despite the similarity in materials
and test atmospheres, there is a pronounced difference in the nature
0 0of the curves at 1300 and 1400 C* The state of non-equilibrium observed
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at 1400°C does not exist at 1300°C although there is some indication that 
tests in 100% oxygen show some deviation from the smooth curve. It was 
deduced from microscopical observations (Section 7 .3 .6 .) that the 
oxidation reaction occurring in these samples was,
MoSi +20 Mo + 2SiO  .................   . . . . . . . 3 6
£* 2i **
It seems that some temperature between 1300°G and 1400°G is the critical 
temperature which gives the conditions leading to a state of non -  equilibrium. 
It  is interesting to note the slight deviation from the smooth curve mentioned 
above. For reasons described previously, this would most likely be a 
result of an oxidation reaction after the protective layer had formed.
In samples containing iron, a state of non -  equilibrium can be seen at both 
1300°C and 140Q°C. Microscopical observations indicated that, apart from 
reaction 36, a primary oxidation process occurred yielding Mo^Si^  + SiO .^
MoSi + 7/5 0o 1/5 Mo_SiQ + 7/5 Si0o. . . . . . . . . . . . . .  „ . ^ 8)
2 2 D o  2
It was stated earlier that if a second silica producing process occurred 
simultaneously with that producing Mo + SiQ ,^ then conditions for non­
equilibrium would be enhanced. This may partly be the reason for a state 
of non -  equilibrium at 130G°C. Apart from this, further oxidation of the 
base material would be easier in this case, since the presence of iron 
caused defects in the silica layer allowing easier access of oxygen.
Comparing the 1300° and 14Q0°C curves for this material (Figs, 45 and 46) 
it  w ill be seen that, up to the maximum value, the curves for corresponding 
environments agree quite well. However, the negative slopes of the curves, 
leading to the minimum values are more pronounced at 130Q°C than at 
1400°G and this was somewhat unexpected, It was stated previously that 
the weight increases and decreases are not distinct processes but that
they occur simultaneously, only the nett effect being actually recorded. The 
actual slope of the negative section of the curve is determined by the rate 
of loss of the molybdenum atoms (as Mo or Mo02) and the rate of further 
uptake of oxygen. The nett effect is greater at 1400°C than at 1300°C.
The true oxidation behaviour (seen after the minimum value has been reached)
shows that an increased oxidation rate occurs with increased oxygen pressure,
but samples containing iron, when tested at 1400°C, showed indications that
a higher degree of protection was being afforded to the base material.
At 140Q°C, the presence of iron brought about a much less erratic
behaviour and the defects caused in the silica layer appeared to act as a
release valve to excess material at the interface. This would be extremely
useful in conditions where SiO could be formed, since this would be
immediately oxidized to SiO , thus preventing blistering of the protective
2
layer.
It was stated in Section 7 ,3 ,7 ., that the ‘liquid -  phase* of the superimposed 
phase was brought about by a condition of low iron and high molybdenum.
Tests on the electron probe microanalyser showed that a great increase 
in the iron content of the interface did occur during oxidation, but that the 
increase at 1300°C was about half that at 1400°C. For a given molybdenum 
content at the interface, a condition of low iron would be obtained at 13Q0°C, 
thus microscopical and microanalysis results support the theory.
The superimposed phase, whether liquid or solid, was initially seen to 
contain both iron and molybdenum but at a later stage, when the molybdenum 
was lost, oxidation of the iron occurred. The solid solution formation 
and subsequent oxidation of the iron, would cause an impoverishment of 
iron in the MoSi adjacent to the interface. This would promote an outward 
diffusion of iron resulting in its accumulation at the interface.
Magnetic tests showed a change in the magnetic properties of the super­
imposed phase. It appeared to become less magnetic with time until it 
began to grow in the silica layer and then it became more magnetic. The 
decrease coincided with the solid solution formation and the increase with 
the subsequent loss of molybdenum. "When it had grown into the silica 
layer, the superimposed phase was almost certainly magnetite, FeO.
8 .1 . SUPPORTING WORK
A further series of tests were carried out to support the theory that the
state of non- 'equilibrium was caused by an accumulation of molybdenum
atoms at the base m aterial/silica layer interface. Since the molybdenum
atoms were a result of the preferential oxidation of the silicon atom,
it was considered that the effect could be supressed by an addition of
free silicon to the MoSi powder. Tests were carried out to check this,z
8 . 1 . 1 . Test Procedure
MoSi^  powder was thoroughly mixed (by ball milling) with 1.0% and 2,5% 
Si powder (,-240 mesh). Specimens were then prepared in the maimer 
described previously for the sintered and polished specimens, before 
being oxidized, at 1400°C, in 100% oxygen gas.
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8 .1 .2 . Test Results
The results of the tests are given in Tables 51 and 52, Appendix II and
shown graphically in Fig. 169 together with the curve for the oxidation
of MoST under the same conditions.
2
8 .1 .3 . Discussion of Results
The addition of 1.0% Si to MoSi exaggerated the state of non-equilibrium.Z
This- was probably due to insufficient free silicon t o prevent the MoSiZ
from being oxidized and so, excess molybdenum atoms resulted. This 
increased effect is similar to the conditions where two oxidation processes 
occurred simultaneously.
MoSi^  containing 2.5% Si showed no sign of the state of non-equilibrium 
in the gravimetric oxidation curves. The addition of 2.5% Si appears to 
have been sufficient to produce the silica layer without MoSi being
Z
attacked to any appreciable extent.
This supporting work, shows that the state of non-equilibrium, as seen 
in the gravimetric curves, is most probably caused by an accumulation 
of molybdenum atoms at the base m aterial/silica layer interface.
9. CONCLUSIONS
The results of the present work can be summarized in the following conclusions
1. Molybdenum disilicide, MoSi , is basically unstable in air at
1300° and 1400°C.
2. It oxidizes initially according to the reaction,
MoSi + O MoO + SiO
JL JL o JL
but then according to the reaction,
MoSi + O Mo + SiO z z z
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3, Its high temperature oxidation resistance is due to the formation of a 
silica-rich layer around it,
4, The reaction producing Mo + Si02 leads to state of non-equilibrium in 
the system at 140Q°C but not at 1300°C, This can be seen clearly in 
the gravimetric curves,
5, The state of non-equilibrium is a result of the accumulation of excess 
molybdenum atoms at the base material/silica layer interface,
6 , Secondary reactions, involving the excess molybdenum atoms, cause 
the formation of the lower silicides of molybdenum at the interface,
7, The condition of non-equilibrium can be relieved by the diffusion of the 
molybdenum atoms through the silica layer,
8 , The gravimetric curves show the true oxidation behaviour of the material 
after a state of non-equilibrium has been overcome,
9, The presence of 0.2% Fe causes a state of non-equilibrium at 1300°C 
as well as at 1400°C.
10, In addition to the oxidation reactions given in (2), the presence of iron 
promotes the reaction,
MoSi0 + 0 MocSi0 + SiO
2 2 5 o 2
which occurs simultaneously with that to produce Mo + SiO .
■\ *+
11, Diffusion of iron from the interior of the compact to the base 
material/silica layer interface occurs during oxidation,
12, The iron eventually becomes magnetite FeO.Fe^O^ which protrudes into 
the protective layer.
13, The iron phase causes defects in the protective layer and allows access 
of oxygen to the interface which oxidizes some of the excess molybdenum 
atoms to molybdenum dioxide, MoO ,^
14, The protective layer is basically silica but contains some molybdenum,
15, The layer is generally amorphous but some crystalline forms, probably 
cristobalite, can be seen at 1400°C when iron is present.
16, The greatest oxidation resistance was exhibited at 1400°C in samples 
containing 0.2% Fe.
10, RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FURTHER WORK
It was stated earlier, that there is a relative scarcity of fundamental data on 
the oxidation behaviour of MoSi2 and available data had not been obtained 
under highly standardized conditions. Because of this, comparison of results 
is difficult. The present work was the first stage of a programme to invest­
igate the oxidation resistance of MoSi2, under carefully controlled conditions, 
in order to provide a basis for further and more specialized studies.
This investigation has provided useful pointers for further work. This 
should be initiated with two objects in mind.
1. To make available further fundamental data on the oxidation of MoSi_, 
but over a wider range of conditions.
2, To study specialized aspects of the oxidation behaviour such as those 
mentioned in Section 4 e.g. "disilicide pest”, low pressure oxidation, 
self-healing etc.
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The present work only investigated oxidation behaviour at two temperatures 
and at the higher oxygen levels* Results showed clearly that temperature 
was an important factor and oxidation tests in the range 1100° to X700°C 
should prove valuable#
Oxygen pressure was an important factor in the ultimate oxidation rate as 
well as in controlling the time over which the state of non-equilibrium 
persisted. The range of atmospheres used here contained from 10% to 100%oxygen 
but for a more general understanding of the oxidation behaviour, similar 
tests should be carried out in gases, at one atmosphere pressure, containing 
1% and 0.1% oxygen or even less. In a system of this kind, some practical 
difficulty w ill be experienced at oxygen levels of less than 0 . 1% because of 
the need of a dynamic testing procedure.
The present investigation was carried out on MoSi specimens of approximately 
85% theoretical density.There is much scope, therefore, on work of this kind 
using specimens whose density approaches the theoretical value. This could 
well affect the state of non-equilibrium since a smaller reacting surface would 
be involved in the oxidation process.
The more specialized aspects of oxidation should preferably be studied when 
fundamental data is readily available. Of the aspects mentioned in Section 4, 
’’disilicide pest’’, low pressure oxidation behaviour and self-healing effects 
warrant more detailed attention.
Considerable work has been carried out on the effect of alloying additions 
on oxidation behaviour of MoSi . However, this type of work has been con- 
ducted in an empirical manner and basic information could be obtained using 
the fundamental data now being made available.
Finally, a continuation of the present work dealing with the effect of impurities 
on oxidation behaviour, would be highly desireable.
The results of the preliminary investigations of Part 2 of this work (concerning 
gas/solid secondary reactions), were somewhat unexpected and w ill be 
reported at a later date. They indicated that much work is lacking in this 
direction and investigations involving the secondary reactions, as discussed 
previously, may be very enlightening.
Related to the secondary reactions are reactions which were deliberately 
avoided in this work. They are those between the MoSi^  and the substrate 
when MoSi  ^ is being used as a coating material. Such reactions could be 
very important with respect to the life of a coating and further work would 
be valuable.
The recommendations, made above, are ones which are considered to be 
important. The amount of work involved is extensive but necessary, if the 
oxidation behaviour of MoSi2 is to be understood.
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APPENDIX 1, 
THERMODYNAMIC CALCULATIONS.
CALCULATION 1. - To Find AG° at l6T3° K for ^he Reaction: Mo + 2Si
1673
AH° 5= AH0 •* f  r ( Cp \ - f C p  + 2Cp jjdt.
1673 298 / 1 \ MoSi •/ \ Mo S i ' J
'•''298 z
U673
= -27,200 + J  J” (l6.93 + 0.00261 T - 660 Ml? . W  + 0.0013 t]
298 1
1693
= -27,200 + j  r  £ 16.93 + 0.00261 T - 660 HI? M  + 0.0013
^98 T
= -27,200 +j~£l6.93 T + 0.00261 T2 - 660 logc ’M b  .1+8 T + 0.00
=  - 27,200 +
= - 2 7 ,2 0 0  +
= - 2 7 ,2 0 0  ■+
£ l6 .9 3  T + 0.0013 T2 -  660 lo g ^ j - /  J5 .W T + 0. 00
£ 0 .3 5  T + 0.00023 T2 -  660 logeT -  182,000^ I
I1r7i
- J  298
0.35(1375) ~ 0.00023(l6732 -  29S2) -  660 £2 .3 0 3  log
= - 2 7 ,2 0 0  + k$1.2 -  623.3 -  1 1 3 9 .0  -  132.3
AH° = -28,613 ca l./iro le . 
~  1673 -------------------------------------
CALCULATION 1. (Continued )
1673
AS1673 S298 } i V  H £  \ dt
298 «p
1673
+ f f fofeSij - (CpMo + 2 gPSi,j 1
 ^
15.8+ f  P ( 16.93 0.00261 T - 660 T""1 \ fe.)i8 0.0013 T~I
/ L \ T + T T / V~ T + T J
298
3.5.8 + f  r  £16.93 + 0.00261 - 660 + 0.0013J+£u
^ 2 9 8
£  ( 16.93 loe«l. 0.00261,. ^ ) - ( [  5.1(8 logeT + O.C=  15.8 +
mm
i .8  + I 0 .
1673
*1
= 15. J 35 logeT - 0.000^5 T + 660 - 91,000
1 ip2
= 1 5 .8  + I 0 . 3 5 ( 2 .3 0 3  log „ 1 6 7 3 I  -  0.0001(5(1375) + 660 -  91
L 10 2 9 8 /  1375 /„
298
000
2 '  (16732  _ 2S
= 1 5 .8  + 0 . 601(0 -  0 .6 1 8 7  + 0.1(799 -  0 . 03h 
= 1 5 .8  + 0.1(7 _ 0 . 03U
AS° = 16.23 e.u.
1673 ---------------- -
CALCULATION!, (Cont.)
AG =AH° -  T A S °
1673 1673 1673
= -28,613 - (1673 X  16.
= -28,613 - 27,150
AG° _ a -55.763 cal./mole.— 1673 --------- a--------------------------
CALCULATION 2. - To Find AG at 600 K for the Reaction:
By changing the limits of Calculation 1,
AH0 * -27*200 + 10.35 T - 0.00023 T2 - 660 log T - l82,C
1673 e rjT
= -27,200 +|*0 .35(302) - 0.00023(6002 - 2982) - 660^
= -27,200 + 105.7 - 62.!* - 1^2.0 1- 602.7
AH° = -28,222 cal./mole.
~  1.673 ----------- -------------------------------
AS0 * 15.8 +1 0.35 log T - 0.0001*5 T + 660 - 91,000 if
1673 L  e “  t2
■ 15 .8 + J 0.35 [ 2.303 log 600 ]- 0,000!*5(302) - 66( 
V- \ 10 298 I 30i
= 15 .8 + 0 .2!* - 0.1!* + 2.19 - 0.26
AS° * 17.81* e.u. 
“  i673 ------------
CALCULATION 2. (Cont.)
AG° = AH° - TAS° 
600  600  600
= - 2 8 ,2 2 2  -  (6 0 0  x 1 7 .
= **2 8 ,2 2 2  -  1 0 , 70U
A° s -38,926 cal./mole. 
—600   2--------------------------------
CALCULATION 3. - To Find AG° at l673°K for the Reactions Mo + 2Si MoSi2 (i
AH = AH 
1673 298
1673 ^
* J r  ( % o S x 2) - ( C% o  + 2 °Psi) J dt
298
1673
*  -2 7 ,2 0 0  + j  T  £ l5 .7 5  + 2 .2k  x 10~3T -  1 .0 8  x 105T-2 } - £ | j . l 8  + 1 *66  x
J 298
1673 * t
■ -27,200 + J  ^ 1 5 .7 5  + 0.00321+T -  108,000T~2j  -  £[[5.18 + 0.00166t] + [ l
= -27*200 +|^15.75T + 0*0032^T2 + 108*000T“ ^ -  £[]5.l8T + 0.00166T2
mm
*  -27,000 + £ 15.75? + 0 . 00162T2 + IOSjOOOT"1!  -^ 5 .1 8 T  + 0*00083T2~J + £ l
CALCULATION 3. (Cont.)
1673
AS = S° 
1673 298
^ M o S i J  - ( C% 0 + 2CpSi)
298
167
d t
15.8 + / f  { 15.T5 + 0,0032l*T -  IO S jO O O T ^I - { [ 5.18 + Q.OOi66t1 + j l l . l O  + 
J  L \  T T T /  \L  T T J  L  T
298 
1673
■ 15.8 + f f  ^15.75 + 0.00321* - 108,000T~|-1^18 + 0.00166^ +jjLl.10 h 
'29
= 15.8 + j ^ 1 5 * 75 lo g eT + °‘0°32l*T + 108,000T“2^ -^ji.l8 logeT + 0.00166T 
= 15.8 +J^ ^ 15.75 log^T + 0.00321+T + 5 ^ , 0 0 0 T " ^ 5.18 logQT + 0.001660 
= 15.8 + -0.53f2,303 x log 1673 J -  0,00018(1375) - 37,000 j
L- 2Q8/ ( i 6732“2982)J
15.8 + | - 0.9HT -  0.21*75 -  0.01366Jt-'
AS0 = I k . 6 e .u *  
— 1673 -----------------------
CALCULATION 3. (Cont.)
AG° - AH° - TAS°
1673 1673 1673
*  - 2 8 ,0 2 6  -  ( i 6T3 x I k . 
= - 28,026 - 21*, 1*30
AG° _ a -52,1*50 cal./mole.— 1673 --------1 ,  f------
DERIVATION OF AG° VALUES FOR REACTIONS IN FIG. 21.
CURVE 1. - Reference ll*7.
CURVE 2. - References 123 and 126.
CURVE 3* - References ll*9 and 150.
CURVE 1*. - References ll*9 and 150.
CURVE 5. - From Calculation 1 and 2.
CURVE 6. - From Curves 1 and 2.
1800°K ll*Q0°tC
1. 2Si + 202 **• 2Si0g .................... -226 kcal. -300 kcal.
2. 2Si + Og 2SiO ..................... -112 kcal. - 98 kcal.
By subtracting
2SiO + 02 2Si02... ................. -151* kcal. -202 kcal.
CURVE 7. - Heat capacity and entropy data not available, therefore 
calculated from AG = AH - TAS at 298°K.
, 800°K
Mo + 3/5Si -*■ 1/5 Mo^Si^ ................ - 23 kcal* - Ik kcal*
CURVE 8. - Heat capacity and entropy data not available, therefore 
calculated as for 7.
i8oo°k 8oo°k
Mo + l/3Si l/3Mo3Si  ......... . -22.8 kcal. - 15.5 kcal.
PRIMARY REACTIONS
CURVE 9 * - Reference 1*3•
CURVE 10. - From Curves 1 and 5.
1673°K 80Q°K
1. Si + 02 -*» SiOg      kcal. -175 kcal.
5, §Mo + Si -> jMbSig  ........... . - 29 kcal. - 21 kcal.
By subtracting
gMoSig + Og ■+ §Mo + SiOg ................... -Ill kcal. -15}+ kcal.
CURVE 11. - From Curves 2 and 5*
l600°K 800°K
2. 2Si + Og ->• 2Si0 , , .........    -105 kcal, - 75 kcal.
5. Mo + 2Si •+ MoSig .... .............. - 57 kcal. - k2 kcal.
By subtracting
MoSig + 02 + 2SiO + Mo  .... .... . - U8 kcal, - 33 kcal.
CURVE 12, - From Curves 10 and 3.
1800°K 800°K
10. MoSig + 20g + Mo + 2Si0g  ..... . -210 kcal. -308 kcal*
3, M0Q3 •+ 3/2 Og + Mo ........... o... • + 9 1  kcal. +130 kcal.
By subtracting
MoSig + 7/2 Og -> M0O3 + 2Si0g ............  -301 kcal. -U38 kcal.
For 1 grm, mol. Og
2/7MoSig + 02 •+ 2/7M0O3 + U/TSiOg
1800°K 800°K
- 86 kcal. -125 kcal.
CURVE 13. - From Curves 7, 1 and 10.
l600°K 800°K
7. 5Mo + 3Si •+ Mo5Si3    -110 kcal. - 70 kcal.
1. 3Si + 3 Og 3Si0g .......*.............. -426 kcal. -525 kcal.
By subtracting
5Mo + 3Si0g ■+ MoejSi^ + 3 Og «•••*••••   +316 kcal. +455 kcal.
10. 5Mo + 10 SiOg * 5MoSig + 10 Og    +1150 kcal. +1530 kcal.
By subtracting
5MoSi2 + 7 02 Mo5Si3 + 7Si0g   -834 kcal. -1075 kcal.
For 1 gnu mol. 02
5/7MoSig + Og -»■ l/7Mo^Si3 + SiOg...... ..  -119 kcal. -153 kcal.
SECONDARY REACTIONS
CURVE 14. - From Curves 13 and 6.
1800°K l400°K
13. 5MoSig + 7 Og -+ Mo5Si3 + 7Si0g .......... -754 kcal. -959 kcal.
6. 7 02 + l4SiO + l4Si0g ............. . -108U kcal. -1400 kcal.
By subtracting
5MoSig + 7Si0g ■+ Mo^Si3 + l4SiO .......... +330 kcal. +41*1 kcal.
For 1 grm. mol. MoSig
MoSig + 7/5SiOg •+ l/5Mo^Si3 + l4/5SiQ •••••• + 66 kcal, + 88 kcal.
CURVE 15. - From Curves k  and 6.
1800°K ll+00°K
U. Mo + Og MoOg .................... .....  - 73 kcal. - 85 kcal.
6. Og + 2SiO -»■ 2Si0g ...... -155 kcal. -200 kcal.
By subtracting
Mo + 2Si0g -4- M0O0 + 2SiO ........... +115 kcal.
CURVE 16. - From Curves 7 and 5*
i6oo°k 800°K
7. 10 Mo + 6Si 2Mo^Si3 ............. -130 kcal.
5. 3Mo + 6si 3MoSig ............... -126 kcal.
By subtracting
3MoSi2 + 7Mo -*• gMOjSi^ ............. .....  - 52 kcal. - U kcal.
CURVE 17* - From Curves 8 and 7*
i6oo°k 800°K
8 . 9Mo + 3Si + 3Mo3Si ................ -135 kcal.
7* 5Mo + 3Si Mo^Sig ................ •••••• -115 kcal. - 65 kcal*
By subtracting
Mo^Si3 + l*Mo -*• 3M03Si ..•••• -101 kcal. - 70 kcal.
CURVE 18. - From Curves 3 and 6.
6« 3 C>2 + 6 SiO -»• 6S1O2 
3, 3 02 + 2Mo •* 2Mo03
1800°K 1^00°K
-I+65 kcal. -600 kcal.
-18^ kcal. -200 kcal.
By subtracting
2Mo03 + 6SiO *► 6SiOg + 2Mo -261 kcal. -1+00 kcal.
MoO^ + 3SiO -*• 3Si0g + M o  «•.••••••«•••• -130 kcal. -200 kcal.
CURVE 19. - From Curves 8 and 5.
1900°K 1100°K
8. 6M0 + 2Si 2Mo3Si ..................... -138 kcal. - 96 kcal.
5• Mo + 2Si MoSig ...................... - 62 kcal. - 1+7 kcal.
By subtracting
MoSig + 5Mo •> 2Mo3Si ........ - 76 kcal. - 1*9 kcal.
APPENDIX D. 
TABLES OF RESULTS.
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TABLE 16. Oxidation of Unsintered MoSi^ in 20$ 0^.
Gravimetric Results of Short Duration Tests
TEST
TEMP.
°C
TEST
TIME
MINS.
TEST
ATMOSPHERE
AVERAGE 
$ WEIGHT 
CHANGE
11*00 5 20$ 0p Gas + 2 .3 8
ft 10 it tt tt + 2.77
ft 15 tt tt tt + 2 .7 2
ft 20 tt tt tt + 2.93
ft 30 tt tt tt + 2.96
ft 50 tt it tt + 3.17
If 60 tt it tt + 3 .2 1
1300 5 20$ ° 2 Gas + 2 . 71*
it 10 tt tf tt + 3.7  6
t! 15 tt It tt + 1*.1*1*
If 23 it tt tt + 1**57
ft 30 tt ft it + 1*.1*0
fl 1*5 tt ft tt + 1*.59
ft 60 it ft tt + 1**51
1200 5 20$ Gas + 2 .2 1
ft 10 it tt tt + 3 .2 0
tt 15 tt tt tt + 3.63
tt 20 it tt tt + 1*.06
ti 30 tt ft tt + 1+ .71*
it 1*5 tt tf tt + 1*.95
tf 60 it ft tt + 5 .0 1
TABLE 16. Continued.
TEST
TEMP.
°C
TEST
TIME
M INS.
TEST
ATMOSPHERE
AVERAGE 
$ WEIGHT 
CHANGE
1100 5 20$ 0^ Gas + 1 .0 3
tf 10 tt tt tt + 1 .1 0
tf 15 tt tt tt + 0 .9 7
ft 20 tt tt tt + 0 .8 9
tt 25 tt it tt + 0.80
tt 30 tt tt tt + 1 .6 9
tt 37 tt tt tt + 2 .0 5
tt ^5 tt tt tt + 2 .0 3
tt 52 tt tt tt + 2 .9 7
tt 60 tt tt tt + 2.81
1000 5 20$ 02 Gas + 0 .7 2
ft 10 tt tt tt + 0 .6 5
ft 15 tt tt t? + 0 .U 7
tt 20 tt tt tt + 0.16
tf 30 tt tt tt + 0 .1 0
tf lj-5 tt tt tt -  0 .3 ^
tt 60 tt tt tt -  0 .3 7
TABLE IT. Oxidation of Unsintered MoSig @ ll*00°C.
Gravimetric Results of Long Duration Tests,
TEST
TEMP.
°C
TEST
TIME
HRS.
TEST
ATMOSPHERE
AVERAGE 
% WEIGHT 
CHANGE
lUOO 0.25 20% 02 Gas + 2.72
tt 0.5 tt tt tt + 2.96
tt 1 tt tt tt + 3.21
ft 2 tt tt tt + 3.57
tf 3 tt tt it + 3.83
tf 1+ tt tt tt + 3.21
ft 5 tt tt tt + 2.81*
ft 7 tt tt tt + 2.62
ft 12 tt tt tt + 2.69
tt 16 tt tt tt + 3.02
It 21* it it tt + 3.05
tt 1+3 tt tt tt + 3.0l*
TABLE 18• Oxidation of Unsintered MoSi^.
Gravimetric Results of Long Duration Tests.
TEST
TEMP.
°C
TEST
TIME
HRS,
TEST
ATMOSPHERE
AVERAGE
WEIGHT
CHANGE
g.xlO“3/cm2
1U00 1 20$ Og Gas + 18.5
ff 2 it  fi if + 20.1+
ff 3 fi f i fi + 2k
II h fi if « + 18.6
If 5 fi if  if + 16.3
If 7 if if  i? + 15.3
ff 12 ft f i fi + 15.6
ff 16 if if  n + 17.8
If 2k ft fi if + 19.8
ff k3 if 11 if + 18 .0
The surface area used was that of the compact shape
TABLE 19* Oxidation of Sintered but Unpolished MoSi
Gravimetric Results.
TEST
TEMP.
°C
TEST
TIME
HRS.
TEST
ATMOSPHERE
AVERAGE 
WEIGHT ' 
CHARGE 
g .x l0 ~ 3/cm 2
ikoo 1 20% 02 Gas + 7 .1
ff 3 tt tt tt + 9 .U
5 tt tt tt
CO•
ON+
tt 18 + 1 1 . k
ft 2k tt tt tt + 9 .5
ft U8 tt tt tt + 8 .5
ft 72 tt tt tt + 1 0 .5
ff 96 tt tt tt + 1 1 .8  v
tt 120 tt tt tt + 1 2 .0
The surface area used was that of the compact shape.
TABLE 20. Oxidation of MoSig + 0,2$ Fe % ll+00°C.
Gravimetric Results.
TEST
TEMP.
°C
TEST
TIME
HRS.
TEST
ATMOSPHERE
WEIGHT
CHANGE
g.xlO~3/cm2
11+00 3A 10$ °2 Gas + 2.1+1+
ft 2 tf tt it + 3.61
tt 12 ft ft tt + 1+.71
If 30 it tt ft + 5.19
I I 51 tt tf tt + 5.60
tt 70 tt tt ft + 5.65
Tl 96 it ft tt + 5.28
tf 120 tt tf tt + 1+.36
l*+00 2 20$ ° 2 Gas + 3.97
ft 12 ft tf tt + 5.5^
t» 2l+ tt tt it + 5.30
ff 1+8 tt tt tt + 1+.92
If 72 tt tt tt + U.55
ff 120 tt tt it + 1+.75
TABLE 20, Continued.
TEST
TEMP.
°C
TEST
TIME
HRS.
TEST
ATMOSPHERE
WEIGHT
CHANGE
g.xlO~3/cm2
1U00 2 50$ °2 Gas + 6.6b
ft 8 tt tf tt + 7 .2 5
ft 12 tt tf tt + 7 .3 0
ft 16 tt ff tt + 7 .2 5
tt 26 tt ff tt + 6 .3 0
ft 36 tt tf tt + 5.7U
tt 5** ft ft ft + 5 .5 5
tt 72 tt tf tt + 6.26
tt 120 tt ft tt + 6 .7 0
1^00 if 100$ °2 Gas + 6.65
tf 9 ff ft tt + 7 .2 5
ft 12 tf ft tt + l.ko
ff 16 ff ff tt 7.25
tt 2b ft ft tt + 6.36
ft lf8 tt tt ft + 5.67
ft 72 tf tt ft + 6 .8 8
ft 120 ff ft tf + 6.81
TABLE 21. Oxidation of MoSi + 0.2# Fe % 1300°C.
Gravimetric Results.
TEST
TEMP.
°C
TEST
TIME
HRS.
TEST
ATMOSPHERE
WEIGHT
CHANGE
g.xlO“3/cm2
1300 3 10# °2 Gas + 3.61+
tt 13 tt tt tt +
oH•ir\
tt 23 tt ff tt + 5.50
tt 1+8 tt tt tt + 5.16
tt 73 tt tf tt + 1+.50
tt 120 tt tf tt + 6.00
1300 3 20# °2 Gas +
COCO*
tt 9 tt ft tt + 5.85
tt ll+ tt ft tt + 5.58
tt 2l+ tt ff tt + 1+.60
tt W tt tt tt + 5.57
tt 75 tt ft tt + 6.86
tt 120 tt tt tt + 7.00
TABLE 21. Continued.
TEST
TEMP.
° c .
TEST
TIME
HRS.
TEST
ATMOSPHERE
WEIGHT
CHANGE
g.xl0~ 3/cm2
1300 3 50$ °2 Gas + U .15
!t 6 tt ft it + 5 .2 5
tt 12 tt tt tt + 5 .8 5
tt 2k ft ff tt + 1*.1*0
If 1*8 tt ft tt + 6 .2 0
ft 72 tt ft tt + 8 .1 5
tt 120 tt ft « + 9.60
1300 3 100$ °2 Gas + 3.1*9
tt 6 tf ft ft + 5 .1 0
it 12 ft ft tt + 6 .1 2
tt 16 tt ft tt + 5.60
tt 22 ft ff tt + 1*.32
tt kl ft tt ft + 6.60
it 72 tt It tt + 9 .2 0
tt 120 tt ft tt +10'. 70
TABLE 22. Oxidation of MoSi2 % ll*00°C.
Gravimetric Results.
TEST
TEMP.
°C .
TEST
TIME
HRS.
TEST
ATMOSPHERE
WEIGHT
CHANGE
g .x lO " 3/cm2
ll*00 3 10# °2 Gas + 5.57
tt 8 tt tt tt + 7.75
tl 12 tt tt tt + 9.71
tt 20 tt tt tt + 8 .5 0
tf 30 tt ft tt + 7.75
tf 1*8 tt tt tt + 7 . 1*5
ff 72 tt tt it + 9 .0 0
ft 96 tt tt tt +10 .00
tt 120 tt tt tt +10.1*0
ll*00 1* 20% °2 Gas + 5 . 1*0
ff 7 tt tt tt + 6.65
tf 12 tt tt t? + 8 .1 8
tf 16 tt ft tt + 9.50
ft 2l* tt ff tt + 7.05
ft 1*6 tt tf tt + 7 . 1*6
tf 72 tt tt ft + 8 .8 0
tt 96 tt tt ?t + 9.70
ft 120 tt tf tt +10 .30
TABLE 22. Continued.
TEST
TEMP.
°C
TEST
TIME
HRS.
TEST
ATMOSPHERE
WEIGHT
CHANGE
g*xl0“3/cm2
ll*00 3 50$ 02 Gas + 6.1*5
I I 8 n it n + 7*30
I I 12 n ii n + 7.65
I I 2l* ii n i i + 5.95
I I 1*8 ti it n + 6*80
I I 72 it it i i + 9.25
I I 96 n ii i i +10.70
tl 120 n n i i +11.50
ll*00 3 100? 02 Gas + 6.15
I I 6 I I  II I! + 7.25
I I 12 I I  I I i i + 7.68
I I 2l* I I  I I n + 7.01
I I 1*8 I I  II t! + 7.85
I I 72 I I  II I I +10.50
II 96 I I  I I It +11.30
II 120 II II II +11.30
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TABLE 2^. Various X AxiscPlots Based on Time
DURATION 
HRS.(t) t“ 3 t-i.s log1Qt
12 - 38.88 1.08
13 - 33.^3 1.11
2k - 10.76 1.38
kQ 9.0^ 3.21 1.68
72 2.57 1.66 1.86
75 2.37 1.55 1.88
120 0.59 0.76 2.08
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TABLE 26. Constants For the Laws Given in Table 25.
FIG. MATERIAL TEMP. ATMOS. "a" tV t
65 MoSi + 0 .2 $  Fe 2 1300°C
100$ 02 9 .3 5 -  8.85
n tt t; ft tt 50$ 02 T .^0 -  6.00
it ft tt ft tt 20$ 02 k ' l  6 -  1 .12
66 MoSi2 + 0 .2 $  Fe 1300°C 100$ o2 -  1 .U 5 1 1 .6 5
tt tt tt tt tt 50$ 0 2 -  1 .3 5 l o  M
67 MoSi2 + 0 .2 $  Fe 1300°C 20$ 02 -  1 .7 2 8.62
68 M Si2 ll*00 °C 50$ 0 2 lU .30 - 1 7 .3 0
tt i i 11 20$ 02 6.50 -  3 .1 5
ft i i i i 10$ o2 7 .3 5 -  1*,9Q
69 MoSi2 1^00°C 100$ o2 -  k . 1 5 1 5 .2 5
TO MoSi2 1300°C 100$ 02 1 0 .6 5 -  9 .0 5
n i i tt 50$ 02 7 .3 8 -  5 .1 6
i i i i v 10$ 02 5 .7 0 -  3 .8 5
TABLE 27. Fe Content of Protective Layer (MoSig + 0.2$Fe)
TEST TEMP. 
°C
02 CONC. TIME: HRS Fe COHTEHT 
C.P.S.
ll+00 10% 2 311
ft tt 12 11*1*6
ff ft 30 1857
ft tt 51 1581+
ft tt 70 1078
tt ft 96 1+00
tf tf 120 591
ll*00 20% 2 557
tt tt 12 1250
tt tt 1*8 2032
tt tt 72 957
tt tt 120 86
ii+oo 50# 2 556
tt Tt 8 786
tt ft 12 1061*
ft tt 16 101+2
tt tt 26 357
tt tt 72 517
If tt 120 1765
ll+OO 100$ 2 293
ft tt 9 1+83
tt tf 2l* 11*57
tf ft 1+8 391
tf ft 72 511
tt tf 120 1070
Pure Iron Standard - 3600 C.P.S
Background Reading = 0,1 - 1.0 C.P.S.
TABLE 28* Fe Content of Protective Layer (MoSi2 + 0.2$Fe)
TEST TEMP, 
o
C
02 CONC. TIME; HRS Fe COiNTEHT 
C.P.S. ,
1300 10$ 3 559
tt tt 13 -
tt tt 23 1009
tt tt 1+8 1581
Tf tt 73 139
Tf tt 120 707
1300 20$ 3 281
TI tt 12 61*8
tf tt 21+ 159
ft t t 1+8 1+92
tt tt 75 789
tt tt 120 516
1300 50$ 2 250
tt tt 10 597
tt tt 2l+ 2l*5
tt ft 1+8 21+9
tt ff 71* 375
tt tt 120 1150
1300 100$ 3 101
tt ft 12 502
tt ff 22 275
tt ft 1*7 153
tt tt 72 398
tt ff 120 898
Pure Iron Standard = 3600 C.P.S.
Background Reading = 0.1 - 1.0 C.P.S.
TABLE 29. Fe Content of Protective Layer (MoSig)
TEST TEMP. 
°C
02 CONC. TIME:HRS Fe COUTEHI 
C.P.S.
1400 10$ 3 0.451! 11 12 1 . 2 5
IV ti 30 0.32
II 11 U8 O.56
II i i 72 O.69
II 11 120 0 .61
1400
tsQ.
0OJ 4 0.93
n II 7 1*20
11 II 12 0.22
11 II 16 1 .1 1
i i II 24 0.47
n II 46 0.50
i i I I 72 1 .00
i i II 120 0.71
1400 50$ 3 0.48
II II 12 0.50
II II 24 0.45
II II 48 0.76
It II 72 0.38
II II 120 0.26
i4oo 100$ 3 0.34
II II 12 0.62
II II 24 0.36
II 11 48 0.25
II n 72 0.29
120 0.29
Pure Iron Standard = 3600 C.P.S.
Background Reading = 0.1 - 1.0 C.P.S.
TABLE 30* Fe Content of Protective Layer (MoSi2)
TEST TEMP* 
°C
02 COHCi TIME: HRS Fe COHTEHT 
C.P.S.
1300 10$ 3 0*40
it 17 13 0.85
i i I I 24 1.69
i i I I 48 0.78
i i I I 75 0.53
i i I I 120 0.21
1300 20$ 3 0.36
ti it 13 0.75
i i i i 24 0.19
ti i i 48 0,65
ti ii 72 0.50
n ti 120 0.19
1300 50% 3 0.40
1! 11 12 0.45
I I I I 24 0.36
It II 48 0.50
It 11 72 0.45
II 11 120 0.40
1300 100$ 2 0.33
ti II 13 0.20
ti 17 24 0.30
n II 48 0.48
i i 11 72 0.19
n I? 120 0.08
Pure Iron Standard = 3600 C.P.S.
Background Reading « 0.1 - 1.0 C.P.S.
MoSio + 0.2# Fe - MAGNETIC TEST RESULTS, 
TABLE 31* Oxidation at ll+00°C.
10# 02 GAS 20% 02 GAS 50# 02 GAS 100# 02 GAS
HRS. MAG. NO. ERS. MAG.NO. HRS. MAG. NO. HRS. MAG. NO.
2 0 2 3 2 3 b 0
12 2 12 3 8 2 9 0
30 3 1+8 b 12 1 2b 0
51 b 72 3 16 0 1+8' 0
TO b 120 0 36 0 72 2
96 2 72 1 120 2
120 0 120 2
TABLE 32. Oxidation at 1300°C.
10# 02 GAS 20# 0o GAS 
<—
50# C)2 GAS H O O 02 GAS
i
HRS. MAG* NO* ERS. MAG.NO. HRS. MAG.NO. HRS.  ^MAG. NO,
3 0 3 0 3 0 3 0
13 0 lb 3 12 3 12 3
23 3 2b 2 2l+ 0 22 0
1+8 3 1+8 0 1+8 1 1*7 1
73 b 75 0 72 2 72 2
120 3 120 3 120 2 120 2
MoSig - MAGNETIC TEST RESULTS
TABLE 33. Oxidation at ll+00°C.
10# 02 GAS 20# Oo GASd 50# 02 GAS 100# 02 GAS
HRS. MG. NO. ERS. MG. NO. HRS. MG. NO. HRS. MG. NO.
3 0 1+ 0 3 0 3 0
12 0 12 0 12 0 12 0
30 0 16 0 21+ 0 2l+ 0
1*8 0 21+ 0 1+8 0 1+8 0
72 0 1+6 0 72 0 72 0
120 0 72 0 120 0 120 0
120 0
TABLE 31+ Oxidation at 1300°C.
10# 02 GAS ro 0 '0-3
.
0 ro ? m 50# 02 GAS 100# 02 GAS
IiRS. MG. NO. HRS. MAG.NO. HRS. MAG.NO. HRS. MAG.NO.
3 0 3 0 3 0 2 0
13 0 13 0 12 0 13 0
21+ 0 2l+ 0 21+ 0 2l+ 0
1+8 0 1+8 0 1+8 0 1+8 0
75 0 72 0 72 0 72 0
120 0 120 0 120 0 120 0
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TABLE 51. Oxidation of MoSi2 + 1 %  Si % 1^00°C
GRAVIMETRIC RESULTS.
TEST TEMP. 
°C
TEST TIME 
HRS.
TEST
ATMOSPHERE
WEIGHT 
CHAHGE 
g . x 10“3/cm2
lfcOO 2 100$ 02 Gas + 6.5U
tt Ik it it 11 + 12.65
If 2k it tt it + 18.60
II 30 ft it 1? + 1U.30
tl kl tt it it + 12.30
It 67 n ti it + 13.70
If 120 tt tt tt + 13.00
TABLE 52. Oxidation of MoSi2 + 2.5$ Si § ll*00°C.
GRAVIMETRIC RESULTS.
TEST TEMP. 
°C
TEST TIME 
HRS.
ATMOSPHERE
WEIGHT 
CHANGE 
g. x 10“3/cm2
11*00 2 loot 02 Gas + 1.81*
II 13 ♦1 II II + 8.72
II 2k II II II + 15.85
II 1*8 II II II + 18.50
It 69 fl II II + 19.1*0
tl 120 II II II + 20.00
APPENDIX II I .
STATISTICAL ANALYSIS -  
TABLES AND CALCULATIONS.
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TABLE B
- obtained from Table A by summing over "t”
I
2
I
2
0 . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
1 2 3 1* 1 2 3 1*
T ‘
1
28.1*2 27.91 32.12 1*1.52 29.90 3l*. 1*1* 38.35 1+0.1*3
T
2
50.1*3 *+7.19 1*7.60 50.1*9 28.98 29.03 38.85 39.97
Each entry is the sum of 6 weight changes.
TABLE C
- obtained from Table A by summing over ”l"
0
1
0
.2
. . -.
0
3
0
+
T T T T T T T T
1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2
t 1+.95 9.18 6,1+5 9.37 5.53 13.09 1*.86 12.80
1
t 7.61* ll*.i*2 8.35 13.72 8.1+5 11+.95 10.91 15.08
2
t 9.32 13.1+0 8.00 12.35 8.32 12.25 10.08 13.37
3
t 10.68 13.00 11.09 12.38 12.1*0 12.35 15.00 13.52
1*
t 11.90 11+.65 13,06 13,35 15.97 15.51 19,1*0 17.38
5
t 13.83 Ik,26 15.1*0 15.05 19.80 18.30 21.70 18,11
6 '
Each entry is the sum of 2 weight changes.
TABLE B
- obtained frcrn Table A by summing over "t”
I
1
I
2
0 . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
1 2 3 k 1 2 3 1*
T ‘
1
28. 1*2 27.91 32.12 1*1.52 29.90 31*.1*1* 38.35 1*0.1*3
T
2
50.^3 1*7.19 1*7.60 50.1*9 28.93 29.03 38.85 39.97
Each entry is the sum of 6 weight changes.
TABLE C
- obtained from Table A by summing over ”l”
0
1
0
11
0
3
0
+
T T T T T T T T
1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2
t i*.95 9.18 6,1*5 9.37 5.53 13.09 1*.86 12.80
1
t 7.61* ll*.l*2 8.35 13.72 8.1*5 ll*,95 10.91 15.08
2
t 9.32 13.1*0 8.00 12.35 8.32 12.25 10.08 13.37
3
t 10.68 13.00 11.09 12.38 12.1*0 12.35 15.00 13.52
1*
t 11.90 ll*.65 13,06 13,35 15.97 15.51 19,1*0 17.38
5
t 13.83 ll*.l6 15.1*0 15.05 19.80 18.30 21.70 18,11
6
___________________1
Each entry is the sum of 2 weight changes.
TABLE D
- obtained from Table A by summing over ,fTw
J1 X2
°1 °2 °3 °1+ °1 °2 °3 °1+
tl 6*88 7.02 7.83 7.52 7.25 8 .80 10.79 10.11+
t2 12.25 10.95 10.25 12.1+7' 9 .81 11.12 13.15 13.52
t3 12.12 10.1+5 9.87 12.77 10.60 9.90 10.70 10.68
tk 12.97 12.98 13.00 16.25 10,71 10.1+9 11.75 12.27
t5 16.1+0 15.00 17.07 20.70 10.15 11.1+1 ll+.l+l 16.08
t6 18.23 18.70 21.70 22.30 10.36 11.75 16,1+0 17.51
Each entry is the sum of 2 weiglyt changes.
TABLE B
- obtained from Table A by summing over "t"
I
1
I
2
0 . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
1 2 3 b 1 2 3 1*
T ‘
1
28. 1*2 27.91 32.12 lH. 52 29.90 Sk.kk 38.35 1*0 .1*3
T
2
50.1+3 1*7.19 1*7.60 50.1+9 28.98 29.03 38.85 39.97
Each entry is the sum of 6 weight changes.
TABLE C
- obtained from Table A by summing over "i"
0
1
0
i■>
0
3
0
*
T T T T T T T T
1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2
t U.95 9.18 6,1*5 9.37 5.53 13.09 1*.86 12.80
1
t 1.6b 1U.U2 8.35 13.72 8.1*5 ll*,95 10.91 15.08
2
t 9.32 13.1*0 8.00 12.35 8.32 12.25 10.08 13.37
3
t 10.68 13.00 11.09 12.38 12.1*0 12.35 15.00 13.52
b
t 11.90 lU.65 13.06 13.35 15.97 15.51 19,1*0 17.38
5
t 13.83 lb. 16 15.1*0 15.05 19.80 18.30 21.70 18,11
6 1_____ 1
Each entry is the sum of 2 weight changes.
TABLE F
- obtained by summing Table C over "t”
°1 °2 °3 °4
T1 T2 Til
T
‘ 2 T1 T2 T1 T2
58.32 79.41 62.35 76.22 70.47 86.45 01.95 90.26
Each entry is the sum of 12 weight changes
TABLE G
- obtained by summing Table B over "T"
I1 I2
°1 °2 °3 °4 | °1 °2 :: °s °4
78.85 75.10 79.72 ;: 92.01 58.88 63.47 j 77.20 80.20
Each entry is the sum of 12 weight changes
TABLE H
- obtained by summing Table B over ”0”
X1
T1 T2 T1
T ' 2
129.97 195.71 
l________;
143.12 136.63
Each entry is the sum of 24 weight changes.
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TABLE L
- obtained by summing Table K over "t11
T1 T2
273.09 ; 332.34
each e n try  is  the sum o f 48 w eight changes.
TABLE M
-  obta ined by summing Table IC over "T”
rt h-* fc2 fc4 *5 *6
66.23 93.52 ■ 87.09 100.42 121.22 136.95
each e n try  is  the  sum o f 16 w eight changes.
TABLE N
- obtained by summing Table I over fttl!
*1 I 2
325.68 279.75
each entry is the sum of 48 weight chaiiges.
TABLE P
- obtained by summing Table G over "IM
°1 j I °2 °3 °4
137.73 138.57 156.92 172.21
each entry is the sum of 24 weight changes.
Grand Total (T) = 605.43 
Total Number (N) = 96
CORRECTION FACTOR (C.R.)
C.R. = i f
N
605.432 
96
366545.5
96
3818.2
CALCULATION P
»Q» Effect Sum of Squares and Degrees of Freedom
2-| Ij.37.732 + 138.572 + 156.S22 + 171.212J. —  C.F.
" f^92451.36 “ 1 -  3818.2
= 3852.1 -  3818.2
-  38.9
Between 4 levels of "O**, 
degrees of freedom =3.
CALCULATION N 
nIyt Effect Sum of Squares and Degrees of Freedom
J 3 25*682 + 279.752J  -  C.F.
= 4-| 0.84327 •52^ j "" 3818*2
-  3840*2 -  3818.2 
« 22.0
Between 2 levels of ”1", 
degrees of freedom • 1
CALCULATION M
”tM Effect Sum of Squares and Degrees of Freedom
a  D6“ O4250-83H ~ 3818*2
= 4015.7 -  38X8.2 
« 197,5
Between levels of ,ft”, 
degrees of freedom * 5.
.232 + 93.522 + 87.092 + 100.422 + 121.222 + 136.952_J -  C.F.
CALCULATION L
,!T,f Effect Sum of Squares and Decrees of Freedom
1  ( j7 3 .0 9 2 + 332.342~ |  -  C.F.
C185028.oFT -  3818.2■» |M (||j.48
3854.8 -  3818.2
36.6
Betv/een 2 levels of "T11, 
degrees of freedom = 1.
CALCULATION K
”T x t” Interaction Sum of Squares adn Degrees of Freedom
•| 01 .792 + 35.352 + 35.722 + 49.172 + 60.332 + 70.732 + 44.442 +
58.172 + 51.372 + 51.252 + 60.892 + 66.22^ -  36.6 -  197.5 -  C.F. 
* £ 32777*233  36.6 —  197.5 —  3818.2
« 4097.2 -  36.6 -  197.5 -  3818.2
~ 44.9
Degrees of freedom * 1 x 5
* 5
CALCULATION J
”0 x t!t Interaction Sum of Squares and Degrees of Freedom
j  f " j . l 3 2 + 22*062 + 22.722 + 23.682 26.552 + 28.592 + 15.822 +
22.072 + 20.352 + 23.472 + 26.412 + 30.452 + 18.622 + 23.402 +
20.572 + 24.752 + 31.482 + 38.102 + 17.662 + 25.992 + 23.452 +
28.522 + 36.782 + 39.312"} -  33.9 -  197.5 -  C.F.
J j.6273.3r1  -  33.9 -  197.5 -  3818.2
4068.3 -  33.9 -  197.5 -  3818.2
18.7
Degrees of freedom a 3 x 5
■ 15
CALCULATION I
WI x t ” Interaction Sum of Squares and Degrees of Freedom
1/8
2 2 2 2 2 2
29.25 + 45.92 + 45.21 + 55.20  + 69.17 + 80.93 +
— 2 2 2 2 2 2 —j
36.98 + 47.60  + 41.88 + 45.22 + 52.05 + 56.02
- 22.0 - 197.5 - C.F.
=  1/8 J*32668.85 -  22.0  -  197.5 -  3818.2
= 4083.6 -  22.0  -  197. 5— 3818.2 
* 45.9
Degrees of Freedom = 1 x 5
= 5
CALCULATION H
?tI x Tn Interaction Sum of Squares and Degrees of Freedom
1/24
2 2 2 2 
129.97 + 195.71 + 143.12 + 136.63
- 22.0 - 36.6 - C.F.
=1/24 94345.69 -  22.0  -  36.6 -  3818.2
= 54.3
Degrees of Freedom = 1 x 1
= 1
CALCULATION G
WI x 0" Interaction Sum of Squares and Degrees of Freedom
r  2 2 2 2
1/12 78.85 + 75.10 + 79.72 + 92.01 +
2 2 2 2
58.88 + 63.1+7 + 77.20 + 80.20
- 22.0 - 33.9 - C.F.
=1/12 I+6565.62 | - 22.0 - 33.9 - 3818.2
3880.5 - 22.0 - 33.9 * 3818.*
= 6 . 1+
Degrees of Freedom = 1 x 3
= 3
CALCULATION F
”1 X O” Interaction Sim of Squares and Degrees of Freedom
p  2 2 2 2
1/12 58.32 +79.^1 +62.35 +76.22 +
L I 2 2 2 2 -1
70.1+7 + 86.1+5 + 81.95 + 90.26 
- 33.9 - 36.6 - C.F.
12 1+6706,1+7 ^  - 33.9 - 36.6 - 3818.2
= 3.5
Degrees of Freedom = 3 x 1
CALCULATION E
ffI x t x Tn Interaction Sum of Squares and Degrees of Freedom
w 2 2 2 2 2 2
1/1+5.68 + 12.70 + 16.90 + 25.61+ + 31.62 + 37.1+3 +
* -  2 2 2 2 2 2
23.57 + 33.22 + 28.31 + 29.56 + 37.55 + 1+3.50 +
2 2 2 2 2 2
16,11 + 22.65 + 18.82 + 23.53 + 28.71 + 33.30 +
2 2 2 2 2 2
20.87 + 2k.9h + 23.06 + 21.69 + 23.31+ + 22.72 j
- 22.0 - 197.5 - 36.6 - 5^.3 - 1+5.9 - 1+1+.9 - C.F,
-1/1+ jl6908.31 ~j - 22 .0 - 197.5 - 36.6 - 5L.3 - 1+5-9 - 3818.2
1+227.1 - 22 .0 - 197.5 - 36.6 - 5L.3 - 1+5.9 - 1+1+.9 - 3818.2
** 7.7
Degrees of Freedom = 1 x 5 x 1
= 5
r-ICVl
CALCULATION D
!?I x Q x tw Interaction Sim, of Squares and Degrees of Freedom
2 2 2 2 2 2
6.88 + 12.25 + 12.12 + 12.97 + 16.1+0 + 18.23 +
2 2 2 2 2 2
7.02 + 10.95 + 10.1+5 + 12.98 + 15.00 + 18.70 +
2 2 2 2 2 2
7.83 + 10.25 + 9.87 + 13.00 + 17.07 + 21.70 +
2 2 2 2 2 2
7.52 + 12.U7 ■+ 12.77 + 16.25 + 20.70 + 22.30 +
2 2 2 2 2 2
7.25 + 9.81 + 10.60 + 10.71 + 10.15 + 10.36 +
2 2 2 2 2 2
8,80 + 11.12 + 9-90 + 10.1*9 + 11.1+1 + 11.75 +
2 2 2 2 2 2
10.79 + 13.15 + 10.70 + 11.75 + ih.hl + 16.1+0 +
2 2 2 2 2 2 - t
10.11+ + 13.52 + 10.68 + 12.27 + 16.08 + 17-51
- 22.0 - 33.9 - 197.5 - 6.1+ - 1+5.9 - 18.7 - C.F.
8292.89 - 22.0 - 33.9 - 197.5 - 6.1+ - 1+5.9 - 18.7 - 3818.2
-J
1+11+6,5 - 22 ,0 - 33.9 - 197.5 - 6.1+ - 1+5.9 - 18.7 - 3818.2
= 3.9
Degrees of Freedom = 1 x 3 x 5
= 15
CALCULATION C
"Q x T x t" Interaction Sum of Squares and Degrees of Freedom
~ 2 2 2 2 2 2
1*.95 + 7.61* + 9.32 + 10.68 + 11.90 + 13.83 +
2 ' 2 2 2 2 - 2  
9.18 + 114.1*2 + 13.1*0 + 13.00 + lU.65 + 11+.76 +
2 2 2 2 2 2
6.1*5 + 8.35 + 8.00 + 11.09 + 13.06 + 15.1*0 +
2 2 2 2 2 2
9.37 + 13.72 + 12.35 + 12.38 + 13.35 + 15.05 +
2 2 2 2 2 2
5.53 + 8,1*5 + 8.32 + 12,1*0 + 15.97 + 19.80 +
2 2 2 2 2 2
13.09 + ll*.95 + 12.25 + 12.35 + 15.51 + 18.30 +
2 2 2 2 2 2
1* .86 + 10.91 + 10.08 + 15.00 + 19 .1*0 + 21.70  +
2 2 2 2 2 2~1
12,80 + 15.08 + 13,37 + 13.52 + 17.38 + 18.11
- 33.9 - 197.5 - 36.6 - 18.7 - 3.5 - M*.9 “ C.F.
_ 1
8326.77 - 33.9 - 197.5 - 36.6 - 18.7 - 3.5 - 1*1*.9 -
1*163.1* - 33.9 - 197.5 - 36.6 - 18.7 - 3.5 - 1*1*.9 - 38l8,
=  10.1
Degrees of Freedom = 3 x 1 x 5
3818
2
CALCULATION B
ffI x 0 x Tf> Interaction Sian of Squares and Degrees of Freedom
1/6
-  2 2 2 2 
28.1+2 + 50.1+3 + 27.91 + 1+7*19 +
2 2 2 2
32.12 + 1+7.60 + 1+1.52 + 50.1+9 +
2 2 2 2 
29.90 + 28.98 + 31+.1+1+ + 29.03 +
2 2 2 2 
38.35 + 38.85 + 1+0.1+3 + 39.77
-  22.0 -  33.9 -  36.6 -  6.1+ -  51+.3 -  3.5 -  C.F,
= 1/6 23886.33 -  22.0 -  33.9 -  36.6 -  6.1+ -  51+.3 -3 .5  -  3818.2
3980.6 -  22.0 -  33.9 -  36.6 -  6.1+ -  51+.3 -  3.5 -  3818.2
*  5.7
Degrees of Freedom = 1 x 3 x 1
CALCULATION A
a) TOTAL SUM OF SQUARES
T o ta l Sum o f Squares -  C*F.
-  4318.3 -  3818.2
■ 500.1
Degrees o f freedom « (N - l )
= 96-1
-  95
b) RESIDUALS
500.1 - 33.9 + 22.0 + 197.5 + 36.6*]
44.9 + 18.7 + 45.9 + 54.3 + 6.4 + 3.5J 
^7.7 + 3.9 + 10.1 + 5.7J
-  9.0
Degrees o f freedom ( d . f . )
95 -  80 
15
TABLE OF VARIANCE -TABLE Q
Nature of Effect Source Sum of Squares d.f.
Variance
Estimate
0 33*9 3 11.3
I 22.0 1 22.0
Main Factors T 36*6 1 36.6
t 197*5 5 39.5
Tt 44*9 J 5 9.0
Interactions between Ot 18.7 15 1.2
pairs of factors It 45.9 5 9.2
(1st order IT 54.3 1 54.3
interactions)
1 0 6.4 3 2.1
OT 3.5 3 1.2
Interactions between ItT 7.7 5 1.5
triplets of IOt 3.9 15 ■; * ro 4>
factors
OTt 10.1 15 .66
(2nd order
IOTinteractions) 5.7 3 1.9
Replication Residual 9.0 15 .60
Total 500.1 95
L..........
TABLE R
IMPROVED VARIANCE ESTIMATE
Nature of Effect Source Sum of Square d.f.
Variance
Estimate
ItT 7.7 5
2nd order IOt 3.9 15
interactions OTt 10.1 15
IOT 5.7 3
Replication Residual 9.0 15 .60
Total 36.4 53 .68
F - Tests - TABLE S
Second Order Interactions
F = 1.5
3 o
= 2.5 not significant
F = 1.9
IZo
■ 3*3 not significant
1st Order Interactions
1.2
= 1.7 not significant
F = 2.1
7SF
= 3.0 not significant
F = 5^*3
79*0 significant
F a 9*2
7SB
= 13.3 significant
F « 1 .2
= 1.7 not significant
TABLE S ( cont. )
F = 9.0
75?
= 13.0 significant
Main Factors
F = 11.3
T s r
» 16.6 significant
